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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

RESILIENCE 

“As health is not merely the absence of disease or infirmity but a positive state of 

complete physical, mental and social well-being” (World Health Organisation, 2006). 

Daily life presents us with constant challenges, such as excessive workload, 

family responsibilities and financial insecurity. Sometimes, individuals have to face 

more severe stressors and traumatic experiences, and although some develop a stress-

related disorder, others cope well with them and maintain their psychological health. In 

the last ten years, researchers have focused more and more on understanding the 

resilience mechanisms that enable individuals to successfully overcome life difficulties 

without incurring into lasting illness. Resilience is defined as a dynamic process through 

which the individual’s mental health is preserved or recovered during and after 

adversity (acute as well as chronic). However, more than simply being the result of an 

absence of disease processes, resilience can be seen as the dynamic outcome of 

adaptation mechanisms (Kalisch, Müller, & Tüscher, 2015). These mechanisms are 

biological, environmental, and psychological, and their identification and understanding 

can bring great advancement in preventing and treating mental illnesses. In this 

dissertation, I focus on adaptive emotion regulation (ER) as a resilience factor and try to 

understand its underlying mechanisms. 

First, I will generally introduce the concept of ER and focus on two strategies 

that, on top of exemplifying adaptive and maladaptive ER, have been used in the 

research here described. Then, I will explain the theoretical framework behind the 

empirical chapters, that is, the neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation 

(NFRE). This model integrates neural and psychological factors underlying stress 

regulation, and the studies described in this dissertation are a first exploration of the 

latter. To continue, I will describe the tools employed in my research: social stressors, 

1 CHAPTER 
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the Implicit Relation Association Procedure, and several physiological measures which 

provide unbiased indices of emotional responding and ER. 

EMOTION REGULATION 

Emotion regulation (ER) refers to all those strategies that we use, automatically 

or voluntarily, to maintain an emotional homeostasis and to achieve our goals (Aldao, 

Sheppes, & Gross, 2015; Gross & Thompson, 2007). Depending on the context we might 

want to increase, maintain, or decrease the intensity with which we experience an 

emotion, or we might want to influence which emotion we are experiencing. Flexible 

use of adaptive ER strategies has been linked to higher emotional well-being and 

resilience, whereas several psychopathologies are characterized by a rigid use of 

maladaptive ER strategies (Aldao & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2010, 2012; Aldao, Nolen-

Hoeksema, & Schweizer, 2010; Garnefski & Kraaij, 2007).  

Emotion regulation can be pursued behaviourally (acting on the situation or on 

one’s response) or cognitively (modifying the attention directed to the situation or its 

appraisal), and can be employed before the emotional response is fully generated 

(antecedent-focused strategies) or after (response-focused strategies). According to the 

Generic Timing hypothesis (Sheppes & Gross, 2011), the intensity of the emotional 

response increases over time. Because ER is more difficult when arousal is high, 

regulation is more efficient when initiated early in the developmental trajectory of the 

emotional response. In other words, adaptive antecedent-focused strategies should 

lead to more successful ER than response-focused strategies.  

A typical example of an adaptive  antecedent-focused ER strategy is reappraisal. 

This cognitive strategy consists in modifying the meaning of a situation in order to 

decrease distress. Several studies have shown that he habitual use of reappraisal is 

associated with higher well-being (e.g., Gross & John, 2003; Moore, Zoellner, & 

Mollenholt, 2008; Urry, van Reekum, Johnstone, & Davidson, 2009; Vanderhasselt, 

Koster, et al., 2014). Successful implementation of this strategy relies on the activation 

of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) which, via sub-cortical pathways, decreases activity in the 

amygdala and the experience of negative affect (Ochsner, Bunge, Gross, & Gabrieli, 
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2002; Ochsner & Gross, 2005; Silvers, Weber, Wager, & Ochsner, 2015; Wager, 

Davidson, Hughes, Lindquist, & Ochsner, 2008). 

Conversely, individuals can also use cognitive antecedent-focused strategies 

that, in the long term, have maladaptive consequences for their wellbeing. For instance, 

some individuals have the “tendency to magnify a perceived threat and overestimate 

the seriousness of its potential consequences” (Gellatly & Beck, 2016, p. 441). This 

maladaptive strategy, called catastrophizing, interacts with attentional and 

interpretative biases, ultimately playing a causal role in the onset and maintenance of 

psychopathology (Gellatly & Beck, 2016). Even though not many studies focused on the 

neural correlates of catastrophizing, two reviews have associated catastrophizing and 

top-down negative interpretation of neutral stimuli with the activation of the anterior 

cingulate cortex (ACC), and lateral and medial prefrontal cortex (respectively, LPFC and 

MPFC; Kalisch & Gerlicher, 2014; Ochsner & Gross, 2005). 

In addition, emotions do not only occur during or after emotion-eliciting events, 

but also arise during the anticipation of such events (Gramer & Reitbauer, 2010; 

Waugh, Panage, Mendes, & Gotlib, 2010). Considering that these anticipatory 

emotional cycles usually last longer but are less intense than the ones experienced 

during the actual confrontation with the event, it logically follows that being capable of 

coping with our emotions already during this early stage (i.e., anticipatory ER) might be 

a very adaptive ER strategy. Appropriate ER abilities in the face of a severe (prolonged 

or acute) stressor are a key factor of resilience. Based on the Generic Timing hypothesis 

we focus, in this dissertation, on the role of timing in successful ER, and specifically, on 

its possible underlying mechanisms. 

THE NEUROCOGNITIVE FRAMEWORK OF REGULATION EXPECTATION 

The timing of ER has a prominent role in the NFRE (De Raedt & Hooley, 2016). 

Indeed, according to this model, the extent to which one regulates his/her emotions in 

anticipation of a stressful event (anticipatory ER) determines the his/her ability to cope 

with the stressor itself (online ER). In their theoretical review, De Raedt and Hooley 

propose a framework that, by integrating different components related to stress 

regulation, can further our understanding of the mechanisms underlying successful and 
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unsuccessful stress regulation. These components, namely, implicit ideal and actual 

self-esteem, regulation expectation, and failure acceptance, are explained individually 

in the following paragraphs. See Figure 1 for a complete outline of the NFRE. 

 

 

Figure 1. Complete outline of the NFRE, including all factors, their combinations, and 

relationships. Reprinted from “The Role of Expectation and Proactive Control in Stress 

Regulation: A Neurocognitive Framework for Regulation Expectation”, by R. De Raedt  

and J. M. Hooley, 2016, Clinical Psychology Review, 45, 45–55. Reprinted with 

permission. 

 

Actual and ideal self-esteem 

High self-esteem, that is, a positive attitude towards the self, has been shown to 

buffer the negative impact of stressful life events on an individual’s mental health  (e.g., 

Beck, 1967; Greenberg et al., 1992; Metalsky, Joiner, Hardin, & Abramson, 1993). 

Indeed, several psychopathologies are associated with negative schemata over the self 

and low self-esteem (Orth & Robins, 2013; Orth, Robins, Trzesniewski, Maes, & Schmitt, 

2009; Rosenberg, 1962; Silverstone & Salsali, 2003).  
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However, it appears that the relationship between self-esteem, life stressors and 

psychopathology might be more complex than a simple moderation. Indeed, previous 

research shows that such vision of self-esteem might be too simplistic, and that this 

construct presents (at least) two very different facets with different functions and 

relationships with psychopathology: actual and ideal self-esteem. Whereas actual self-

esteem refers to one’s evaluation of the current self, ideal self-esteem refers to the 

representation of the attributes that one would like to possess. For instance, it appears 

that whereas dysphoric individuals have a low opinion of themselves they hold, at the 

same time, high personal standards (Remue, De Houwer, Barnes-Holmes, 

Vanderhasselt, & De Raedt, 2013; Remue, Hughes, De Houwer, & De Raedt, 2014).  

Within the NFRE, actual self-esteem is the result of previous stress regulation 

experiences. In other words, successful regulation of the stress response results into 

high actual self-esteem, and conversely, unsuccessful stress regulation damages one’s 

representation of the self. Importantly, the authors of this model go beyond this simple 

association and postulates that actual self-esteem determines one’s expectation to be 

able to deal with future stressors, that is, one’s regulation expectation. Instead, ideal 

self-esteem is the result of an individual’s standards and is related to the acceptance of 

his/her inability to deal with the stressor.  

Regulation expectation 

The concept of regulation expectation is central to the neurocognitive 

framework. According to the authors, (un)successful stress regulation depends greatly 

on the individual’s expectation about his/her ability to deal with future stressful events, 

that is, on his/her regulation expectation. In turn, an individual’s regulation expectation 

is determined by his/her actual self-esteem. Healthy individuals who have successfully 

coped with stress in the past have high actual self-esteem and, consequently, expect to 

be able to successfully cope with future stressors as well (i.e., positive regulation 

expectation). As a consequence, when anticipating a stressor they are more likely to 

actively prepare for such event, that is, to engage in proactive anticipation. Proactive 

anticipation is an adaptive anticipatory ER strategy that, according to the 

neurocognitive framework, directly facilitates one’s ER during confrontation with the 
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stressor. Conversely, individuals who have previously failed to cope with an aversive 

situation (e.g., depressed patients) are characterized by low self-esteem and negative 

regulation expectation (i.e., they expect to be unable to cope with stressors in the 

future). This makes them less likely to efficiently prepare for the upcoming stressor, 

which in turn hinders their ER when confronted with the stressor. Indeed, depressed 

patients have negative expectations about their ability to deal with stressor, which 

fosters a passive coping style. 

In line with this idea are the results of a study of Denny (Denny, Ochsner, Weber, 

& Wager, 2014). Specifically, they observed that anticipatory activity in the rostrolateral 

PFC, which may be associated with self-generation of negative expectations, predicted 

increased stimulus-related amygdala activity which in turn predicted reappraisal failure.  

Failure acceptance 

Within the neurocognitive framework, failure acceptance contributes, together 

with regulation expectation,  to one’s ability to engage in proactive anticipation. Failure 

acceptance is determined by one’s ideal self-esteem: when an individual has high 

standards for him/herself, inability to deal with a stressor is unacceptable. As a 

consequence, the anticipation of an upcoming difficulty is characterized by stress, 

which interferes with one’s efficient preparation during stressor anticipation. On the 

contrary, low ideal self-esteem results into high failure acceptance, which in 

combination with high actual self-esteem leads to a healthy balance between proactive 

anticipation and acceptance of uncontrollable situations. Instead, the combination of 

high failure acceptance with low actual self-esteem leads to a passive coping style (i.e., 

passive anticipation).  

To conclude, depending on the circumstances it might not always be possible, 

and hence adaptive, to successfully deal with a stressor. Indeed, when a situation is out 

of our control, accepting the possibility of failure will lead to less stress than persisting 

in futile and frustrating problem-solving. 
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Proactive anticipation 

The neurocognitive framework integrates these factors into a model explaining 

the mechanism underlying successful stress regulation. Individuals with high actual and 

low ideal self-esteem should be characterized by high regulation expectation and high 

failure acceptance. This attitude results into the ability to proactively anticipate an 

upcoming stressor, which is the key to successful stress regulation. But what is this 

proactive anticipation, and how does it affect stress regulation?  

As we have already stated above, proactive anticipation is an adaptive form of 

anticipatory ER in which individuals actively prepare for an upcoming stressor. Such 

preparation takes place when an individual actively deploys cognitive control to 

regulate his/her emotions in anticipation of a stressful event. Cognitive control refers to 

processes that allow adjustments in information processing and behaviour accordingly 

to one’s current goals. According to the Dual Mechanisms of Control theory (DMC), 

cognitive control processes can operate either in a reactive or in a proactive way 

(Braver, 2012). When deploying proactive cognitive control, individuals engage in top-

down strategic processes that, through sustained prefrontal activity, maintain goal-

relevant information in order to optimize cognitive performance. In contrast, reactive 

cognitive control is employed only when needed in order to resolve interference, and is 

characterized by a transient activation of the relevant information and of the PFC. 

Importantly, the deployment of proactive control decreases the need to employ 

reactive control, with a major benefit when facing difficult cognitive tasks which require 

contextual update and goal maintenance.  

Within the context of stress regulation, this interplay between proactive and 

reactive control could explain the role of timing in ER as hypothesized by Sheppes and 

Gross in the Generic Timing Hypothesis (2011). When individuals proactively anticipate 

a stressful event, the increased prefrontal activity associated with proactive control 

inhibits, via cortical-subcortical pathways, the activity of the amygdala (Denny et al., 

2014; Herwig et al., 2007; Wager et al., 2008). As a consequence, the intensity of 

aversive emotional responses during confrontation with the stressor is decreased 

(Wager et al., 2008), allowing more efficient reactive control and stress regulation.  
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Research on the role of proactive anticipation as a precursor of efficient stress 

regulation is just at the beginning. For instance, Vanderhasselt, Remue, Ng, and De 

Raedt (2014) have observed that higher proactive anticipation of an emotional stimulus 

resulted into lower cognitive effort when the stimulus itself occurred (and vice versa). 

Importantly, engagement in proactive anticipation was predicted by high trait 

reappraisal. In a study of Herwig and colleagues (2007), anticipatory reappraisal was 

associated with increased left prefrontal activity, and amygdala activation associated 

with cognitive control correlated negatively with trait reappraisal. However, no study 

has yet investigated the direct link between proactive and reactive ER and their 

relationship with actual and ideal self-esteem, regulation expectation and failure 

acceptance. 

The neurocognitive framework and psychopathology 

In 2010, Waugh, Panage, Mendes, and Gotlib reported that failing to 

emotionally recover from anticipatory stress has unique physiological costs that may 

have important consequences for both our mental and physical health. Indeed, some 

individuals might not be able to proactively anticipate a stressful event, with the 

consequence that their reactive stress regulation will be hindered as well. This could 

occur because they lack the motivation to engage in preparatory processes, as is the 

case in individuals with low regulation expectation and high failure acceptance 

(originating from low actual and ideal self-esteem). Because no anticipatory prefrontal 

activation occurs, reactive amygdala activity increases leading to heightened negative 

affect and unsuccessful stress regulation. Alternatively, this could occur because other 

processes interfere with the proactive deployment of cognitive resources (i.e., stress or 

rumination), resulting into inefficient anticipatory ER.  

When an individual is characterized by both high actual and ideal self-esteem, 

he/she will have high regulation expectation but low failure acceptance. Because of this 

incapability to accept failure, the anticipation of an aversive event will be very stressful 

per se. Stress depletes one’s cognitive resources (e.g., Egeth & Kahneman, 1975; 

Sarason, 1984; Steinhauser, Maier, & Hübner, 2007), hence interfering with anticipatory 

prefrontal activity and its inhibitory effect on the amygdala. This will result into 
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unsuccessful stress coping and the experience of negative affect. In addition, these 

individuals might tend to rigidly persevere in trying to achieve their goals, in order to 

meet their high standards and preserve their fragile actual self-esteem. Possibly, this 

could explain the mechanisms underlying anxious individuals’ inability to deal with 

stress.  

Instead, individuals with low actual and high ideal self-esteem expect not to be 

able to regulate an upcoming challenge but cannot accept the possibility of failing. As a 

consequence, they will dwell on negative self-referential thoughts, that is, they 

ruminate, rather than proactively anticipating the stressful event. Rumination has been 

defined as “repetitively and passively focusing on symptoms of distress and on the 

possible causes and consequences of these symptoms” (Nolen-Hoeksema, Wisco, & 

Lyubomirsky, 2008, p. 400). This process compromises prefrontal activity and depletes 

the individuals’ cognitive resources (Davis & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000; Disner, Beevers, 

Haigh, & Beck, 2011; Hertel, 1998; Watkins & Brown, 2002), resulting into an increase 

of amygdala activation and negative affect, finally hindering the regulation of the stress 

response. In turn, their failure will further fuel negative actual self-esteem, in a vicious 

circle of lack of proactive anticipation and unsuccessful stress regulation. This 

mechanism could underlie the onset and maintenance of depressive symptoms.  

Indeed, Remue, Hughes, De Houwer, and De Raedt (2014) observed that dysphoric 

individuals are characterized by higher ideal and lower actual self-esteem than non-

dysphoric participants. In a study of Vanderhasselt and colleagues (2014), depressed 

participants displayed abnormal proactive anticipation and an increased need for 

reactive cognitive control. Finally, amygdala hyperactivity was reported in depressed 

individuals (Abler et al., 2010; Abler, Erk, Herwig, & Walter, 2007) during the 

anticipation of affective images.  

Summary 

To summarize, an individual’s actual and ideal self-esteem determine his/her 

regulation expectation and failure acceptance, which in turn influence one’s 

engagement in proactive anticipation. The more an individual proactively prepares for a 

stressful event, the more efficient and successful his/her stress regulation will be. On 
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the other hand, an abnormal anticipation (such as engagement in ruminative thoughts) 

might underlie the onset and maintenance of psychopathology. Hence, engagement in 

proactive anticipation of a stressor might be a relevant mechanism in stress resilience. 

This model not only offers a transdiagnostic account of (un)successful stress 

regulation, but also provides a heuristic framework for clinical practice. By furthering 

our understanding of which mechanisms need to be targeted for each individual, novel 

as well as existing interventions can be tailored for personalized interventions. 

As a first step towards a more complete testing of the NFRE, we investigated the 

relationship between actual and ideal self-esteem, regulation expectation and failure 

acceptance, trait rumination and the temporal dynamics of stress regulation. A core 

aspect of our research was a search for ecologically valid paradigms and for unbiased 

measures of ER and emotional responding. These methods are explained in details in 

the following paragraphs. 

METHODS 

Social stressors 

 Social evaluations are amongst the most potent types of stressors (Dickerson & 

Kemeny, 2004) and, importantly, are thought to play a causal role in the onset of 

depression (Kendler, Thornton, & Gardner, 2000). In addition, because of their poor 

social skills, depressed individuals tend to often elicit social rejection in their 

interactions (Segrin, 2000); this, combined with their inability to deal with rejection and 

criticism, might contribute to the maintenance of depressive symptoms (e.g., Burcusa & 

Iacono, 2007; Hooley et al., 2009). Because of their relevance in daily life as well as in 

depression, we selected two types of social stressors (social feedback and speech 

evaluation) as our method of choice to investigate stress resilience.  

 Social feedback is a very potent and ecological stimulus. It is self-relevant and 

self-threatening, and it activates self-conscious emotions (e.g., feeling hurt) and self-

related thoughts (De Raedt, Remue, Loeys, Hooley, & Baeken, 2017; Nolen-Hoeksema 

et al., 2008; Pearson, Watkins, & Mullan, 2011; Quirk, Wier, Martin, & Christian, 2015). 

Despite its relevance in daily life, only few studies have explored the anticipation of 

social feedback (Moor, Crone, & van der Molen, 2010; Moor, Van Leijenhorst, 
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Rombouts, Crone, & Van der Molen, 2010; Powers, Somerville, Kelley, & Heatherton, 

2013; Van der Molen et al., 2014). Importantly, in real life individuals can usually derive 

from the contextual cues whether the individuals they are interacting with have a 

positive or a negative opinion about them. However, most studies investigated the 

anticipation of social feedback based on self-generated expectations (Moor, Crone, et 

al., 2010; Moor, Van Leijenhorst, et al., 2010; Powers et al., 2013; Somerville, 

Heatherton, & Kelley, 2006), rather than on context-based information. In chapter 2 

and 3 of this dissertation, we investigated whether the presence or absence of 

contextual cues a) influenced the anticipatory and online processing of social feedback, 

and b) interacted with the use of ER. 

 Similarly, asking participants to give a speech for an audience has been 

consistently shown to induce social stress and, by being similar to several real-life 

situations (i.e., oral exams, job interviews, presentations), is characterized by high 

ecological validity (e.g., Allen, Kennedy, Cryan, Dinan, & Clarke, 2014; Beltzer, Nock, 

Peters, & Jamieson, 2014b; Fredrickson, Mancuso, Branigan, & Tugade, 2000; Hofmann, 

Moscovitch, & Kim, 2006). In this procedure, participants have to give a speech with 

little or no preparation in front of a camera or a jury, with the goal of receiving a 

positive evaluation of their performance. This aspect of self-threatening social 

evaluation is the central mechanism through which this procedure successfully induces 

stress (Gruenewald, Kemeny, Aziz, & Fahey, 2004). In chapters 4 to 6, we used this 

method to investigate the relationship between proactive and reactive ER, and their 

relationship with trait rumination, actual and ideal self-esteem, regulation expectation 

and failure acceptance. 

 An exception in our paradigm selection is the stressor task employed in 

experiment one of chapter six, which cannot be considered a social stressor as no 

evaluation from other individuals was involved. This study was conducted before this 

Ph.D. project by other researchers, explaining its inconsistency with the paradigms of 

the other experiments. In this task, participants were asked to find five repetitions of a 

specific sequence of numbers, within a page filled with digits. However, because the 

sequence was repeated only four times, the task was actually impossible and perceived 

as very stressful. 
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Implicit Relation Association Procedure 

According to the Relational Frame Theory (Y. Barnes-Holmes, Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & 

Roche, 2002), individuals will relate two concepts more easily if they are related as 

propositional knowledge in memory. Based on this principle, the IRAP measures how 

individuals automatically relate concepts to one another by measuring the individual’s 

response latency (D. Barnes-Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, Stewart, & Boles, 2010). In the 

current thesis this procedure is used to measure implicit actual and ideal self-esteem. 

Because it assesses propositions, the IRAP allows us to specify the type of relation 

between the self and the target quality (i.e., “I am” vs. “I want to be”), and hence to 

distinguish actual and ideal self-esteem. Another important aspect of using this tool is 

that the relations are measured in an implicit way. First of all, self-schemata are 

automatically activated primary cognitive processes which may not always be accessible 

to the conscious (Clark, Beck, & Alford, 1999).Second, explicit measures are often 

biased due to social desirability, self-presentation and lack of insight.  

Physiological measures 

 In this dissertation, three different physiological measures were used. In 

chapters 2 and 3, changes in pupillary responses indexed the emotional and cognitive 

processing of social feedback. In chapter 3, corrugator electromyography was employed 

to measure emotional responding in addition to classic self-report measures. Finally, in 

chapters 4 to 6, heart rate variability reflected autonomic stress regulation. Even 

though the use of physiological measures is more demanding for the researcher, these 

indices provide unbiased, online measures of the individuals’ reactions that are not 

affected by factors such as their social desirability, emotional awareness, and memory. 

Pupil Dilation. 

In his introduction of a special issue about pupillary responses, Eric Granholm 

states that “changes in pupil diameter provide a unique window on brain activity” 

(Granholm & Steinhauer, 2004, p. 1). Indeed, the iris muscles are indirectly connected 

to several brain areas via the Edinger Whestphal nucleus, locus coeruleus, 

hypothalamus and midbrain reticular formation. Some of these areas, such as the 
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amygdala (Koikegami & Yoshida, 1953), the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; 

Siegle et al., 2011; Siegle, Steinhauer, Stenger, Konecky, & Carter, 2003), the anterior 

cingulate cortex (ACC; Critchley, Tang, Glaser, Butterworth, & Dolan, 2005), and the 

locus coeruleus ( Joshi, Li, Kalwani, & Gold, 2016), are directly involved in important 

cognitive processes. In fact, pupil dilation (PD) is proportional, when kept under 

constant luminance conditions ,to cognitive workload (Beatty, 1982; Hess & Polt, 1964; 

Steinhauer, Siegle, Condray, & Pless, 2004), attention allocation (Gabay, Pertzov, & 

Henik, 2011), emotional arousal (e.g., Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig, & Lang, 2008; Janisse, 

1974), and top-down regulation of emotional stimuli (e.g., Siegle et al., 2011; Urry, van 

Reekum, Johnstone, & Davidson, 2009).  

To conclude, pupillary motility reflects the “extent of central nervous system 

processing allocated to a task” (Granholm & Steinhauer, 2004, p. 2); moreover, it offers 

insight into the time-course of brain processes by empowering discrimination between 

early and late processing (Geva, Zivan, Warsha, & Olchik, 2013), which is of particular 

interest when investigating reactions to emotional stimuli. 

In this dissertation, changes in pupillary diameter were recorded as a proxy of 

sustained cognitive and emotional processing during anticipation of and in response to 

social feedback (e.g., Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig, & Lang, 2008; Siegle et al., 2011; Urry, van 

Reekum, Johnstone, & Davidson, 2009). 

Electromyography 

A great deal of information about an individual’s affective state can be derived 

from his/her facial expression. Researchers have observed that the viewing of affective 

pictures (Cacioppo, Petty, Losch, & Kim, 1986; Dimberg, 1990; Lang, Greenwald, 

Bradley, & Hamm, 1993; Smith et al., 2000) and even directed imaginary (Brown & 

Schwartz, 1980; Schwartz, Fair, Salt, Mandel, & Klerman, 1976) induce subtle but 

reliable changes in one’s facial expression, which are consistent with the experienced 

emotion. Although these changes cannot always be perceived by the naked eye, by 

using facial electromyography (EMG) we can detect the activity of the muscles 

responsible for these expressions. Importantly, this method is sensitive to the valence 

and intensity of one’s affective state. For instance, the corrugator muscle (used to 
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frown) displays greater activity in response to negative stimuli and smaller in response 

to positive, as compared to neutral stimuli (e.g., Lang, Greenwald, Bradley, & Hamm, 

1993; J. T. Larsen, Norris, & Cacioppo, 2003; Schönfelder, Kanske, Heissler, & Wessa, 

2013) 

In this dissertation, corrugator EMG was used to detect unbiased affective 

responses to social feedback in chapter 3. Indeed, this measure is not affected by social 

desirability and lack of introspective emotional awareness, which bias self-reports of 

affect (Hofmann, Gawronski, Gschwendner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005). 

Heart Rate variability 

Heart rate variability (HRV) indexes autonomic regulation, adaptability and 

health. Flexibly in adapting one’s physiological and behavioural response to match one’s 

appraisal of the environment is a fundamental mechanism of survival. Indeed, high HRV 

has been consistently associated with successful ER and higher long-term wellbeing, 

whereas low HRV has been associated with stress, disease, and an increased mortality 

risk (Appelhans & Luecken, 2006; Denson, Grisham, & Moulds, 2011; Fabes & Eisenberg, 

1997; Kemp & Quintana, 2013; Lane et al., 2009; Thayer & Lane, 2007; Thayer, 

Yamamoto, & Brosschot, 2010). Such self-regulation and adaptability rely on a set of 

neural structures that integrate and monitor external and internal states, the activity of 

which is indexed by HRV (Thayer, Åhs, Fredrikson, Sollers, Wager, et al., 2012). 

Specifically, medial prefrontal regions and the amygdala (both associated with 

emotional appraisal) communicate, through cortical-subcortical pathways, with several 

physiological regulation systems, among which the autonomic nervous system (ANS). 

Under safety circumstances, the PFC exerts inhibitory control on the amygdala, which is 

reflected by a tonic inhibitory influence of the vagus nerve on the heart. This so-called 

vagal break keeps the system under a rest and digest state, associated with lower heart 

rate. When a threat appears in the environment, prefrontal activity decreases, causing 

the withdrawal of this vagal break. This leads to an increase in sympathetic activity and 

heart rate, initiating energy mobilization in preparation for a fight-or-flight response. 

Hence, variability of the beat-to-beat interval results from the interplay of the 

sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the autonomic nervous system. 
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However, as the sympathetic influence on HRV is slow (in the order of seconds), 

researchers focused on the faster effects of the parasympathetic branch (in the order of 

milliseconds). From now onwards, when we talk about HRV we refer to vagally-

mediated HRV.  To conclude, HRV can be seen as  “an index of how strongly ‘top–down’ 

appraisals, mediated by cortical-subcortical pathways, shape brainstem activity and 

autonomic responses in the body” (Thayer, Åhs, Fredrikson, Sollers, & Wager, 2012, p. 

747).  

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The aim of the current PhD project was to further our understanding of the role 

of timing in successful emotion regulation and its possible underlying mechanisms. 

Based on the NFRE, we investigated the role of proactive anticipation as a precursor of 

efficient stress regulation. In addition, we explored how other factors, namely context, 

trait rumination, regulation expectation, and actual and ideal self-esteem influence and 

relate to proactive anticipation. To answer these questions, we employed social 

stressors, which are ecological, self-relevant stimuli that play a fundamental role in the 

onset and maintenance of psychopathology. In addition, we favoured the use of 

unbiased measures as opposed to classic self-reports. Indeed, actual and ideal self-

esteem were assessed implicitly via the IRAP, and cognitive/emotional processing, 

emotional responding and stress regulation were indexed by psychophysiological 

measures (respectively, PD, corrugator EMG, and HRV). 

These are the initials stages of a broader research line carried out in our lab, 

which aims to prevent and treat depression and its relapse. A better understanding of 

the mechanisms underlying resilience to stress can help future researchers in 

developing treatments that personally tailor self-esteem, regulation expectation and 

failure acceptance, and proactive anticipation.  

OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTERS 

To achieve these goals, we conducted six experiments over the course of this 

Ph.D. project.  
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First, to better understand  the role of timing in successful emotion regulation, 

we attempted to fill a gap in the literature concerning the influence of contextual 

information and of ER strategies on emotional and cognitive processing during 

anticipatory and online processing of social feedback.  

In chapter 2, we investigated whether contextual information influenced 

individuals’ anticipatory and online processing of social feedback. Participants received 

rigged negative and positive social feedback, and while anticipating each feedback, they 

saw a cue that was either informative or uninformative on the valence of the upcoming 

feedback. Pupillary responses were collected as a proxy of emotional and cognitive 

processing of stimuli, while emotional responses were assessed through self-reports.  

In chapter 3, we further explored whether context and ER strategies interacted 

influencing 1) individuals’ anticipatory and online processing of self-relevant events, 

and 2) their affective response to them. Participants were exposed to bogus positive 

and negative social feedback under reappraisal and appraisal instructions. Based on 

contextual information (i.e., a cue), the valence of the feedback could be either 

expected or unexpected. Changes in pupil size indexed emotional/cognitive processing 

of social feedback, while participants’ affective responses were collected via self-report 

and electromyographic activity over the corrugator muscle. 

For methodological reasons, our results were inconclusive concerning the 

influence of contextual information and, more importantly for this project, of ER on 

anticipatory and online emotional and cognitive processing of self-relevant information. 

Therefore, we implemented two major changes in the following studies. First, we 

decided to use a different paradigm that was at the same time more reliable and 

ecologically valid (a speech task). The paradigms of the previous chapters were well 

controlled in terms of stimulus presentation, which was necessary in the first stage of 

the project to exclude confounds, but at the same time decreased their similarity to 

real-life situations. Second, we measured HRV as an index of autonomic stress 

regulation instead of pupillary changes, which presented an intrinsic confound of 

arousal/emotional response and ER. With these methods we could also further test the 

influence of different factors (highlighted in italic) of the NFRE on stress regulation. 

In chapter 4, we investigated how different anticipatory ER strategies affected 

the ability to cope with the stress induced by a speech task. In addition, in line with the 
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NFRE, we explored whether trait rumination would moderate this effect. Participants 

were randomly assigned to one of two ER instructions (adaptive VS maladaptive group) 

during the anticipation of the speech. We recorded heart rate variability (HRV) as an 

index of emotion regulation and self-reported stress to assess emotional responding.  

Following up on our previous results confirming the importance of rumination in 

stress regulation, in chapter 5 we investigated whether manipulating the individuals’ 

regulation expectation could overcome the detrimental effect of anticipatory 

rumination. Again, a speech task was used to induce social stress. In anticipation of the 

speech, participants were subjected to a rumination induction, but whereas half of 

them were told that this ER strategy has detrimental effects on stress regulation, the 

other half was told that it is actually helpful when facing stress. To assess ER and 

emotional responding, we collected, respectively, HRV data and self-reports of stress. 

In chapter 6, we explored the relationship between implicit actual and ideal self-

esteem and stress regulation. To assess implicit actual and ideal self-esteem we 

administered the Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure (IRAP; Remue, Hughes, 

Houwer, & Raedt, 2014). To induce stress, we asked participants to complete an 

unsolvable task. To assess ER and emotional responding, we collected, respectively, 

HRV data and self-reports of stress.  

Because the study described in chapter 6 supported the existence of a 

relationship between actual and ideal self-esteem (as measured with the IRAP) and 

stress regulation (as measured with HRV), we could move onto testing the more 

complex model of De Raedt and Hooley. Hence, in chapter 7, we tested how implicit 

actual and ideal self-esteem interacted in predicting the relationship between 

anticipatory and online stress regulation. Again, we induced stress by asking 

participants to give a speech. Implicit actual and ideal self-esteem were measured via 

administration of the IRAP. Proactive and reactive ER were indexed by HRV, while 

affective state was assessed with self-reports.  

Finally, in chapter 8 we report an overview of the results of the empirical 

chapters and integrate them in a general discussion. In addition, we address their 

theoretical and clinical implications, the limitations of this dissertation, and present a 

few recommendations for future research. 
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As this dissertation consists of different and independent research papers 

meant, most of which have been submitted or accepted for publication, the text of 

some of the chapters might partially overlap. 
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THE PROCESSING OF EXPECTED AND 

UNEXPECTED SOCIAL EVALUATIONS:       

A PUPILLOMETRY STUDY
1 

ABSTRACT 

We are all confronted with social evaluations, which may elicit strong emotional 

responses. Moreover, we sometimes anticipate a positive or negative social evaluation 

triggered by a specific contextual cue (for example, your boss). In this study, it was 

investigated how context-based expectation regarding the valence of an upcoming 

social evaluation influences the anticipation and the response to that social evaluation. 

Twenty-nine healthy female participants received a facial cue that elicited expectations 

regarding the valence of the upcoming evaluation, followed by the self-relevant social 

evaluation (positive vs. negative target). Pupil dilation (PD) was collected as a proxy of 

spontaneous cognitive/emotional processing. Results showed that during the cue 

phase, PD was smaller when participants were expecting the valence of the upcoming 

evaluation (both for positive and negative) as compared to the anticipation of 

evaluation without expectation of the valence. On the other hand, during the target 

phase, besides the typical effects of valence (i.e., more PD on negative vs. positive 

stimuli), PD was larger in response to foreseen as compared to unforeseen evaluations 

(both for positive and negative). Our findings show that, when healthy individuals don’t 

know which social evaluations to expect, they engage in cognitive/emotional processing 

during the anticipation phase, possibly to deal with uncertainty. On the other hand, 

when they know what kind of social evaluation to expect (positive/negative), they 

recruit cognitive/emotional processes at the moment they are confronted with the 

                                                
1
 Based on Nasso, S., Vanderhasselt, M-A, & De Raedt, R. (2018). The processing of expected and 

unexpected social evaluations: a pupillometry study. Manuscript submitted for publication. 
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evaluation. Future research may relate these temporal dynamics to inter-individual 

differences in adaptive and maladaptive emotion regulation. 

INTRODUCTION 

We can’t imagine how often we are confronted with self-relevant feedback 

provided by the people around us. These social evaluations are powerful emotional 

stimuli as they activate self-conscious emotions (e.g., feeling proud or feeling hurt) and 

self-related thoughts, which people need to regulate in order to have a stable 

emotional life. Moreover, people may also anticipate this self-relevant social 

evaluation, and during this anticipation they can already prepare their behaviour and 

regulate their emotions in order to optimize its outcome (Aspinwall & Taylor, 1997). 

However, whereas sometimes people can expect which social evaluation they will 

receive (positive vs. negative) based on previous interactions, at other moments they 

don’t know what to expect. Would these anticipatory processes of a self-relevant 

situation depend on people’s expectation, and will this – in turn – have an effect on the 

response when actually being confronted with the social evaluation? Interestingly, 

despite its relevance in daily life, only few studies have been focused on exploring the 

anticipation of self-relevant social evaluations (Moor, Crone, & van der Molen, 2010; 

Moor, van Leijenhorst, Rombouts, Crone, & Van der Molen, 2010; Powers, Somerville, 

Kelley, & Heatherton, 2013; Van der Molen et al., 2014). Nevertheless, in these studies 

the anticipation of social evaluation based on self-generated expectations(e.g., Moor et 

al., 2010; Powers et al., 2013; Somerville, Heatherton, & Kelley, 2006), or in conditions 

with emotion regulation instructions (Liu, Vanderhasselt, Zhou, & Schirmer, 2016). 

However, it is important to explore how contextual cues influence spontaneous 

anticipatory processing of self-relevant social evaluations, and subsequent the reaction 

to the evaluation itself. Therefore, in the experiment we propose, a contextual cue 

(e.g., neutral face without explicit verbal or written information) will be used to elicit 

the expectation of positive or negative social feedback (versus no expectation). This is 

comparable to real life situations where some people are associated with positive or 

negative evaluations, whereas other people don’t elicit these expectations.  

To answer this research question, pupillary responses are particularly useful as 

they reflect the “extent of central nervous system processing allocated to a task” 
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(Granholm & Steinhauer, 2004, p. 2). More specifically, the Autonomic Nervous system 

acts as a bridge between the relaxation and contraction of the iris muscles and the 

activity of several brain regions (Granholm & Steinhauer, 2004). These areas include, 

amongst others, the amygdala (Koikegami & Yoshida, 1953), the dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex (DLPFC; Siegle, Steinhauer, Friedman, Thompson, & Thase, 2011), the anterior 

cingulate cortex (ACC; Critchley, Tang, Glaser, Butterworth, & Dolan, 2005), and the 

locus coeruleus ( Joshi, Li, Kalwani, & Gold, 2016). In past research it has been shown 

that increases in pupil size are (1) proportional to cognitive load (e.g., D’Ascenzo, Iani, 

Guidotti, Laeng, & Rubichi, 2016; Hess & Polt, 1964; B. Laeng, Sirois, & Gredeback, 

2012; Bruno Laeng, Ørbo, Holmlund, & Miozzo, 2011; Steinhauer, Siegle, Condray, & 

Pless, 2004); (2) associated with responding to emotional stimuli (e.g., Bradley, Miccoli, 

Escrig, & Lang, 2008; Janisse, 1974); and (3) linked to top-down regulation of emotional 

stimuli (e.g., Siegle et al., 2011; Urry, van Reekum, Johnstone, & Davidson, 2009). 

Because of a strong association of pupillary responses with DLPFC activity (Siegle et al., 

2011a; Siegle, Steinhauer, Stenger, Konecky, & Carter, 2003), it is likely that pupillary 

changes reflect, in this context and in healthy individuals, the recruitment of regulation 

processes aiming to decrease distress caused by negative social evaluation. Pupillary 

response have been investigated in response to (but not in anticipation of) social 

evaluation stimuli (see Silk et al., 2012; Stone et al., 2015; Vanderhasselt, Remue, Ng, 

Mueller, & De Raedt, 2015), showing more dilatation in response to negative as 

compared to positive evaluation.  

Hence, in the present study, pupillary responses were recorded as a proxy of 

cognitive/emotional processing when anticipating (i.e. before confrontation, after a 

contextual cue: neutral face) and reactive processing (i.e. when confronted) of (rigged) 

self-relevant social evaluation (explicit feedback). Based on prior priming, the cue could 

either elicit or not elicit expectation regarding the valence (positive or negative) of the 

upcoming self-relevant social evaluation. First, we predicted lower mood after negative 

as compared to positive social evaluation (e.g., Blackhart, Eckel, & Tice, 2007; Silk et al., 

2012). Secondly, we predicted lower mood after an unexpected negative evaluation, as 

negative events are more aversive when they are unexpected as compared to when 

they are expected (Grupe & Nitschke, 2011; Moor, Crone, & van der Molen, 2010). 

Concerning positive evaluation, to our knowledge no previous study has compared 
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emotional responses to expected and unexpected positive evaluation. Regarding 

pupillary responses, results in the literature on the anticipation of emotional stimuli are 

inconsistent, and there is an absence of research investigating emotional stimuli that 

are self-relevant. Therefore, we conducted exploratory analyses to clarify the effect of 

context-based expectation in the cue phase. Finally, in the target phase, we expected 

negative evaluation to elicit greater changes in pupil dilation than positive evaluation 

(Silk et al., 2012; Vanderhasselt et al., 2015). Because unexpected negative events are 

more aversive than expected ones, (Grupe & Nitschke, 2011; Moor, Crone, & van der 

Molen, 2010), we predicted larger changes in pupil dilation during the processing of 

unexpected (as compared to expected) negative social evaluation. On the other hand, 

as expected positive evaluation is more salient than unexpected positive evaluation 

(Moor, van Leijenhorst, et al., 2010), we predicted larger pupil size after positive 

evaluation that was expected as compared to unexpected. 

 

METHODS 

Participants 

We recruited 29 healthy female undergraduates (age: M= 22, SD= ±2.73) via 

Experimetrix MomentumTM experiment scheduling system. They were all Dutch 

speaking and right handed, had normal or corrected to normal vision and no current (or 

history of) neurological or psychiatric illness. Participation was restricted to female 

participants as emotional processing is subject to gender differences (e.g., Montagne, 

Kessels, Frigerio, de Haan, & Perrett, 2005; Stroud, Salovey, & Epel, 2002). 

Procedure  

In order to explore individuals’ responses to (rigged) social evaluation, we 

presented our experiment as part of a study investigating the cross-cultural 

development of first impressions, conducted in collaboration with another university 

abroad (see Figure 1 for an overview of the entire protocol). The procedure included 3 

main phases (in bold in Figure 1). In the first phase, to strengthen our cover story, we 

asked participants to send us via email a picture of themselves and a profile of their 
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hobbies and interests. Only participants who complied with these instructions not later 

than one week before the actual appointment were admitted to the experimental 

session and completed the procedure. During the second phase (Provide First 

Impression of Other Volunteers), participants were asked to evaluate foreign volunteers 

based on their picture and profile of hobbies and interests (analogous to the one we 

required of the participants themselves). Specifically, they had to select, between two 

antonymous personality-trait descriptors, the one that they thought best described the 

volunteer portrayed in the picture. Each picture appeared twice and was associated 

with two different couples of personality-trait descriptors. The only purpose of this task 

was to increase the credibility of our cover story.  

In the third phase (Exposure to Social Evaluation Stimuli), participants were 

confronted with the rigged social evaluation stimuli. The stimuli and task used in phase 

2 and 3 are described in detail in the following paragraphs. To start, participants were 

required to relax for five minutes and to fill in a first VAMS (see further) as a baseline 

self-report measure of affective state. They were then explained that the information 

they had provided us initially (picture and profile, sent from home in phase 1) had been 

displayed to foreign participants, who will be referred to as evaluators. We also told 

participants that these foreign evaluators had been asked to complete a procedure 

analogous to the one they had just completed to provide a their first impression of the 

participants (i.e., the procedure of phase 2). In other words they had to select, out of 

two adjectives, the one they thought best applied to the participant. Participants were 

then exposed to the personality-trait descriptors chosen by several evaluators to 

describe them. In reality, these evaluations were bogus. Participants were asked to 

respond naturally to social evaluation in order to avoid the effects of specific task 

demands.  

At the end of the experiment, to know whether participants believed our cover 

story, we asked them to explain, in a few written lines, what they thought we were 

investigating and whether they recognized any of the pictures of the evaluators. Finally, 

the deception was disclosed and participants were reassured that the content of the 

task did not refer to them in any way and was identical for every participant. 
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Figure 1. Overview of the whole procedure, the bold font highlights the three main 

phases of the experiment, which are described in detail in the paper. 

 

Stimuli and material 

Phase 2: Provide First Impression of Other Volunteers phase. Ten international 

volunteers, five males and five females between 18 and 30 years old, agreed to send us 

a frontal head-shot picture of themselves for the purposes of our research. They will be 

called volunteers for clarity. A rigged profile was created for each volunteer containing 

information about his/her (supposed) hobbies and personal interests. Twenty 

adjectives (10 positive and 10 negative) were selected from Hermans and De Houwer's 

(1994) validated list of personality-trait descriptors. 

Questionnaires 

 

Manipulation check and debriefing 

 

Provide First Impression of Other Volunteers 

 

Relaxation 

 

Exposure to Social Feedback Stimuli 

 

Attractiveness Ratings of Evaluators 

 In the 

experimental 

room 

 

Send picture and profile  
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Phase 3: Exposure to Social Evaluation Stimuli phase. Each social evaluation 

stimulus was presented together with the picture of an evaluator. Thirty black and 

white pictures from the Radboud Faces Database (RaFD; Langner et al., 2010) were 

presented as pictures of so called foreign evaluators. Luminance values (mean grey 

values ranging from 0.62 to 0.65) did not differ across trial types, F(4,25) = 0.57, p = 

.687. Rigged self-relevant social evaluation was created by selecting 90 personality-trait 

descriptors from Hermans and De Houwer's (1994); of these, 45 were positive (affective 

rating: M= 5.8, SD= 0.39) and 45 negative (affective rating: M= 2.4, SD= 0.55). Arousal 

(obtained by calculating the distance of affective from neutral ratings2) did not vary 

across trial types (all ps> .05). These personality-trait descriptors differed from the ones 

employed during the Provide First Impression of Other Volunteers phase. 

In the actual social evaluation task, each trial (see Figure 2) started with a blank 

screen with, on top, the sentence “According to me you are someone”. After a jittered 

time that could go from 500 to 1500ms, a picture of an evaluator appeared underneath 

the top sentence for 2500ms. Then, a first evaluation  was displayed for 3000ms. This 

could be a positive adjective (i.e., positive evaluation), a negative adjective (i.e., 

negative evaluation), or “I do not know”. Participants were told that this last sentence 

appeared when an evaluator had not selected either of the two personality-trait 

descriptors as applying to their first impression of the participant. In the second half of 

the trial, this exact structure was repeated: participants were presented a blank screen 

first, followed by a picture of the same evaluator (Cue), and finally a second evaluation 

(Target), which, again, could have been positive, negative or the sentence “I do not 

know”. Due to this well controlled configuration, the valence of the first social 

evaluation created a context in which participants could or could not expect (during the 

Cue) the valence of the forthcoming social evaluation (i.e. the Target).  

  

                                                
2
 For positive adjectives: (affective rating) – 4; for negative adjectives: 4 – (affective rating). A score of 4 corresponds 

to neutral rating. 
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Figure 2. Example of a trial with two positive evaluations. The bold font highlights the 

focus of our analyses. 

As we were interested in the role of context-based expectations, we did not 

perform analyses on the first half of the trial, but only on the second (i.e., on the Cue 

and Target). This way, we created 5 trial types with 10 waveforms (for an overview, see 

Table 1)3.  Moreover, to have a look at the main effect of expectation (cue phase) or 

whether the feedback was foreseen or not (target phase), 4 additional waveforms were 

computed. 

 

 

 

                                                
3
To justify this restricted selection of possible combinations of valence (e.g., we did not have any negative + 

positive trial), we told participants that we excluded inconsistent evaluators, that is, those raters who 

changed the valence of their judgment between the first and the second half of the same trial and those 

who, after a positive or negative choice, gave no second feedback. 

Blank screen 

(jitter 500-1000-

1500ms) 

Cue 1 

(2500ms) 

Cue 2 

(2500ms) 

Target 1 

(3000ms) 

Blank screen 

(jitter 500-1000-

1500ms) 

According to me, you 

are someone 
According to me, you 

are someone 

According to me, you 

are someone 

 

 

honest 

According to me, you 

are someone 

According to me, you 

are someone 

According to me, you 

are someone 

 

 

friendly 

Target 2 

(3000ms) 
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Table 1: overview of the five trial types, each containing a cue and target phase.  

Cue phase  Aggregated cue Target phase   Aggregated 

target 

Expecting Negative Expectation  Foreseen Negative  Foreseen 

Expecting Positive    Foreseen Positive   

No expectation  No Expectation Unforeseen Negative  Unforeseen 

No expectation     Unforeseen Positive    

No expectation     I don’t know   

 

The task consisted of 30 trials per trial type, with a total of 150 trials, which were 

distributed into 3 blocks of 50 trials (10 per trial type) with short breaks in between. At 

the beginning of each block, we showed the picture and the profile of the participant in 

order to activate the representation of the self. Stimuli presentation was semi-

randomized, with the restriction that not more than two trials in a row could belong to 

the same trial type. 

Measures 

Visual Analogue Mood Scale. To measure participants’ mood, we used a single-

item Visual Analogue Mood Scale (VAMS; e.g., Davey, Barratt, Butow, & Deeks, 2007; 

van Rijsbergen, Bockting, Berking, Koeter, & Schene, 2012). At the end of each trial, 

participants were asked: “How do you feel?” They could answer on a horizontal 10 cm 

VAMS, which ranged from very bad to very good. The decision to adopt a one-item 

visual analogue scale was necessary because of the large number of trials and the 

length of the paradigm. Participants’ responses were scored based on the mouse x-axis 

coordinates (in cm) at the click on the VAS horizontal line. 

Pupil data acquisition. Pupillary responses were recorded by means of a Tobii 

TX-300 (©Tobii AB, Danderyd, Sweden). A video camera and an infrared light source, 

pointed at the participant’s eye, tracked position and size of the pupil at 300 Hz.  Data 

was digitally transferred from the pupillometer to a computer together with markers 

signalling stimulus onset. Participants were seated at 60 cm from the screen in a room 
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with neither too dimmed nor too bright lighting (Steinhauer et al., 2004). To calibrate 

the eye tracker, the participants were asked to orient their gaze toward five dots, one 

at each corner of the screen and one in its centre. Recording started once the pupil was 

correctly assessed. Four participants who looked at the relevant stimuli for less than 

50% of the time were excluded. In addition, one more dataset was omitted from the 

analyses because of technical problems during the recording. Data preprocessing was 

carried out in BrainVision Analyzer 2.0 (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany). 

Twenty-four participants remained in the analyses. After down-sampling data points 

from 300 Hz to 60 Hz, blinks were replaced by linear interpolation, a 5-points moving 

average was applied twice and trends over blocks of 15 trials were removed. Finally, the 

average amplitude of the first 10 data points (i.e. 167ms) of each segment was 

subtracted from the rest of the trial, and trials with data missing for more than 50% 

were excluded from the analyses (e.g., Siegle, Ichikawa, & Steinhauer, 2008; Silk et al., 

2012). 

Data Analytic Plan 

Visual Analogue Mood Scale. To test whether the type of social evaluation 

(positive/negative) effectively altered participants’ mood, a 2 (valence: negative, 

positive) by 2 (expectation: foreseen, unforeseen) repeated measures ANOVA was 

conducted with the VAMS scores (controlled for baseline4) as dependent variable. 

Paired t-tests were employed to follow-up and further explore the nature of the 

significant main effect.  

Pupillary responses. Datasets were imported into MATLAB® R2012b (The 

MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA), where eight grand-average waveforms were calculated. 

Specifically, two waveforms (one for Cue 2 and one for target 2) were calculated for 

each of the four trial types included in the analyses (trial type NoInfo was excluded). 

Waveforms comparisons were implemented via The Mass Univariate ERP Toolbox 

(Groppe, Urbach, & Kutas, 2011), a set of MATLAB functions based on a methodological 

                                                
4
Mouse  x-axis coordinate (in pixels) in response to the baseline VAMS was subtracted from the mouse x-axis 

coordinate (in pixels) in response to VAMS averaged for each condition during the Exposure to Social Feedback 

Stimuli phase. 
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paper of Maris and Oostenveld (2007) on the multiple comparisons problem. Via 

cluster-based permutation tests, family-wise alpha level (if not differently specified, 

kept at .05) was controlled for by selecting the largest absolute t-sum (i.e., the sum of 

neighbouring t-tests) obtained from each random partition (out of a total of 10000), 

and setting the lower critical values at the 2.5th percentile of the negative t-sums and 

the upper critical value at the 97.5th percentile of the positive t-sums. At this point, the 

t-sums calculated on the observed data were compared against these critical values. 

When these t-sums exceeded the set boundaries, it was possible to identify one or 

more time windows in which the two waveforms differed significantly. This method has 

been frequently used in the literature (e.g. Oathes, Siegle, & Ray, 2011; Siegle et al., 

2008; Siegle, Steinhauer, Friedman, Thompson, & Thase, 2011b; Siegle, Steinhauer, 

Carter, Ramel, & Thase, 2003; Silk et al., 2012; Steidtmann, Ingram, & Siegle, 2010) to 

investigate the influence of experimental manipulations on PD phasic responses 

indexing sustained processing. Indeed, this method is the most apt to identify 

“somewhat to very broadly distributed effects” (Groppe et al., 2011a, Table 2) as it 

provides detailed temporal information while controlling for multiple comparisons. 

At the cue level, we first investigated the effect of valence in the Expectation 

condition. Because this result was non-significant, we investigated the main effect of 

expectation. Hence, we compared pupillary waveforms of the aggregated Expectation 

and No Expectation conditions. At the level of the target instead, we explored the 

interaction of expectancy and valence by carrying out all four comparisons (foreseen 

negative vs. foreseen positive, un foreseen negative vs. un foreseen positive, foreseen 

negative vs. un foreseen negative, foreseen positive vs. foreseen positive). 

 

RESULTS 

 

Manipulation Check 

Out of 29 participants, 7 did not believe our cover story and 4 reported doubts. 

As inclusion and exclusion of these participants from the analyses led to similar results, 
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the outcomes here reported refer to the whole sample. Because of technical problems, 

data from 5 participants were not included in the analyses of pupil data. 

Mood 

The repeated measures ANOVA did not reveal a main effect of expectation, F(1, 

28) = 0.003, p = .958, ηp
2 = .0001. Instead, the main effect of valence was significant, 

F(1, 28) = 27.82, p < .001, ηp
2 = .50, revealing that participants’ mood was significantly 

more negative (compared to baseline) after negative than after positive evaluations. In 

addition, also the interaction effect was significant, F(1, 28) = 29.72, p < .001, ηp
2 = .52. 

More specifically, as expected, participants rated their affect as more negative after a 

foreseen negative than after a foreseen positive evaluation, t(28) = -5.51, p < .001, d = -

1.02, and after an unforeseen negative than after an unforeseen positive evaluation, 

t(28) = -4.76, p < .001, d = -0.62. Finally, participants affect was more negative after a 

foreseen than after an unforeseen negative evaluation, t(28) = -5.60, p < .001, d = -0.19, 

and after an unforeseen than after a foreseen positive evaluation, t(28) = -5.01, p< .001, 

d = -0.24.  

See Table 2 for an overview of mean and standards deviation of the delta 

scores5. 

Table 2. Means and standard deviations of VAMS difference scores from baseline for 

trial type  

 M (SD) 

Foreseen Negative -2.21 (2.46) 

Foreseen Positive -0.05 (1.77) 

Unforeseen Negative -1.77 (2.22) 

Unforeseen Positive -0.49 (1.83) 

                                                
5
 As suggested by a reviewer, we also compared the affect raw score of each trial type with the baseline 

score. This analysis revealed that negative feedback was associated with significantly lower affect than 

baseline, when it was expected, t(28) = -4.84, p < .001, as well as unexpected, t(28) = -4.31, p < .001. On 

the contrary, affective ratings after both expected and unexpected positive feedback did not differ from 

baseline, ts(28) < -1.45, ps > .64. 
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Note. Difference in centimetres from baseline scores (M = 5.33, SD = 2.97). Zero 

indicates no mood changes from baseline, positive values indicate greater positive 

mood as compared to baseline, and negative values indicate greater negative mood as 

compared to baseline.  

Pupil  

Cue. The results of the permutation tests revealed no significant effect of 

valence during the anticipation period (expecting negative versus expecting positive, 

see Figure 3). The comparison between the conditions ‘No expectation’ and 

‘Expectation’ revealed a significant main effect of Expectation. Specifically, we observed 

larger pupillary responses when people did not know what to expect as compared to 

the anticipation of a social evaluation for which the valence is expected, specifically 

between 1830 and 2500ms post cue (see Figure 4).   

 

Figure 3. Overview of the baseline-corrected, grand average pupil waveforms for each 

trial type during the cue phase. The blue line represents PD when participants expect an 

upcoming negative social evaluation, the red line when they expect a positive social 

evaluation. The green and purple lines both represent PD when participants have no 

expectation about the valence of the upcoming social evaluation. However, they 

distinguish between trials in which the following evaluation (the target) was negative 

(green line) or positive (purple line). 
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Figure 4. Overview of the baseline-corrected, grand average pupil waveforms during the 

cue phase for the aggregated conditions Expectation (i.e., participants expected the 

valence of the upcoming social evaluation, blue line) and No Expectation (i.e., 

participants did not expect the valence of the upcoming social evaluation, red line).  

 

Target. During the target phase, we explored the interaction of expectancy and 

valence by carrying out all four comparisons. First of all, we observed a main effect of 

valance: larger pupil size (600 - 1400ms) was observed after a negative as compared to 

a positive social evaluation that was foreseen. The same pattern (but marginally 

significant, 1650 - 2320ms) was observed for negative and positive social evaluations 

that were not foreseen, p =.06. Moreover, a main effect of expectation was observed: 

‘foreseen negative’ showed larger pupil diameter as compared to ‘unforeseen negative’ 

(650 - 1350ms). Similarly, ‘foreseen positive’ was associated with larger pupil size than 

‘unforeseen positive’ (1460 - 3000ms). No other comparisons revealed a significant 

difference. See Figure 5 for a plot of the grand-average waveforms of Target 2 of each 

trial type.  
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Figure 5. Overview of the baseline-corrected, grand average pupil waveforms for each 

trial type during the target phase. The blue line represents PD when a negative social 

evaluation was foreseen, the red line when a positive social evaluation was foreseen. 

The green lines represents PD when a negative social evaluation was unforeseen, the 

purple line when a positive social evaluation was unforeseen. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The aim of the present study was to increase our insight in the processing of 

foreseen and unforeseen social evaluations, both during the anticipation and response 

phase. The current results confirm the central role of individual’s context-based 

expectations over the valence of the upcoming social evaluation during its anticipation 

and confrontation.  

First, our results demonstrated a clear effect of valence when confronted with 

social evaluation (i.e., on mood self-reports as well as on pupillary responses during the 

target). Specifically, self-reported mood was more positive after receiving positive as 

compared to negative evaluation, both when valence was foreseen and unforeseen. 

Moreover, we observed larger pupil dilation during the response to negative as 

compared to positive social evaluation, which is in line with previous studies (Silk et al., 

2012; Vanderhasselt et al., 2015). This effect was present when the valence of the social 

evaluation was expected as well as unexpected, even though it was only marginally 

significant in the latter (p=.06). In line with prior research (Hooley, Gruber, Scott, Hiller, 
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& Yurgelun-Todd, 2005; Silk et al., 2012; Vanderhasselt et al., 2015), results suggest that 

participants engaged in more cognitive/emotional processing when coping with 

negative as compared to positive social evaluations. Possibly, in healthy individuals, 

greater pupil size linked to negative as compared to positive social evaluation reflects a 

greater effort to down-regulate the stronger response elicited by negative evaluation 

(Silk et al., 2012).  

Second, we observed that context-based expectation regarding the valence of 

the upcoming social evaluation modulated mood self-reports as well as pupillary 

waveforms during both the cue and target phases. Concerning mood, participants 

reported more negative affect after a foreseen negative evaluation than after an 

unforeseen evaluation, but more positive affect after a foreseen as compared to an 

unforeseen positive evaluation. These findings are not in line with our prediction that 

negative evaluations are more aversive when they are unexpected (Blackhart, Eckel, & 

Tice, 2007; Silk et al., 2012). Overall, it appears that expecting the valence of an 

evaluation intensifies the emotional response to it. In other words, expectation led to 

more positive mood after positive evaluation and more negative mood after negative 

evaluation. However, as the effect size of these results is rather small, caution in their 

interpretation is warranted. 

Pupillary responses were smaller when participants anticipated a social 

evaluation of expected as compared to unexpected valence (main effect of expectation, 

no interaction between expectation and valence). In line with the current findings, the 

anticipation of unknown stimuli has been associated with mental effort due to the 

generation of possible outcomes and thus of different coping strategies (Herwig, 

Baumgartner, et al., 2007; Volz et al., 2003). Such mental effort is reflected by increased 

activity of the frontomedian cortex (Volz et al., 2003), the ACC (Sarinopoulos et al., 

2010), and by increased pupil size (Nassar et al., 2012). On the other hand, uncertainty 

is characterized by greater arousal (Grupe & Nitschke, 2011; Moor, Crone, et al., 2010; 

Sarinopoulos et al., 2010) which, in turn, influences greatly pupil size (Bradley et al., 

2008; Janisse, 1974). Interestingly, we did not find an effect of valence on pupil size 

during social evaluation anticipation. In other words, participants deployed a similar 
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amount of cognitive/emotional processing when expecting positive or negative social 

evaluation. 

During the target phase, on the other hand, participants showed larger pupillary 

responses during the processing of foreseen as compared to unforeseen social 

evaluation. This was the case for both negative and positive social evaluation (no 

interaction between expectation and valence). This main effect of expectation resulted 

in reversed effects as compared to the cue phase. Hence, contextual-based 

expectations about the valence of the social evaluation allowed participants to deploy 

more resources to their cognitive/emotional processing. In addition, pupillary 

differences between negative and positive social evaluation emerged earlier when 

participants had foreseen the type of social evaluation (between 600-1600ms post 

evaluation) than when they had not (between 1650-2320ms post target). This suggests 

that evaluation processing started earlier when participants had foreseen the type of 

evaluation as compared to when they did not. However, further research is necessary 

to disentangle the influence of arousal and/or cognitive effort on pupil dilation in a 

social evaluation paradigm. For example, future research could combine pupillary 

responses with other psychophysiological measures of arousal and emotion regulation, 

such as skin conductance and heart rate variability.   

In addition, other stable psychological characteristics, such as fluid intelligence 

(Burgess, Gray, Conway, & Braver, 2011; Gray, Chabris, & Braver, 2003), motivation 

(Gray & Braver, 2002; Gray & Burgess, 2004) and the habitual use of emotion regulation 

strategies, might influence cognitive/emotional processes during the anticipation and 

response to self-relevant emotional stimuli. For example, a recent finding points to 

abnormal proactive and reactive control in depressed patients during emotional conflict 

processing (Vanderhasselt et al., 2014). An important avenue for future research is to 

investigate whether stable psychological factors may be associated with an inflexible, 

inefficient usage of regulatory effect during the anticipation and confrontation when 

dealing with social evaluation. Such understanding would be particularly relevant since 

individuals with a psychiatric disorder often encounter social rejection and display 

impaired social evaluation regulation (e.g., Mallott, Maner, Dewall, & Schmidt, 2009; 

Segrin, 2000).  
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A few limitations of this study need to be highlighted. First, participants’ 

appraisal and response to the “I do not know” evaluation is difficult to interpret. Due to 

the lack of clarity of its effect on participants’ mood, we did not employ the NoInfo trial 

type as a control condition in the analyses. Second, while negative evaluation decreased 

the participants’ affect as compared to baseline, positive evaluation did not increase 

the participants’ affect. This might imply that larger pupil dilation during negative as 

compared to positive evaluation reflects greater arousal. However past research has 

shown that, even though the processing of positive evaluation is associated with 

activation of the reward system (e.g., Heitmann et al., 2014; Somerville, Kelley, & 

Heatherton, 2010), it does not always increase positive affect (e.g., Buckley, Winkel, & 

Leary, 2004; Heitmann et al., 2014). In addition, self-ratings can be affected by several 

factors such as social desirability and emotional awareness, and indeed we found no 

correlation between self-reported affect and pupillary responses. Hence, we do not 

think that this lack of effect on the VAMS scores affects the interpretation of the 

results. Third, the duration of cues and target might have been too limited to fully 

encompass their effect on pupillary responses. On the other hand, as effects of negative 

social evaluation on pupil size mostly appear one second after evaluation presentation 

(Silk et al., 2012; Vanderhasselt et al., 2015), we were capable, at least, to detect their 

initial influence. Finally, the same RaFD pictures were shown 5 times within the same 

trial type. It is possible that participants learned to associate specific faces to specific 

consequences. However, our results confirmed that anticipation of an unforeseen 

evaluation did not differ across conditions, excluding this possibility.  

Notwithstanding these limitations, this study was the first to explore and 

demonstrate the influence of context-based expectations on anticipatory and online 

processing of social evaluation. Thus, whereas expectation (compared to no 

expectation) was related to greater affective and cognitive processing in anticipation of 

social evaluation, this pattern was reversed during confrontation with social evaluation.  
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THE ROLE OF COGNITIVE REAPPRAISAL AND 

EXPECTATIONS IN DEALING WITH REJECTION: 

A PHYSIOLOGICAL APPROACH
1 

ABSTRACT 

Whereas emotion regulation (ER) in response to distressing events is widely studied, 

the mechanisms underlying adaptive ER while anticipating these events are still unknown. In 

this study, we investigated how ER strategies and expectation influence (1) individuals’ 

anticipatory and online processing of self-relevant events, and (2) their affective response to 

them. Sixty-one healthy female participants were exposed to bogus positive and negative 

social feedback under reappraisal and appraisal instructions. During the anticipatory period, 

a cue was displayed which either predicted negative feedback or was uninformative of 

feedback valence. Hence, negative feedback was, respectively, expected or unexpected. 

Changes in pupil size indexed emotional/cognitive processing of social feedback, while 

participants’ affective responses were collected via self-report and electromyographic 

activity over the corrugator muscle. Our results revealed, first, greater emotional/cognitive 

processing to expected as compared to unexpected negative feedback under appraisal 

instructions, whereas no difference emerged under reappraisal instructions. Second, 

negative affect (as measured by both self-reports and corrugator EMG) was lower in the 

reappraisal as compared to the appraisal condition. To conclude,  the use of reappraisal 

successfully decreased the distress caused by negative social feedback. On the other hand, 

the effect of expectation remains difficult to interpret. This is mostly due to an inherent 

confound of PD, which can by caused by arousal as well as by cognitive effort (due to ER), 

                                                
1
 Based on Nasso, S., Vanderhasselt, M-A, Schettino, A., & De Raedt, R. (2018). The processing of expected and 

unexpected social evaluations: a pupillometry study. Manuscript submitted for publication. 
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and to an inconsistency between the different measures of affective responses. Future 

studies could employ a different physiological measure that is uniquely sensitive to ER (for 

instance, heart rate variability or ERPs).   

INTRODUCTION 

When expecting a potentially unpleasant or self-threatening event to occur, we have 

to cope with anticipatory feelings of anxiety or uneasiness. In other words, we often have to 

deal with emotions elicited by the sole anticipation of a future event. Luckily, individuals can, 

to a certain extent, regulate the quality, intensity, and duration of their emotions in order to 

achieve their goals. This ability goes under the name of emotion regulation (ER) and has 

been widely studied as it plays an essential role for our (psychological) health. Particular 

attention has been given to cognitive reappraisal, an emotion regulation strategy that 

consists of modifying the meaning (i.e., appraisal) given to a situation in order to alter its 

emotional impact. The habitual use of this strategy has been repeatedly associated with less 

negative affect and higher well-being (e.g., Gross & John, 2003; Kanske, Heissler, 

Schönfelder, & Wessa, 2012; Mauss, Cook, Cheng, & Gross, 2007; Moore, Zoellner, & 

Mollenholt, 2008; Richards & Gross, 2000; Urry, van Reekum, Johnstone, & Davidson, 2009; 

Vanderhasselt, Koster, et al., 2014). However, most of these studies have investigated 

regulation of emotions in response to an event, or in other words, after the event eliciting 

such emotions has occurred, rather than during its anticipation .  

In our previous study (Nasso, Vanderhasselt, & De Raedt, 2015), participants were 

asked to naturally respond to social feedback, an ecological, self-relevant and well-known 

emotional stimulus that allows individuals to anticipate their emotional responses. 

Informative and uninformative cues were used to manipulate expectation over the valence 

(i.e., positive or negative) of the upcoming feedback and consequent emotional response. 

Pupillary responses were measured as a proxy of cognitive and emotional processing (e.g., 

Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig, & Lang, 2008; Siegle et al., 2011; Urry, van Reekum, Johnstone, & 

Davidson, 2009). Under constant luminance conditions, pupil dilation (PD) is proportional to, 

among other processes, arousal (e.g., Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig, & Lang, 2008; Janisse, 1974), 

and top-down regulation of emotional stimuli (e.g., Siegle et al., 2011; Urry, van Reekum, 

Johnstone, & Davidson, 2009) . Our findings showed that expectation over the valence of the 

upcoming social feedback influenced in different ways cognitive and emotional processing 
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during the anticipation of and confrontation with social feedback. However, because PD 

mirrors both arousal and cognitive effort, a clearer interpretation of these  results in terms 

of emotional response versus emotion regulation was not possible. 

The goal of the present study was to investigate whether and how explicit emotion 

regulation (i.e., reappraisal vs. appraisal) instructions and expectation over the valence of an 

upcoming social feedback influence anticipatory and online cognitive/emotional processing 

of social feedback as well as affective responses to it. 

Using a paradigm similar to the one used by Nasso et al. (2018), we exposed 

participants to positive and negative social feedback (i.e., the target) and used informative 

and uninformative cues to manipulate their expectation over its valence. In addition, we 

introduced a within-subject manipulation of ER strategies (i.e., appraisal vs. reappraisal). 

Participants’ emotional responses were collected via self-report as well as 

electromyographic (EMG) activity over the corrugator muscle, while their 

emotional/cognitive processing of social feedback was assessed via the measurement of 

pupillary responses. AS we were not interested in the processing of positive feedback, our 

hypotheses and analyses concerned solely negative feedback (both expected and 

unexpected) 

Electromyographic corrugator responses to emotional stimuli are often used to index 

affective responses as they are sensitive to valence and arousal. Specifically, they are larger 

for negative and smaller for to positive stimuli when compared to responses to neutral 

stimuli (e.g., Lang, Greenwald, Bradley, & Hamm, 1993; J. T. Larsen, Norris, & Cacioppo, 

2003; Schönfelder, Kanske, Heissler, & Wessa, 2013). Hence, corrugator EMG activity 

provides an index of affective responses free of biases which affect self-report measures, 

such as social desirability and lack of introspective emotional awareness (Hofmann, 

Gawronski, Gschwendner, Le, & Schmitt, 2005). We hypothesized that participants’ negative 

affect (as measured by both self-report ratings and corrugator EMG activity) would be larger 

under appraisal compared to reappraisal instructions (Shafir, Schwartz, Blechert, & Sheppes, 

2015; Uchida et al., 2014; Urry, 2009a; Yang, Gu, Tang, & Luo, 2013) during both feedback 

anticipation and confrontation. We also predicted negative affect to be larger during cues 

predicting a negative feedback than during uninformative cues, and after unexpected 

compared to expected negative social feedback (Bar-Anan, Wilson, & Gilbert, 2009; Buckley, 

Winkel, & Leary, 2004; Grupe & Nitschke, 2011). Even though no prior studies have 
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investigated the interaction of these two factors, we hypothesized that if expectation and ER 

have an addictive effect on affective responses, we should observe (for both self-reported 

affect and EMG corrugator responses) highest negative affect in the appraisal condition after 

an unexpected negative feedback, and lowest negative affect in the reappraisal condition 

after an unexpected negative affect. Concerning the anticipation of social feedback, we 

would predict negative affect to be strongest in anticipation of a negative social feedback in 

the appraisal condition, and weakest in anticipation of a feedback of unknown valence in the 

reappraisal condition. From this additive approach, the interaction of expectation and ER 

would probably have intermediate effects on the other conditions, which would therefore 

be undistinguishable from each other. 

Sustained emotional/cognitive processing of social feedback was indexed by 

participants’ pupillary responses. Within the context of social feedback, larger pupil size has 

been consistently associated with the processing of negative as compared to positive social 

feedback (Nasso et al., 2018; Silk et al., 2012; Vanderhasselt, Remue, Ng, Mueller, & De 

Raedt, 2015). This has been hypothesized to reflect more recruitment of prefrontal 

resources to decrease emotional distress. Indeed, an increasing amount of literature 

associates pupil dilation with activity in prefrontal areas responsible for cognitive control and 

emotion regulation (Hampson, Opris, & Deadwyler, 2010; Siegle et al., 2011; Siegle, 

Steinhauer, Stenger, Konecky, & Carter, 2003). This hypothesis is further supported by 

several neuroimaging studies in which increased prefrontal activity has been observed in 

response to social rejection (Silk et al., 2013; Woo et al., 2014) and its negative correlation 

with self-reported distress (Eisenberger, Lieberman, & Williams, 2003; Masten et al., 2009). 

Another plausible explanation is that larger pupil diameter after negative compared to 

positive feedback reflects greater arousal (e.g., Beatty, 1982; Bradley et al., 2008; van 

Steenbergen, Band, & Hommel, 2011). However, in tasks where both arousal and cognitive 

effort are involved, it appears that the latter has predominant influence on pupil dilation 

(Stanners, Coulter, Sweet, & Murphy, 1979; Urry et al., 2009) .  

Based on the aforementioned literature linking PD with prefrontal activity and ER, we 

expected increased PD under reappraisal compared to appraisal instructions. In other words, 

we predicted that the prefrontal activation associated with the reappraisal of negative 

stimuli (e.g., Dillon & Pizzagalli, 2013; Nelson et al., 2015; Uchida et al., 2014; Urry et al., 

2009) would be reflected by increased pupil size both in anticipation and during social 
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feedback. Moreover, we hypothesized expectation to have different effects on feedback 

anticipation and processing. We predicted that participants would need to exert greater 

cognitive/emotional processing (i.e., larger PD) during the anticipation of feedback of 

unexpected than of expected (i.e., negative) valence due to the higher arousal and greater 

cognitive workload (i.e., the maintenance of two possible alternative outcomes, acceptance 

and rejection) associated with uncertainty (e.g., Grupe & Nitschke, 2011; Herwig et al., 2007; 

Nasso et al., under review; Satterthwaite et al., 2007; Volz, Schubotz, & Von Cramon, 2003). 

In contrast, we hypothesized that participants would be able to deploy more 

cognitive/emotional resources (as indexed by larger PD) to the processing of expected 

compared to unexpected negative social feedback (Nasso et al., under review). Also for PD, 

to our knowledge no prior studies investigated the interaction of these two factors, and 

therefore we assumed an additive effect on PD of expectation and ER.  As a consequence, 

the interaction of expectation and ER would probably have undistinguishable effects on the 

intermediate conditions, therefore, we limited our hypothesis to the cases eliciting the 

largest and the smallest pupillary changes. Specifically, we predicted that during the 

anticipation of a social feedback, PD would be the largest for uninformative cues in the 

reappraisal condition, and the smallest for informative cues in the appraisal condition. 

During confrontation with social feedback we hypothesized  PD to be the largest for 

expected negative feedback in the reappraisal condition. and to be the smallest for 

unexpected social feedback in the appraisal condition. 

METHODS 

Participants 

Sixty-six healthy female undergraduates at Ghent University between 18 and 29 years 

old were recruited via Experimetrix MomentumTM experiment scheduling system. 

 Participation was restricted to female volunteers, as emotional processing is subject 

to gender differences (e.g., Montagne, Kessels, Frigerio, de Haan, & Perrett, 2005; Stroud, 

Salovey, & Epel, 2002). Volunteers were selected according to the following criteria: they 

were native Dutch speakers, right handed, had normal or corrected to normal vision, and no 

current (or history of) neurological or psychiatric illness. The data of five participants could 

not be used due to technical problems during data collection, leaving a final sample of 61 

participants (age: M = 21, SD = 2.5). 
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All participants signed an informed consent (protocol approved by the local Ethical 

Committee) and were compensated with a payment of € 20. 

Procedure 

To deliver social feedback, we modified an experimental paradigm developed in our 

lab, which has been shown to influence affect as well as emotional and cognitive processing 

(Vanderhasselt et al., 2015; Nasso et al., 2015). As a cover story, participants were told that 

the aim of this study, run in collaboration with a foreign university, was to investigate the 

development of first impressions across cultures. In reality, no foreign volunteers were 

recruited and the social feedback participants received was bogus. 

The whole procedure consisted of two phases, the first of which was conducted at 

home, while the other took place in an experimental room of the Faculty of Educational and 

Psychological Sciences at Ghent University. 

Phase 1: first impression of foreign volunteers. Immediately after subscription, 

participants were required to send us a head-shot picture of themselves via email. 

Afterwards, they received a link to a series of 24 head-shot pictures of foreign students (12 

males and 12 females), and were asked to provide their first impression regarding the 

person depicted on each picture (see Figure 1)2. 

 

Figure 1. Forming first impressions of foreign volunteers: an example. 

                                                
2
 Picture stimuli were obtained from volunteers between 22 and 33 years old who agreed to send their picture 

for the purpose of our research. 
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 To this end, participants had to choose between two antinomical personality-trait 

descriptors (i.e., a positive and a negative adjective) the one that, in their opinion, better 

described the portrayed foreign volunteer. This first task had the sole purpose of increasing 

the credibility of our cover story. 

Phase 2: Baseline and Emotion Regulation (ER) task. Once in the lab, participants 

were first asked to relax for five minutes, after which we collected a baseline measure of 

affect by using the Evaluative Space Grid (ESG; Larsen, Norris, McGraw, Hawkley, & 

Cacioppo, 2008; see below for details)3. Participants were then told that the picture they had 

sent us via email had been shown to other foreign students (which we will call evaluators). 

Via the same procedure described in phase 1 (i.e., first impression of foreign volunteers), 

these evaluators had formed their first impression about the participants (based on each 

individual’s head-shot picture) and sent us their feedback4. 

Ninety personality-trait descriptors selected from Hermansand De Houwer (1994) 

were used to create bogus social feedback. Of these, 30 were positive and 60 negative.  

Arousal, obtained by calculating the distance of affective from neutral ratings (i.e., for 

positive adjectives, affective rating – 4; for negative adjectives, 4 – affective rating), was 

                                                
3
 At their arrival in the experimental room, participants also filled in the Mood and Anxiety Symptoms 

Questionnaire (MASQ; Wardenaar et al., 2010), the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965), the 

Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (CERQ; Garnefski & Kraaij, 2007), the Rejection Sensitivity 

Questionnaire (RSQ; Downey & Feldman, 1996), the Ruminative Responses Style scale (RRS; Nolen-Hoeksema 

& Morrow, 1991; Treynor, Gonzalez, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2003), the Penn State Worry Questionnaire (PSWQ; 

Meyer, Miller, Metzger, & Borkovec, 1990), and the Momentary Ruminative Self-focus Inventory (MRSI; Mor, 

Marchetti, & Koster, 2015). However, none of these measures showed a relationship with our dependent 

variables. We suppose that, because ours was a sample of healthy participants, the ER instructions overcame 

the effect of individual differences. 

4
 After informing participants that their pictures had been evaluated by other foreign students, an extra task 

was run to measure participants’ primary emotional responses to social feedback (thus, before the ER task). 

Moreover, we collected participants’ self-generated expectations on the valence of each upcoming social 

feedback. All participants performed the same task. However, most participants expected to receive almost 

solely positive feedback, therefore creating a substantial unbalance between expected negative/unexpected 

positive and unexpected negative/expected positive social feedback. Due to this problematic difference, we do 

not report the analyses carried out on these data. For more information, please contact the corresponding 

author. 
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higher for positive (M = 1.91, SD = 0.37) than for negative (M = 1.56, SD = 0.53) personality-

trait descriptors, t(78.58) = 3.7, p < .001, r = 0.39. A list of the Dutch personality-trait 

descriptors can be found in the supplementary materials. Different personality-trait 

descriptors were employed during phase 1.  

Social feedback was presented under two within-subjects conditions. In the appraisal 

condition, participants were asked to attend to the stimuli and to experience their emotions 

naturally, trying not to change them (instruction “watch”). In the cognitive reappraisal 

condition, participants were instructed to reinterpret the situation by focusing on thoughts 

such as “this person does not know me, whatever he/she says, it does not mean anything 

about the person I am”, thus employing a detachment strategy (instruction “reappraise”). 

The ER task consisted of four blocks (two appraisal and two reappraisal blocks), each 

comprising 45 trials, interleaved by short breaks. At the beginning of each block we showed 

participants a picture of themselves to induce self-referential thoughts. Afterwards, either 

the instruction “reappraise” or “watch” appeared in the center of the screen indicating 

which ER strategy had to be applied during the upcoming block (respectively, cognitive 

reappraisal or appraisal). The same ER instruction was shown in two consecutive blocks in 

order to maximize participants’ ability to deploy each ER strategy. The order between the 

two strategies was counterbalanced across participants (i.e., half of the participants started 

with two reappraisal blocks while the other half started with two appraisal blocks). 

Each trial (see Figure 2) started with a 1-second fixation screen, then continued with 

an anticipation period (i.e., informative or uninformative cue, displayed in the center of the 

screen for 6 seconds), and ended with positive or negative social feedback (i.e., target, also 

presented for 6 seconds). As informative cue we presented an emoticon with a sad 

expression, which always preceded negative feedback. As uninformative cue we displayed a 

question mark that did not give any indication of the valence of the upcoming social 

feedback: a positive or a negative adjective could follow it with equal probability. This 

resulted in three trial types, one in which participants expected negative social feedback 

(trial type Expected Negative, Figure 2a) and two in which they had no expectations about its 

valence (trial types Unexpected Positive, Figure 2b, and Unexpected Negative, Figure 2c). 

Participants were explicitly told to apply the appropriate ER strategy both in anticipation of 

and during social feedback (cue and target, respectively). However, they were also asked not 

to reappraise positive feedback. To clarify, the trial type Unexpected Positive was included in 
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the procedure only to increase the ecological validity of the paradigm and to provide an 

alternative, credible type of feedback after an uninformative cue. For this reason, and 

because our interest lays on the regulation of the emotional response to negative feedback, 

participants were instructed to always respond naturally to positive feedback. Hence, no 

analyses were executed on trial type Unexpected Positive (except as a manipulation check of 

the effect of feedback valence on participants’ affect) as did not match the trial types with 

negative feedback either for expectation conditions or for ER instructions. 

 

Figure 2. Structure of a trial in the emotion regulation task and overview of the trial types: a) 

trial type Expected Negative (i.e., informative cue followed by negative feedback); b) trial 

type Unexpected Positive (i.e., uninformative cue followed by a postive feedback); c) trial 

type Unexpected Negative (i.e., uninformative cue followed by negative feedback). 

 

In total, participants were exposed to 180 trials, 30 for each condition (3 trial types by 

2 ER strategies). Throughout the whole task, we recorded pupillary changes and corrugator 

EMG activity. Moreover, participants rated their affect via the ESG after one-third of the 

trials (i.e., 10 per condition). The evaluative space grid (see measures section) appeared after 
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social feedback presentation (i.e., target offset) and stayed on the screen until a response 

was recorded. The next trial started normally with a one-second fixation screen. Perceived 

contrast (calculated as the ratio of luminance standard deviation to luminance mean) was 

kept constant at 0.10 across stimuli (informative cue, uninformative cue, negative target, 

positive target). 

Upon completion of the ER task, to check whether participants believed our cover 

story, we asked them what they thought we were investigating in our study. Participants 

were then debriefed on the real purpose of our research and assured that the social 

feedback they had received was bogus. 

Measures 

Self-reported affective responses. The Evaluative Space Grid (ESG; Larsen, Norris, 

McGraw, Hawkley, & Cacioppo, 2008) is a self-report, single-item measure of positive (PA) 

and negative (NA) affect. Participants are presented with a 5x5 grid and are asked to 

indicate, respectively on the x- and y-axes, how positive and how negative they feel about a 

stimulus. From the origin to the extremities of the grid, the cell anchors are: not at all, 

slightly, moderately, quite a bit, and extremely. To report their affective state, participants 

are required to click (in the computerized version) on the cell that best describes their 

feelings. 

Electromyographic responses. Electromyographic activity over the corrugator muscle 

was acquired using the Biopac MP150 system following current guidelines (Blumenthal et al., 

2005; Van Boxtel, 2010; Fridlund & Cacioppo, 1986). After cleansing the participant’s skin, 

two shielded Ag–AgCl (4 mm diameter) reusable electrodes were placed above the 

participant’s left eyebrow, along the corrugator muscle fiber5. As reference, an unshielded 

Ag–AgCl (4 mm diameter) reusable electrode was attached in the middle of the participant’s 

forehead (Fridlund & Cacioppo, 1986). To minimize movement artifacts, we taped the 

electrode leads to the participant's body. EMG signal was recorded at a 1000 Hz sampling 

                                                
5
 It is important to note that surface electrodes have poor spatial selectivity and therefore record the activity of 

the neighboring muscles as well (Fridlund & Cacioppo, 1986). However, as it is common practice to refer to the 

specific muscle fiber targeted by the electrodes placements sites, we label the recorded data as corrugator 

EMG activity. 
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rate, amplified with a 5000 gain, and submitted to three online filters: a 10 Hz high-pass 

filter, a 500 Hz low-pass filter, and a 50 Hz notch filter (Blumenthal et al., 2005; van Boxtel, 

2001). Using LabVIEW (National Instruments Corporation), we applied an offline 20-200 Hz 

band-pass FIR filter (Blackman-Harris window, 1499 coefficients or higher; van Boxtel, 2001). 

We then rectified and integrated the EMG signal via the root mean square (RMS) technique 

with a 100 ms time window (Fridlund & Cacioppo, 1986). 

Pupil dilation. Pupil dilation was recorded by means of Tobii TX-300 (Tobii AB, 

Danderyd, Sweden). Via a video camera and an infrared light source pointed at the 

participant’s eye, the eye-tracker tracked the position and size of the pupil at a sampling rate 

of 300 Hz. Data was digitally transferred from the pupillometer to a computer together with 

markers signaling stimulus onset and offset. Participants sat circa 60 cm from the screen; to 

calibrate the eye tracker, they were asked to orient their gaze towards five dots, one at each 

corner of the screen and one in its center. 

PD data was imported in BrainVision Analyzer 2.0 (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, 

Germany) for preprocessing with a macro developed by Henk van Steenbergen at Leiden 

University (retrieved from http://www.tobiipro.com/about/partners-resellers/app-

market/brainvision-analyzer-visual-basic-macro). First, data points were down-sampled from 

300 Hz to 60 Hz. Blinks were replaced by linear interpolation, and trials with blinks forming 

more than 30% of their total length were excluded from the analyses. A 5-point moving 

average was applied twice and linear trends over blocks were removed. Finally, we created 

segments extending from −1000 to +6000 ms after cue and target onset, and baseline 

correction was applied using the prestimulus interval (i.e., -1000 to 0 ms). Because of this 

baseline correction, changes in pupil size are solely stimulus-driven, and cue and target could 

be analyzed separately. 

Data Analytic Plan 

Data segregation.  

The main analyses on the effects of ER and expectation in the emotion regulation 

task were conducted on cues and targets of trial types Unexpected Negative and Expected 

Negative. Concerning trial type Unexpected Positive, its cues were completely excluded from 

the analyses, while the targets were employed uniquely in the Task Validity Check analyses. 
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 To investigate the main effects of expectation and ER strategy, we collapsed trials 

(separately for cue and target6) belonging to the same ER blocks or trial types, respectively. 

This resulted into four conditions: Reappraisal, Appraisal, Expectation, and No Expectation. 

The interaction effects of expectation and ER strategy were analyzed, separately for cue and 

target, by using each trial type by ER strategy: Expected Negative Appraisal, Unexpected 

Negative Appraisal, Expected Negative Reappraisal, and Unexpected Negative Reappraisal.  

Self-reported affective responses. From the origin to the extremities of the ESG, 

each cell was assigned a value ranging from 0 (not at all) to 4 (extremely). Self-reported 

affect ratings were calculated as the net difference between the values assigned to positive 

and negative affect of the selected cell (i.e., PA-NA). This derived value has been shown to 

strongly correlate with traditional bipolar ratings and hence conveys all the necessary 

information (J. Larsen et al., 2008)7. We used the delta scores from the baseline self-

reported affect ratings. 

First, to ensure that the task elicited the desired affective responses (more positive 

self-reported affect after positive than negative feedback), we ran a paired-sample t-test to 

compare affect ratings after positive and negative unexpected social feedback within the 

appraisal blocks (“task validity check”). Second, to explore the effect of ER strategy and 

expectation on the participants’ self-reported affect ratings after negative feedback, we ran 

a 2(Reappraisal, Appraisal) x 2(Expectation, No Expectation) repeated measures ANOVA. A 

paired t-test was employed to test our hypothesis that unexpected negative feedback under 

appraisal instructions would induce more negative affect than an expected negative 

feedback under reappraisal instructions.. The reported p-values are Bonferroni corrected. 

For the sake of consistency throughout the paper, we calculated Pearson’s r as a measure of 

effect size. Finally, the confidence intervals reported refer to a 95% confidence level. 

                                                
6
 Cue and target were analyzed separately for two reasons. First, the present task was created with the explicit 

aim to separately test cue- and target-related modulations of PD, not their interaction (see also Nasso et al., 

2015). Post-hoc exploration of cue x target interactions on PD would be difficult to interpret, given the implicit 

multiple comparisons problem (Cramer et al., 2014). Second, we predicted that ER and expectancy would affect 

PD during the cue, hence influencing pupil size during the target and confounding its interpretation (this 

problem is solved when correcting each segment for its baseline). 

7
 Similar results were obtained in a control analysis on PA and NA separately; we therefore report only the net 

difference for conciseness. 
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Electromyographic responses. To quantify the EMG signal amplitude in response to 

social feedback, we averaged the RMS values (μV) over the whole stimulus duration (i.e., 

from 0 to 6000 ms). The choice to analyze an averaged measure of EMG amplitude is 

justified by a vast literature showing that average EMG responses are sensitive to affect 

(e.g., Kim & Hamann, 2012; J. T. Larsen et al., 2003; Ray, McRae, Ochsner, & Gross, 2010; 

Schneider, Hempel, & Lynch, 2013; Urry, 2009; Weinreich & Funcke, 2014). Moreover, 

previous studies taking into account the temporal unfolding of EMG corrugator activity 

showed a sustained effect of the experimental variable and no interaction with time 

(Künecke, Hildebrandt, Recio, Sommer, & Wilhelm, 2014; Neumann, Schulz, Lozo, & Alpers, 

2014; Schönfelder et al., 2013; Urry, 2009b). The reader interested in visualizing the 

unfolding of corrugator EMG response over time is referred to Figure S1 in the 

supplementary materials. We then subtracted the 100ms pre-stimulus baseline, thus 

obtaining difference scores (ΔμV) which were then averaged per trial type. Because neither 

the corrugator EMG data nor the residuals were normally distributed, and the application of 

transformations8 could not correct for such deviation, we resorted to the use of non-

parametric tests (Jäncke, 1996). 

Similarly to the procedure applied to the ESG data, we ran a task-validity check by 

comparing, via a Related-Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, EMG activity during positive 

and negative unexpected social feedback (i.e., target Unexpected Positive vs. target 

Unexpected Negative) within the appraisal blocks. We then investigated, separately for cue 

and target, the main effects of ER strategy and expectation on corrugator EMG activity by 

computing two Related-Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests (i.e., Expectation vs. No 

Expectation, Appraisal vs Reappraisal). Next, to test our hypothesis about the additive effect 

of  ER and expectation, we compared a) informative cues under appraisal instructions with 

uninformative cues under reappraisal instructions, and b) unexpected negative feedback 

under appraisal instructions and expected negative feedback under reappraisal instructions. 

To do so, we used Related-Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank Tests. The reported p-values are 

                                                
8
 Namely: logarithmic transformation on base 10, square root transformation, reciprocal transformation, and 

within-subject Z transformation (Bush, Hess, & Wolford, 1993; Kordik, Eska, & Schultheiss, 2012; J. T. Larsen et 

al., 2003; Mathersul, McDonald, & Rushby, 2013). 
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adjusted with Bonferroni correction, and as a measure of effect size for these nonparametric 

tests, we used the Spearman correlation coefficient ρ (Rosenthal, 1991).  

Pupil dilation. Grand-average waveforms were calculated using MATLAB® R2012b 

(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) and functions included in EEGLAB v13.2.1 (Delorme & 

Makeig, 2004). Eight waveforms were created to investigate the main effects of expectation 

and ER strategy (Cue Reappraisal, Cue Appraisal, Cue Expectation, Cue No Expectation, 

Target Reappraisal, Target Appraisal, Target Expectation, Target No Expectation; see Figure 

3a), and four to explore their interaction (Cue Expected Negative Appraisal, Cue Unexpected 

Negative Reappraisal, Target Unexpected Negative Appraisal, Target Expected Negative 

Reappraisal; see Figure 3b). Specifically concerning the interaction, we compared pupillary 

waveforms during a) uninformative cues under reappraisal instructions with informative 

cues under appraisal instructions, and b) expected negative feedback under reappraisal 

instructions and unexpected negative feedback under appraisal instructions. Each waveform 

started at stimulus onset (0 ms) and ended at stimulus offset (6000 ms), hence maintaining 

the same signal-to-noise ratio of the EMG signal. 

In order to detect the precise onset and offset time of the differences in pupil size 

across conditions, we used functions included in the Mass Univariate ERP Toolbox (Groppe, 

Urbach, & Kutas, 2011a, 2011b) to conduct point-by-point t-tests with Benjamini-Hochberg 

control of the false discovery rate (FDR; Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) and identify the time 

windows in which two waveforms differed significantly from each other (pFDR < .05). We 

opted for such a procedure because it is suitable for "exploratory studies of focally and/or 

broadly distributed effects" in which it is critical not to have Type II errors (Groppe et al., 

2011a, Table 2). This method has already been used in the analyses of PD when it was 

deemed important to explore time-dependent PD modulations as a function of experimental 

manipulations while statistically controlling for the proportion of false positives (e.g., 

Satterthwaite et al., 2007; Siegle, Ichikawa, & Steinhauer, 2008; Siegle et al., 2011; Siegle, 

Steinhauer, Carter, Ramel, & Thase, 2003; Siegle, Steinhauer, Stenger, et al., 2003; Silk et al., 

2012, 2013; Steidtmann, Ingram, & Siegle, 2010; Steinhauer et al., 2004; Stone et al., 2015). 

Since, for the present study, it was particularly relevant to investigate pupillary responses as 

an index of sustained emotional/cognitive processing, analysis of PD peaks or averages 
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would not have been suitable. These analyses were run on the whole time-window (i.e., 0 to 

6000 ms after cue or target). 

 

(a) 

(b) 

 

Figure 3. Changes in pupil size relative to baselines across time for cues (continuous lines) 

and targets (dotted lines). The upper panel (a) displays the PD waveforms segregated by 

expectation and ER strategy. the lower panel (b) displays the PD waveforms of each 

condition separately. 
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RESULTS 

Manipulation Check 

 Out of 61 participants, 11 did not believe our cover story. Moreover, this information 

was not reported for one participant. However, the pattern of results did not vary when 

excluding these 12 participants. Therefore, we report the results of the analyses conducted 

on the whole sample. 

Using ER block as a between-subjects factor confirmed that counterbalancing the ER 

instructions did not significantly affect participants’ self-reported affect (all Fs < 1.9, all ps > 

.17, all rs < .03), EMG corrugator activity (all Zs < 1.51, all ps > .13, all ρs < 0.13), or mean PD 

(all ts < 2, all ps > .2, all rs < .25) 

Task Validity Check 

To ensure that the task elicited the appropriate affective responses (as measured by 

both self-report ratings and corrugator EMG activity), we compared trial types Unexpected 

Positive and Unexpected Negative social feedback within the appraisal blocks. Participants 

rated their affect as more positive after unexpected positive (M = 0.88, SD = 1.93) than after 

unexpected negative (M = -1.3, SD = 2.14) social feedback during the appraisal blocks, t(60) = 

12.7, p < .001, r = .85. Similarly, participants’ corrugator EMG responses during the appraisal 

blocks were significantly lower during targets belonging to trial type Unexpected Positive 

(Mdn = -0.94 ΔμV) than Unexpected Negative (Mdn = 1.53 ΔμV), Z = 3.28, p = .017, ρ = .30. 

Hence, both behavioural and physiological affect indexes suggest that the use of (bogus) 

social feedback stimuli elicited the expected affective responses. 

Emotion Regulation Task 

Self-reported affective responses. The results of the repeated measures ANOVA 

revealed significant main effects of ER strategy, F(1, 60) = 65.43, p < .001, ηp² = .52, and 

expectation, F(1, 60) = 5.25, p = .026, ηp² = .08, but no significant interaction between these 

factors, F(1, 60) = 1.01, p = .317, ηp² = .02. Specifically, participants’ affect was less negative 

after negative feedback during the reappraisal (M = -.53; SD = 2.25) as compared to the 

appraisal (M = -1.37; SD = 2.17) blocks, and less negative after unexpected (M = -.91; SD = 

2.16) than expected (M = -1.00; SD = 2.19) negative feedback. Despite the non-significant 

interaction effect, the a-priori paired t-test revealed that negative affect was stronger after 
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an unexpected negative feedback under appraisal instructions than after an expected 

negative feedback under reappraisal instructions, t(60) = 7.32, p < .001, r = .69 

Electromyographic responses.  

An overview of the median (Mdn) and median absolute deviation (MAD) values is 

presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Descriptive statistics of EMG corrugator responses (ΔμV) 

  Cue 

Mdn (MAD) 

Target 

Mdn (MAD) 

a    

 Appraisal 0.68 (2.51) 1.03 (2.26) 

 Reappraisal 1.24 (1.53) 0.40 (1.62) 

 No Expectation -0.09 (1.97) 0.77 (1.91) 

 Expectation 0.96 (1.25) 0.54 (2.4) 

b    

 Appraisal No Expectation -0.65 (3.21) 1.53 (2.74) 

 Appraisal Expectation 1.12 (2.58) 1.22 (2.6) 

 Reappraisal No Expectation 1.28 (2.21) 0.06 (2.16) 

 Reappraisal Expectation 0.69 (1.74) 1.05 (1.79) 

Note. Median values reported, separately for cue and target, a) segregated by factor 

(ER strategy, expectation), and b) for each condition resulting from their interaction. 

 

Cue. No main effect of ER strategy, Z = 0.78, p = .436, ρ = .07 or expectation, Z = 2.27, 

p = 0.391, ρ = .21, was found on EMG activity at the level of the cue. Finally, no difference 

was observed between uninformative cues under reappraisal instructions and informative 

cues under appraisal instructions, Z = 0.77, p = .44, ρ = .07.  
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Target. At the level of the target9, EMG activity during negative feedback was 

significantly lower in the reappraisal than in the appraisal blocks, Z = -3.16, p = .034, ρ = .29. 

On the contrary, we found no significant main effect of expectation on EMG corrugator 

responses, Z = .12, p = .906, ρ = .01. The a priori Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test revealed no 

difference in EMG activity during unexpected negative feedback under appraisal instructions 

as compared to expected negative feedback during reappraisal instructions, Z = -1.88, p = 

.99, ρ = .17 

 

Pupil dilation. All results reported as significant have pFDR < .05. 

Cue. No significant results were observed at the level of the cue. Specifically, PD 

during feedback anticipation was not affected by our manipulation of ER strategy, 

expectation, or by their interaction. 

Target. At the target level10, we found no main effect of ER strategy on PD in 

response to negative social feedback, while expectation significantly influenced pupillary 

changes (see Figure 4). Specifically, PD was significantly larger in response to expected as 

compared to unexpected negative feedback approximately between 1780 and 3080 ms, 

3420 and 4120 ms, and 4380 and 6000 ms. Finally, we observed no significant difference 

between PD during expected negative feedback under reappraisal instructions and 

unexpected negative feedback under appraisal instructions. 

                                                
9
 Because the target baseline corresponded to the last 100ms of the cue response, we ran Signed Ranked 

Wilcoxon tests to ensure that the effects at the target were not influenced by differences at the baseline, all Zs 

< 1.89, all ps > .150, all rs < .17. 

10
 As for the EMG corrugator responses, the baseline used to correct PD during the target period corresponded 

to the PD during the last 1000ms of the cue period. However, because no significant differences were observed 

across cues of different conditions at any time-point, such overlap should not influence the analyses on the 

target period. 
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(a) 

Figure 4. PD significant results. The gray-shaded areas indicate the time windows in which 

the difference waves (black lines) differ significantly from zero when using the FDR method. 

The difference wave is calculated by subtracting Unexpected minus Expected (respectively, 

continuous and dotted line), displaying the main effect of expectation during the target 

period.  

DISCUSSION 

To our knowledge, this is the first study to investigate how expectations about an 

upcoming emotion eliciting event and the use of ER strategies interact to influence affective 

responses and the cognitive/emotional processing of self-relevant emotional information 

(i.e., social feedback). Such a design has great ecological validity, because it is similar to real-

life events, where individuals tend to deal with (potentially) problematic situations in 

different ways (e.g., by being overwhelmed by their emotions or by trying to control them) 

and create expectations about the outcome of a self-relevant event (De Raedt & Hooley, 

2016). 

Here, we hypothesized that both expectation over the valence of an upcoming social 

feedback and the use of anticipatory reappraisal would decrease the emotional impact of 

negative social feedback and influence its cognitive/emotional processing. Affective 

responses to social feedback were assessed via self-reports and EMG corrugator activity, 

while cognitive/emotional processing of social feedback stimuli (i.e., stressful and emotion 

eliciting stimuli) was indexed by pupillary responses. Our results partially supported our 

hypotheses. 
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Affective Responses (Affect Self-Reports and EMG Corrugator Responses) 

First, we observed no effect of ER strategy, expectation, or their interaction on EMG 

activity during feedback anticipation. In other words, negative affect during the anticipation 

of social feedback was not affected by the use of an anticipatory ER strategy, nor by the 

expectation about its valence. 

Second, a main effect of ER strategy on affective responses confirmed that our ER 

manipulation was effective. In fact, affect self-reports as well as EMG corrugator responses 

indicated that reappraising negative social feedback decreased participants’ negative affect 

with moderate to large effect sizes. This result is consistent with previous findings showing 

the beneficial effects of reappraisal over simply experiencing one’s emotions (Shafir et al., 

2015; Uchida et al., 2014; Urry, 2009a; Yang et al., 2013). 

Third, while no main effect of expectation was detected on EMG corrugator 

responses, participants reported slightly less negative after unexpected as compared to 

expected negative feedback, contrary to our a priori hypothesis. This is in contrast with 

previous findings showing rather consistently that uncertain (i.e., unexpected) negative 

events are perceived as more aversive than certain (i.e., expected) negative events (e.g., Bar-

Anan et al., 2009; Buckley, Winkel, & Leary, 2004; Grupe & Nitschke, 2011). However, we 

have observed the same effect in our previous study, even if it was characterized by a small 

effect size (Nasso, Vanderhasselt, & De Raedt, under review). Possibly, this negative effect of 

expectation of mood is specific of social feedback. Considering both the modest effect size 

and that this result was not corroborated by the EMG corrugator responses, caution is 

warranted in its interpretation. 

Finally, we found no evidence to support our hypothesis that ER and expectation 

have additive effects on emotional responses as measured by corrugator EMG activity. This 

is not surprising as no main effect of expectation was observed. For self-reported affect 

instead, we observed an interaction that was in line with our hypothesis, but that is in 

contrast with the observed main effect of expectation. Specifically, negative affect was 

largest after unexpected negative feedback in the appraisal blocks, than after expected 

negative feedback in the reappraisal blocks. However, as the main effect of ER was very large 

compared to the effect of expectation, we can ascribe this effect solely to this component.  
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To conclude, it appears that the use of cognitive reappraisal is helpful in response to 

negative feedback, without influence from expectation. (Buckley et al., 2004). Even though 

reappraisal has been consistently shown to be a beneficial ER strategy (e.g., Gross & John, 

2003; Kanske, Heissler, Schönfelder, & Wessa, 2012; Shafir, Schwartz, Blechert, & Sheppes, 

2015; Urry, 2009b; Vanderhasselt et al., 2014), this is the first study, to our knowledge, to 

explicitly assessed its effect on the emotional response to social feedback. 

A possible confound should be taken into account when interpreting corrugator EMG 

responses. Previous research has linked EMG corrugator activity not only to arousal but also 

to cognitive effort (Van Boxtel & Jessurun, 1993). However, these tasks were primarily 

cognitive and did not use emotional stimuli. In addition, we found at least two studies in 

which EMG corrugator activity was largest when reappraisal was used to increase negative 

affect, and smallest when used to decrease it, as compared to simply attending the stimuli 

(Kim & Hamann, 2012; Ray et al., 2010). Similarly, we found that reappraisal instructions 

decreased EMG corrugator responses compared to appraisal. Even though it is important to 

consider that EMG corrugator responses might reflect both arousal and cognitive effort, 

these findings support our assumption that this index can be used as a proxy of affective 

responses.  

Feedback Processing (Pupil Dilation) 

In contrast with our hypothesis, the cognitive/emotional processing deployed in 

anticipation of social feedback (i.e., cue phase) was not affected by our manipulation of ER 

strategy, expectation, or by their interaction. Instead, the cognitive/emotional processing 

deployed in response to social feedback (i.e., target phase) was sensitive to the effect of 

expectation. Specifically, PD was larger during expected as compared to unexpected 

negative feedback. However, neither ER nor its interaction with expectation affected PD in 

response to social feedback. 

Because of the increased cognitive load associated with uncertainty (maintenance of 

different outcomes and coping strategies), we predicted that participants would need 

greater emotional/cognitive processing during feedback anticipation when having no 

expectations about its valence (Nasso et al., under review). However, even though two 

outcomes were possible after an uninformative cue (i.e., negative and positive feedback), no 

preparation was needed in anticipation of positive emotional events (i.e., the ER instructions 
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applied only to negative feedback). Therefore, participants needed to prepare to deal only 

with negative social feedback, just like during an informative cue. It is hence possible that 

informative and uninformative cues (independent of ER strategy) elicited similar proactive 

cognitive effort. Alternatively, the inconsistency of these results with the findings of our 

previous study (Nasso et al., under review) might be due to a methodological difference in 

the trial structure. Specifically, while in our previous study the informative value of the cue 

was determined, implicitly, by the valence of the previous feedback given by the same 

evaluator, in the current study the cues were explicit, abstract symbols which were 

independent of the previous social feedback. 

Concerning the lack of effect of ER strategy at the cue as well as at the target level, a 

possible explanation is that as pupil dilation has been associated with both arousal and 

cognitive effort, it might not be sensitive enough to discern them in a paradigm that 

investigates the regulation of emotional responses. In other words, it may be that whereas 

pupil size was mostly influenced by cognitive effort under reappraisal instructions, under 

appraisal instructions arousal was its main influencing factor. As a consequence, no 

statistical difference in pupil size could be observed between ER blocks. Alternatively, PD can 

be interpreted as an index of the cognitive effort exerted by participants to comply with the 

ER instructions (both appraisal and reappraisal). It is possible that not only reappraising, but 

also appraising negative social feedback without decreasing the distress it causes required 

top-down cognitive effort (see for instance Shafir, Schwartz, Blechert, & Sheppes, 2015, on 

the effect of using counter preferential ER strategies on cognitive effort). Other possibilities, 

such as the association between cognitive effort and arousal and methodological differences 

from previous studies, might explain this lack of effect of emotion regulation on PD. Finally, a 

number of previous reports already failed to show autonomic changes due to the use of 

cognitive reappraisal (Gross, 1998; Steptoe, Vögele, & Vogele, 1986; Urry, 2009). 

During the target phase, PD was larger during expected negative feedback than 

during unexpected negative feedback. Hence, expectation was associated with a greater 

cognitive and emotional processing of social feedback. However, because of the lack of main 

effect of ER on PD, it is impossible to interpret whether this is due to larger arousal, cognitive 

effort to regulate this arousal, or a combination of both. 
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Finally, our hypothesis that ER and interaction would have additive effects on PD was 

not corroborated by our data. However, this is not surprising as our hypothesis on the main 

effect of ER on PD was not confirmed as well. 

Limitations 

First, the lack of statistical effect of ER strategy on PD is probably the result of a 

confound inherent to pupillary responses, that is, their association with both cognitive effort 

and arousal. As our knowledge over which exact processes are reflected by PD during 

emotion regulation tasks is still limited, future research on the topic would benefit from 

combining the measurement of pupillary responses with brain imaging techniques. 

Alternatively, it might be helpful to have an experimental control condition, such as 

reappraisal to increase negative affect, which might help isolate arousal and effort. 

Finally, to avoid order effects, we counterbalanced the order in which the ER 

instructions were displayed. However, this might have introduced a confound for those 

participants who were asked first to reappraise social feedback, and then to appraise it. 

Once participants had learned an effective ER strategy to decrease the emotional distress 

elicited by negative social feedback, it might have been counter preferential, and hence 

effortful (Shafir et al., 2015), not to reappraise social feedback under appraisal instructions. 

Alternatively, they might have been less successful in complying with the appraisal 

instructions. Whereas control analyses did not statistically support this hypothesis, this 

alternative explanation should be taken into account in follow-up studies. Although using a 

between-subjects design would be a possible solution, researchers should be aware that the 

high inter-individual variability in PD would probably lead to a substantial decrease in power. 

Conclusion 

To conclude,  the use of reappraisal successfully decreased the distress caused by 

negative social feedback (compared to simply experiencing one’s emotions). On the other 

hand, the effect of expectation, even though present and partially consistent with our 

previous findings, remains difficult to interpret. This is mostly due to an impossibility to 

clearly identify the effect of arousal and ER on pupillary responses, and to an inconsistency 

between the different measures of affective responses. For future studies, we suggest to 
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employ a different physiological measure that is uniquely sensitive to ER (for instance, heart 

rate variability or ERPs).  

In addition, future research may benefit from taking into account inter-individual 

differences (such as intolerance of uncertainty and fear of negative evaluation), to help 

increase our insight in the regulation of social feedback and on the role of expectation 

(Butzer & Kuiper, 2006; Van der Molen et al., 2014). Moreover, these constructs play a 

critical role in anxiety, depression, and other affective psychopathologies (see Carleton, 

2016; Teale Sapach, Carleton, Mulvogue, Weeks, & Heimberg, 2014), which are also 

characterized by impaired regulation of social rejection (Mallott, Maner, Dewall, & Schmidt, 

2009; Silk et al., 2013; Stone et al., 2015). A better understanding of the mechanisms 

underlying adaptive regulation of negative social feedback would avail the identification of 

protective factors against the onset and maintenance of affective psychopathology. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: EMG FIGURES 

 (a) 

(b) 

 

Figure S1. Changes in EMG corrugator activity relative to baselines across time for cues 

(continuous lines) and targets (dotted lines). The upper panel (a) displays the EMG 

waveforms segregated by expectation and ER strategy (top to bottom: Cue, Reappraisal; 

Cue, Appraisal; Cue, Expectation; Cue, No Expectation; Target, Reappraisal; Target, 

Appraisal; Target, Expectation; Target, No Expectation). The lower panel (b) displays the 

EMG waveforms of each condition separately (top to bottom: Cue, Expected Negative 

Reappraisal; Cue, Expected Negative Appraisal; Cue, Unexpected Negative Reappraisal; 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS:  LIST OF PERSONALITY-TRAIT DESCRIPTORS 

USED AS SOCIAL FEEDBACK 

 

Negative personality-trait descriptors 

List of negative adjectives and their affect rating (mean and standard deviation) selected 

from Hermans and De Houwer, 1994. 

 Adjective Affect Mean Affect SD 

Afhankelijk 2.94 1.23 

Agressief 1.89 1.21 

Angstig 2.73 1.05 

Asociaal 1.96 1.08 

Bazig 2.21 1.01 

Bedrieglijk 2.04 1.1 

Bekrompen 1.88 1.12 

Besluiteloos 2.86 0.82 

Bevooroordeeld 2.29 0.92 

Bot 1.98 0.97 

Conservatief 3.19 1.06 

Cynisch 2.99 1.12 

Depressief 2.25 1.28 

Droevig 2.51 1.16 

Eenzaam 2.56 1.17 

Egoïstisch 1.79 1.29 

Gefrustreerd 2.01 0.98 

Gesloten 3.2 1.02 

Hebzuchtig 1.68 0.92 
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Hoogmoedig 2.28 1.12 

Koel 2.81 1.2 

Kwaad 2.35 1.41 

Lichtgeraakt 2.46 0.81 

Lui 2.47 1.23 

Lusteloos 2.35 0.92 

Materialistisch 2.48 1.16 

Nalatig 2.58 0.96 

Nonchalant 3.27 0.14 

Onaangenaam 1.99 0.87 

Onbetrouwbaar 1.69 1.27 

Oneerlijk 1.52 0.71 

Ongelukkig 1.96 1.34 

Oninteressant 2.31 1.03 

Onnauwkeurig 2.73 1.07 

Onoplettend 2.79 0.88 

Onredelijk 2.35 0.9 

Onsympathiek 1.91 0.99 

Onverdraagzaam 1.85 1.1 

Onverschillig 2.44 1.06 

Onvolwassen 2.98 1.14 

Onvriendelijk 1.74 0.89 

Oppervlakkig 2.51 0.95 

Ouderwets 2.94 1.1 

Passief 2.73 1.22 
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Pessimistisch 1.95 1.21 

Prikkelbaar 2.4 0.96 

Slordig 2.81 1.14 

Streng 3.27 1.31 

Tactloos 2.04 0.98 

Teruggetrokken 3.3 1.02 

Vals 1.48 1.09 

Vergeetachtig 3.23 1.04 

Verlegen 3.54 1.01 

Verstrooid 3.44 0.96 

Vervelend 2.09 1.07 

Vijandig 1.8 1.11 

Wantrouwig 2.01 0.72 

Zelfvoldaan 3.22 1.39 

Zenuwachtig 2.89 1.16 

Zwak 2.53 1.01 

 

Positive 

List of positive adjectives and their affect rating (mean and standard deviation) selected 

from Hermans and De Houwer (1994). 

Adjective Affect Mean Affect SD 

Aangenaam 6.07 0.82 

Begrijpend 5.86 1.1 

Behulpzaam 5.98 1.02 

Betrouwbaar 6.33 0.94 

Breeddenkend 5.77 0.98 
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Creatief 5.91 1 

Doorzettend 5.73 1.15 

Eerlijk 6.4 0.86 

Efficiënt 5.35 1.04 

Enthousiast 5.91 1.1 

Gelukkig 6.63 0.71 

Goedgehumeurd 5.89 1.02 

Grappig 6.02 1.08 

Intellectueel 5.33 1.06 

Interessant 5.69 1.08 

Krachtig 5.16 1.03 

Levendig 5.85 0.99 

Onafhankelijk 5.21 1.15 

Ondernemend 5.54 1.05 

Ontspannen 6 1.12 

Opgewekt 6.27 0.94 

Oprecht 6.17 1.12 

Optimistisch 6.36 0.93 

Origineel 5.98 0.84 

Positief 6.11 0.94 

Rechtvaardig 6.28 0.91 

Sympathiek 6.14 1.05 

Verantwoordelijk 5.52 1.25 

Vriendelijk 6.28 1 

Vrijgevig 5.65 1.06 
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4 CHAPTER 

 

 

 

AUTONOMIC REGULATION IN 

RESPONSE TO STRESS: THE INFLUENCE 

OF ANTICIPATORY EMOTION REGULATION 

STRATEGIES AND TRAIT RUMINATION
1 

ABSTRACT 

According to the neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation, adaptively 

regulating emotions in anticipation of a stressful event should help individuals deal with the 

stressor itself. The goal of this study was twofold: first, we compared the influence of 

adaptive versus maladaptive anticipatory emotion regulation (ER) on the autonomic system 

during anticipation of, confrontation with, and recovery from a stressor; second, we 

explored whether trait rumination moderated this relationship. We collected data from 56 

healthy female undergraduates during a public speaking task. The task involved four phases: 

baseline, anticipatory ER, stressor, and recovery. Participants were assigned to one of two 

anticipatory ER instructions (reappraisal or catastrophizing). Heart rate variability (HRV) 

indexed autonomic regulation. Results confirmed that HRV was higher in the reappraisal 

than in the catastrophizing group (over all time points, except for baseline). Trait rumination 

levels moderated the effect of anticipatory ER strategy on HRV during the stressor phase. 

Specifically, whereas for low ruminators reappraisal (versus catastrophizing) in the 

anticipation phase led to higher HRV when confronted to the stressor, high ruminators 

demonstrated lower HRV in that same condition. To conclude, over all participants, using 

reappraisal during the anticipation phase allowed participants to better cope with stress. 

                                                
1
 Nasso, S., Vanderhasselt, M.A., Demeyer, I., De Raedt, R. (2018). Autonomic Regulation in Response to Stress: 

the Influence of Anticipatory Emotion Regulation Strategies and Trait Rumination. Emotion. Advance online 
publication. doi: 10.1037/emo0000448 
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However, only low, but not high ruminators could profit from the beneficial effect of 

anticipatory reappraisal on autonomic regulation. Even though further research is needed, 

this study suggests that, in female undergraduates, the tendency to ruminate is associated 

with abnormal anticipatory ER that might hinder an adaptive response to a stressor. 

INTRODUCTION 

We all experience stress at some point during our life, which affects our mood, 

behaviour, and well-being. Even though stress is a common experience, individuals differ 

greatly in the way they respond to it, at both psychological and physiological levels (i.e., 

stress regulation). For instance, hindered stress regulation has been shown to play a role in 

the onset, maintenance and relapse of depressive symptoms (e.g., de Kloet, Joëls, & 

Holsboer, 2005; Hankin, 2008; Hooley, Orley, & Teasdale, 1986; Lupien, McEwen, Gunnar, & 

Heim, 2009; Morris, Ciesla, & Garber, 2010). However, the relationship between stress and 

depression is very complex and results from an interaction of biological, psychological and 

environmental factors (Gotlib, Joormann, Minor, & Hallmayer, 2008; Raedt & Koster, 2010). 

A better understanding of the mechanisms underlying successful and unsuccessful stress 

regulation would contribute to the improvement of prevention and treatment interventions 

for depression and other mental disorders. 

For this purpose, De Raedt and Hooley integrated different literatures into the 

neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation (De Raedt & Hooley, 2016). In this 

framework, the authors formulated a comprehensive model of cognitive and neural 

mechanisms underlying stress regulation and how they are related to each other. These 

mechanisms can lead, through different pathways, to either successful or unsuccessful 

stress regulation (as seen for instance in depressed individuals). In this study we focused on 

one important mechanism of this framework, which is how the anticipation of a stressful 

event influences stress regulation itself.  

Adaptive stressor anticipation: proactive emotion regulation 

Emotion regulation (ER) is the ability to influence (automatically or voluntarily) our 

emotions (including stress) in order to maintain our emotional balance and to achieve our 

goals (Aldao, Sheppes, & Gross, 2015; Gross & Thompson, 2007). Interestingly, individuals 

not only regulate their emotions while being confronted with an emotional event but also 
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when anticipating such events (i.e., anticipatory ER). Within the neurocognitive framework 

for regulation expectation (De Raedt and Hooley, 2016), proactive deployment of ER 

strategies in anticipation of a stressor is a key factor for successful stress regulation. This 

proactive anticipation involves preparatory processes (i.e., maintenance of goal-relevant 

information) associated with sustained anticipatory activity of the dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex (DLPFC; Braver, 2012; Herwig et al., 2007). Previous studies have observed that, 

when individuals proactively anticipate an emotional stimulus, lower cognitive effort is 

exerted when the stimulus occurs (Vanderhasselt, Remue, Ng, & De Raedt, 2014). In 

addition, prefrontal control decreases amygdala activation, which is associated with the 

experience of negative emotions, via the cortical-subcortical pathway (Wager, Davidson, 

Hughes, Lindquist, & Ochsner, 2008). To conclude, according to the neurocognitive 

framework (De Raedt and Hooley, 2016), when individuals proactively anticipate a stressor, 

preparatory processes and anticipatory DLPFC activity facilitate online stress regulation and 

decrease negative affect. 

Maladaptive stressor anticipation: rumination  

Whereas the previous paragraph describes a successful regulation scenario, the 

framework also accounts for unsuccessful stress regulation in depression. De Raedt and 

Hooley (2016) suggest that when anticipating a stressful event, depressed individuals tend 

to ruminate, that is, “repetitively and passively focusing on symptoms of distress and on the 

possible causes and consequences of these symptoms” (Susan Nolen-Hoeksema, Wisco, & 

Lyubomirsky, 2008, p. 400). By compromising the individuals’ cognitive resources (Davis & 

Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000; Disner, Beevers, Haigh, & Beck, 2011; Hertel, 1998; Watkins & 

Brown, 2002), this negative self-referential thinking may prevent them from engaging in 

proactive anticipation. Based on the neurocognitive framework (De Raedt and Hooley, 

2016), this would lead to increased amygdala activity and negative affect, and therefore 

result in difficulties regulating the stress response. Results from several studies are in line 

with this hypothesis of the neurocognitive framework (De Raedt and Hooley, 2016). Waugh, 

Panage, Mendes, and Gotlib (2010) found a specific physiological cost (i.e., incomplete 

cardio-vascular recovery) associated with a lack of affective recovery from stressful 

anticipation. Vanderhasselt and colleagues (2014) observed, with ERPs, abnormal proactive 

and reactive cognitive control in depressed patients. Finally, amygdala hyperactivity during 
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the anticipation of affective images was reported in anxious (Denny et al., 2015) and 

depressed individuals (Abler et al., 2010; Abler, Erk, Herwig, & Walter, 2007).  

Aims and methods of the current study 

With this study, we aimed to better understand the role of anticipatory ER and trait 

rumination during autonomic regulation in response to stress. Specifically, we investigated 

the influence of adaptive versus maladaptive anticipatory ER on the autonomic system 

during anticipation of, confrontation with, and recovery from a stressful event. In addition, 

we also explored whether the tendency to ruminate would prevent individuals from using 

the adaptive anticipatory ER strategy efficiently and hence hamper subsequent autonomic 

regulation. 

To this purpose, participants were told that they would have to prepare and give a 

speech, which has been consistently shown to induce social stress and is characterized by 

high ecological validity (Allen, Kennedy, Cryan, Dinan, & Clarke, 2014). In addition, social 

stressors are of particular relevance in depression as they have a causal role in its onset 

(Kendler, Thornton, & Gardner, 2000). As previous research has shown that the speech 

preparation phase acts, per se, as a stressor (Fredrickson, Mancuso, Branigan, & Tugade, 

2000; Waugh et al., 2010), participants were not actually asked to give the speech. When 

participants were anticipating to give a job interview, we instructed them to use either an 

adaptive or a maladaptive cognitive ER strategy, respectively, reappraisal or catastrophizing 

(Garnefski, Kraaij, & Spinnhoven, 2001). Cognitive reappraisal is an adaptive ER strategy that 

entails modifying the meaning attributed to the emotion-eliciting event. For instance, when 

facing an aversive event, individuals might try to focus on the positive aspects of the 

situation in order to decrease their distress. Several studies associated the use of 

reappraisal with prefrontal activation (Dillon & Pizzagalli, 2013; Nelson, Fitzgerald, Klumpp, 

Shankman, & Phan, 2015; Uchida et al., 2014; Urry, van Reekum, Johnstone, & Davidson, 

2009; Vanderhasselt, Baeken, Van Schuerbeek, Luypaert, & De Raedt, 2013). On the other 

hand, catastrophizing is described as a “tendency to magnify a perceived threat and 

overestimate the seriousness of its potential consequences” (Gellatly & Beck, 2016, p. 441). 

It is thus a maladaptive ER strategy that also entails modifying the meaning attributed to the 

emotion-eliciting event, but now in a negatively biased way. By interacting with attentional 

and interpretative biases and anxiety/somatic symptoms, this maladaptive cognitive ER 
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strategy might play a causal role in the onset and maintenance of psychopathology (Gellatly 

& Beck, 2016).  

Next to self-reports of stressful feelings to check the effectiveness of our stress 

induction, heart rate variability (HRV) was assessed as an index of autonomic regulation 

(Lane et al., 2009; Thayer, Åhs, Fredrikson, Sollers, & Wager, 2012; Appelhans & Luecken, 

2006). In their Neurovisceral Integration model (Lane et al., 2009; Thayer & Lane, 2000), 

Thayer and Lane explain in detail how top–down appraisals of a situation influence, through 

cortical-subcortical pathways, activity of the brainstem and of the autonomic nervous 

system (ANS). In turn, the dynamic interplay of the sympathetic and parasympathetic 

branches of the ANS on the sinoatrial node of the heart affects the variability of the beat-to-

beat intervals. In other words, variations in the heart rate reflect the individual’s ability to 

adapt his/her autonomic response and behaviour to a changing environment. Indeed, 

whereas low HRV is usually linked to stress, disease, and an increased mortality risk, high 

HRV has been consistently linked with higher long-term wellbeing (Kemp & Quintana, 2013; 

Thayer et al., 2012; Thayer, Yamamoto, & Brosschot, 2010; Thayer & Lane, 2007) and, 

importantly, with successful ER (Appelhans & Luecken, 2006; Denson, Grisham, & Moulds, 

2011; Fabes & Eisenberg, 1997; Lane et al., 2009). The relationship between HRV and ER is 

twofold (Thayer et al., 2012). On the one hand, higher tonic HRV is associated with greater 

ER abilities (Appelhans & Luecken, 2006; Geisler, Vennewald, Kubiak, & Weber, 2010; Lane 

et al., 2009), whereas low tonic HRV is typically observed in individuals with affective 

disorders, who are characterized by deficient ER (Faurholt-Jepsen, Kessing, & Munkholm, 

2017; Kemp et al., 2010; Thayer, Friedman, & Borkovec, 1996; Thayer, Friedman, Borkovec, 

Johnsen, & Molina, 2000). On the other hand, successful ER during experimental tasks is 

associated with phasic HRV increase (Butler, Wilhelm, & Gross, 2006; Ingjaldsson, Laberg, & 

Thayer, 2003). Importantly, trait and state ER and HRV are not independent from each 

other. It has been observed that, in challenging situations, individuals with good ER abilities 

and high baseline HRV react with a further HRV increase, while those with a lower HRV react 

with a further HRV dampening (Aldao & Mennin, 2012).  

Hypotheses of the current study 

Based on the premises of the neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation 

(De Raedt & Hooley, 2016), we hypothesized that using an adaptive (i.e., reappraisal) or a 
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maladaptive (i.e., catastrophizing) ER strategy during the anticipation phase would not only 

influence autonomic regulation during the anticipation itself, but also during the following 

stressor and recovery period, even though no ER instructions were given during these two 

latter phases. Specifically, we predicted that participants using reappraisal would better 

cope with the stressor (i.e. lower self-reported stress and increased autonomic regulation, 

as indexed by higher HRV) during all three phases of the task (i.e., anticipation, interview 

preparation, and recovery) than participants who catastrophized the situation.  

Second, we explored whether this effect of anticipatory ER strategy would depend 

on the individual’s tendency to ruminate. Based on the neurocognitive framework, we 

predicted that a tendency to ruminate would be associated with poorer ability to deploy 

anticipatory reappraisal as an adaptive ER strategy. Indeed, ruminating should prevent 

individuals from engaging in proactive anticipation by capturing their cognitive resources, 

with decreased DLPFC and  increased amygdala activity (e.g., Gotlib & Hamilton, 2008; 

Ochsner et al., 2004; Ray et al., 2005; Siegle, Carter, & Thase, 2006), hampering stress 

regulation. Hence, we expected that high ruminators would display lower HRV (index of 

autonomic regulation) than low ruminators during anticipatory ER, confrontation with the 

stressor, and recovery.  

Several studies have observed that rumination is associated with lower HRV ( for a 

systematic review and meta-analysis, see Ottaviani et al., 2015). However, predictions about 

the interaction of rumination with maladaptive cognitive strategies (such as catastrophizing) 

and stress regulation are less obvious, since no previous study has investigated this 

interaction, and those who have explored similar topics reported inconsistent findings. For 

instance, Ciesla and Roberts (2007) observed that rumination interacted with negative 

cognitions in predicting dysphoric symptoms, whereas Martin and Dahlen (2005) found that 

only rumination but not catastrophizing predicted perceived stress in daily life. Hence, we 

consider the possible moderating effect of rumination on the relationship between 

catastrophizing and autonomic regulation as an open research question. 

Confirmation of our hypotheses would a) stress the importance of implementing 

proactive anticipation of a stressor, and b) allow us to know whether ruminators are able to 

do so. From a broader perspective, these results would provide a validation of a core aspect 

of the neurocognitive framework (De Raedt & Hooley, 2016). Empirical evidence in support 

of this theoretical model is of clinical relevance as it would help identifying which different 
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aspects of stress resilience should be targeted by therapeutic interventions and how to 

better tailor such interventions.  

 

METHODS 

Participants 

Fifty-nine healthy female undergraduates at Ghent University, Flemish and between 

18 and 29 years old (M = 21.76; SD = 2.05), were recruited via Experimetrix MomentumTM 

experiment scheduling system. Because emotional responding and cognitive emotion 

regulation (including rumination) are subject to gender differences (Garnefski, Teerds, 

Kraaij, Legerstee, & van den Kommer, 2004; Montagne, Kessels, Frigerio, de Haan, & Perrett, 

2005; Susan Nolen-Hoeksema, Larson, & Grayson, 1999; Stroud, Salovey, & Epel, 2002), 

participation was restricted to female volunteers. Participants were selected according to 

the following criteria: they were native Dutch speakers, right handed, had normal or 

corrected to normal vision, they reported no drugs or medication use, and had no current 

(or history of) neurological or psychiatric illness. In addition, participants were asked to 

abstain from caffeine, alcohol, nicotine, or engage in strenuous exercise for at least three 

hours prior to the appointment. No obese individuals were included in the study. Finally, all 

participants were Caucasian. 

All participants signed an informed consent (protocol approved by the local Ethical 

Committee) before the start of the experiment and were compensated with a payment of € 

10. They were informed about their right to leave the experiment at any time without 

consequence. All participants completed the experiment. 

To determine the sample size, we conducted an a-priori power analysis (G*Power) 

for a between-subjects, repeated-measures ANOVA. As this analysis focused on the main 

effect of ER, the moderation analyses have to be considered exploratory. The a-priori power 

analyses indicated that the approximate sample size to identify a medium effect size with a 

power of 0.8 is 58 (parameters: effect size f = 0.31, α = 0.05, number of groups = 2, 

repetitions = 3, correlation among repeated measures = 0.5, non-sphericity correction = 1).  
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Procedure 

The study was advertised as an experiment investigating communication skills. It 

consisted of four phases: baseline, anticipatory ER, interview preparation, and recovery. The 

first three phases (i.e., baseline, anticipatory ER, and interview preparation) followed the 

same structure: a sentence was displayed in the centre of the screen for five seconds, 

followed by a fixation cross for ten seconds2. During these ten seconds participants were 

required to think about the content of the sentence they had just read. Each phase lasted 

five minutes (Hansen, Johnsen, & Thayer, 2003) and was composed of a total of 21 trials, 

displaying seven sentences three times each, in random order. All sentences are reported in 

the supplementary materials. R-to-R intervals (i.e., the time interval between heartbeats), 

were recorded online, while affect self-reports were collected at the end of each phase. 

During the recovery phase no visual stimuli were displayed, hence only R-to-R intervals and 

mood self-report were assessed. The task was programmed in E-Prime® extension for 

Tobii™ (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). 

First of all, the equipment to record R-to-R intervals was set up (POLAR RS300X 

watch and heart-rate monitor belt). Immediately afterwards, participants were presented 

with several questionnaires to fill in online via LimeSurvey. In this way, they had 

approximately 15 minutes to familiarize with the lab environment and with wearing the 

Polar watch and belt. After completing the questionnaires, participants started the baseline, 

during which they read sentences of neutral content. As, to the best of our knowledge, no 

standardized set of Dutch neutral sentences has yet been developed, we created 14 

sentences using neutral words from the study of Hermans and De Houwer (1994). Based on 

a pilot in 49 students, the 7 sentences rated most neutral were selected3.  

                                                
2
 This task was designed to collect tonic changes in pupil dilation. However, we realized that this outcome 

measure poses interpretation issues in experiments inducing emotional responses in order to investigate their 

regulation. In fact, dilation of the pupil is associated with both arousal and cognitive effort. Because of this 

limitation, we do not report the pupillary responses results. However, the interested reader can contact the 

authors.  

3
  Participants were asked to rate the valence of each sentence on a 7-point Lickert scale, where 1 indicated 

“very negative” and 7 “very positive”. A score of 4 corresponded to “neutral”. A one-sample t-test indicated 

that the sentences average rating (M = 4.04, SD = 0.27) did not significantly differ from 4, t(48) = 1.14, p = .261. 
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Participants were then told that they would have to simulate a job interview and that 

an expert in public speaking would play the interviewer and evaluate their performance. In 

addition, they were told that the interview would also be recorded so that other two 

independent experts could score it.   

We then told participant that since giving job interviews is very stressful, they would 

first undergo a guided stress management procedure (anticipatory ER phase) which would 

help them reach the right state of mind to perform at their best (Philippot, Vrielynck, & 

Muller, 2010). Participants were randomly assigned to one of two anticipatory ER 

instructions (reappraisal versus catastrophizing, see full text in the Appendix). Through the 

adaptive ER instructions participants were taught to reappraise the situation in a more 

positive way and to put possible mistakes into perspective, while through the maladaptive 

instructions they were led to catastrophize the implications of failure and to imagine the 

worst possible outcome (Gellatly & Beck, 2016). To ensure that participants correctly 

understood the ER instructions, they were asked to read them carefully and then to explain 

their content in their own words. Finally, sentences taken from the ER instructions were 

displayed on the eye-tracker screen (i.e., anticipatory ER phase), and participants were 

asked to focus on their meaning.  

Participants were then given five minutes to prepare the job interview (i.e., interview 

preparation phase) while questions commonly asked during job interviews were displayed 

on the screen. This phase was the actual stressor. 

At this point, when participants were supposed to move to another room and 

perform the job interview, the experimenter feigned a technical problem with the cameras 

needed for the recording and stated the impossibility to continue with the experiment. For 

the recovery period, participants were asked to relax with their eyes closed for five more 

minutes. 

To conclude, we asked participants whether they believed our cover story, and 

debriefed them immediately over the real purpose of the study.  
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Measures 

The Ruminative Responses Style Scale. The Ruminative Responses Scale (RRS; 

Treynor, Gonzalez, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2003), was completed, together with other 

questionnaires4,  via LimeSurvey at the beginning of the experiment. This 22-item scale is a 

measure of self-reported trait rumination with good psychometric properties. 

Self-reported affective responses.  At the end of each phase (i.e., baseline, ER, 

interview preparation, recovery), six Visual Analogue Scales (VAS) were displayed on the 

screen to assess how stressed, tired, sad, happy, angry, and agitated participants felt at that 

moment (McCormack, Horne, & Sheather, 1988). To answer, participants had to click on 

each ten-centimetre-long horizontal line where they perceived that it best reflected their 

affective state between two anchors. Since self-reported stress was of primary interest for 

this research, we will focus on the results of this item in the main article. However, we 

reported the analyses and results of each self-report item in the supplementary materials. 

This outcome indexed the emotional response targeted by the ER processes. The anchors 

were “not at all” and “as stressed as I can imagine”.  

 HRV. R-to-R intervals were recorded via POLAR RS800X watch and heart-rate 

monitor belt during baseline, ER, interview preparation and recovery. Each phase lasted five 

minutes. Data was processed with Artiifact software (Kaufmann, Sütterlin, Schulz, & Vögele, 

2011) as follows: first, artifact rejection was performed semi-automatically coupling the 

program’s algorithm and visual inspection, then cubic spline interpolation was applied to 

correct for the identified artifacts. Finally, we calculated the normalized high-frequency 

spectral power (HFnu, 0.15–0.4 Hz) for each five-minute segment via Artiifact software. 

Compared to other HRV indexes, HFnu are less sensitive to several practical issues in our 

design (e.g. block length, windowing) and therefore more reliable and replicable (Burr, 

2007). In addition, normalization reduces the skew inherent to all physiological data, 

                                                
4
 Specifically, participants filled in the Mood and Anxiety Symptoms Questionnaire (MASQ; Wardenaar et al., 

2010), the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES; Rosenberg, 1965), the Cognitive Emotion Regulation 

Questionnaire (CERQ; Garnefski & Kraaij, 2007). These questionnaires were collected with the sole purpose of 

ensuring that the two groups did not differ at any of these relevant traits and that participants did not display 

clinical levels of anxious or depressive symptoms. 
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allowing us to use parametric tests. Normalized HF reflect the influence of the vagus nerve 

on the heart (Burr, 2007; Thayer et al., 2012).  

Data Analytic Plan. 

To take into account the large inter-individual variability that characterizes both self-

reported stress and HRV, we calculated reactivity scores by subtracting the baseline value 

from anticipatory ER, interview preparation, and recovery values (see for example Hughes & 

Stoney, 2000). This is also important because tonic and phasic HRV are not independent 

from each other, whereas we were solely interested in phasic HRV changes 5. 

To investigate a) whether our procedure successfully induced stress, and b) how 

anticipatory ER strategies influenced stress and autonomic regulation during the different 

task phases, we performed two 3 (time: anticipatory ER, interview preparation, recovery) by 

2 (group: reappraisal, catastrophizing) mixed ANOVAs, with time as a within-subject factor 

and group as a between-subjects factor, with respectively self-reported stress and HRV 

changes as dependent variables. Deviations from sphericity were corrected using the 

Greenhouse-Geisser procedure. Significant results were followed-up with t-tests and 

corrected for multiple comparisons with the Bonferroni method. We reported 95% 

confidence intervals around the effect size (Cohen’s d). 

Finally, to explore whether the effect of ER strategy on self-reported stress and HRV 

was moderated by rumination, we tested the interaction of time (anticipatory ER, interview 

preparation, recovery) by ER group (reappraisal, catastrophizing) by trait rumination with a 

custom model ANOVA (including all interaction terms). A significant interaction was 

followed-up with three moderation analyses, one for each level of time (i.e., anticipatory ER, 

interview preparation, and recovery). To run these analysis, we used the PROCESS macro for 

SPSS (Hayes, 2012). Similarly to Cristea and colleagues (2014), we entered anticipatory ER 

group (i.e., catastrophizing coded as 0 and reappraisal coded as 1) as predictor, HRV as 

outcome, and RRS scores as moderator. Ranges of RRS scores where the relationship 

between anticipatory ER group and online ER was significant were identified with the 

Johnson–Neyman (J–N) technique (Johnson & Fay, 1950). 

                                                
5
 HRV can also be indexed based on RMSDD. However, our RMSSD data is not normally distributed, and cannot 

be normalized with transformations. When running analyses using RMSSD (both parametric and non-

parametric), no effects were observed. 
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RESULTS 

Because of non-systematic technical malfunctions in the HRV recording, three 

participants were excluded from the analyses leaving a final sample of 56 participants, of 

which 27 belonging to the catastrophizing group, and 29 to the reappraisal group. The two 

groups did not differ at baseline in any of the dependent variables (i.e., all six self-reported 

affect items, HRV) nor in their scores of the questionnaires, all ts < 1.32, ps > .14. Of all 

participants, only one did not believe in our cover story about the job interview, and only 

two participants of the catastrophizing condition did not believe that “preparing for the 

worst case scenario” is a helpful strategy to deal with stress. However, removing these 

participants from the analyses did not significantly alter the results, therefore, we reported 

the results of the whole sample. 

Self-reported stress 

Following up a significant effect of time, F(1.69, 91.21)= 89.48, p < .001, ηp
2= .62, we 

observed that participants’ self-reported stress stayed constant from anticipatory ER to 

interview preparation, t(55) = -1.39, p = .171, d = -0.11, CI [-0.48, 0.26], and decreased from 

interview preparation to recovery,  t(55) = 10.82, p < .001, d = 1.24, CI [0.84, 1.65]. Stress 

levels were significantly lower after recovery compared to after anticipatory ER,  t(55) = 

10.31, p < .001, d = 1.15, CI [0.75, 1.55]. No main effect of group, F(1, 54)= .24, p = 0.63, ηp
2= 

.004, nor a time by group interaction was observed, F(1.69, 91.21)= 0.12, p = .89, ηp
2= .002. 

See Figure 1 for the descriptive statistics of each phase, per group. 

 

Figure 1. Changes in self-reported stress levels (in centimetres) from baseline per 

group. Means and standard errors. 
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HRV  

In line with the self-reported stress response, also HFnu did not show an interaction 

effect of  time and group, F(1.71, 92.39) = 0.67, p = .49, ηp
2 = .01. A significant main effect of 

time F(1.71, 92.39) = 6.16, p = .005, ηp
2 = .10, revealed significantly lower HFnu during 

anticipatory ER, t(55) = -2.93, p = .015, d = -0.62, CI [0.24, 1.00], and interview preparation, 

t(55) = -2.66, p = .030, d = 0.40, CI [0.028, 0.78], compared to recovery over all participants. 

High frequency power spectrum did not differ between anticipatory ER and interview 

preparation, t(55) = -.44, p = .67, d = -0.06, CI [-0.43, 0.31].  

Finally, we observed a main effect of group, F(1, 54) = 4.65, p = .036, ηp
2 = .08, 

indicating a larger decrease in HFnu from baseline in participants in the catastrophizing 

condition (M = -7.01, SD = 13.52) than in those belonging to the reappraisal condition (M = -

0.18, SD = 10.07) over all time points (i.e., anticipatory ER, interview preparation, recovery). 

See Figure 2 for an overview of HFnu change values. 

 

  

Figure 2. Heart rate variability (HFnu) changes from baseline per group at each time 

point. Means and standard errors. 
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F(3.34, 86.78) = 0.52, p = .69, ηp
2 = .02. Instead, the same interaction was significant when 

using HFnu as dependent variable6, F(3.48, 90.57) = 4.48, p = .004, ηp
2 = .15, and was 

followed-up with three moderation analyses, one for each level of time  (i.e., anticipatory 

ER, interview preparation, and recovery). 

During anticipatory ER, we observed a trend significant moderation of rumination on 

the relationship between anticipatory ER strategy and HFnu (see Table 1 for an overview of 

the linear model). For individuals with RRS scores below 32.18, reappraisal was associated 

with higher HFnu scores than catastrophizing. However, no difference between the two ER 

strategies was observed for individuals with RRS scores above 32.18. 

 

Table 1 

Linear model of predictors of HF-HRV during anticipatory ER 

 
b (CI) SE B T p 

 Constant  41.28 

[18.68, 63.88] 

11.26 3.66 .0006 

RRS -0.16 

[-0.72, 0.41] 

0.28 -0.55 .586 

ER strategy 37.46 

[2.24, 72.67] 

17.55 2.13 .037 

 
RRS X ER 

strategy 

-0.84 

[-1.70, 0.02] 

0.43 -1.95 .056 

 

 Trait rumination significantly moderated the relationship between anticipatory ER 

strategy and HFnu during interview preparation (see Table 2 for an overview of the linear 

model). Specifically, reappraisal was associated with higher HFnu than catastrophizing in low 

ruminators (RRS scores below 31.12).  No difference between the two anticipatory ER 

strategies was found for individuals who scored between 31.12 and 57 on the RRS. Finally, 

reappraisal led to lower HFnu values than catastrophizing in high ruminators (RRS scores 

above 57).  

                                                
6
 We also tested the same model using the subscales of the RRS (i.e., brooding and reflection) as moderator 

(instead of the total RRS score). Neither subscale alone resulted in a significant interaction. 
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Table 2 

Linear model of predictors of HFnu during interview preparation 

 
b (CI) SE B T p 

 Constant 22.92 

[-2.20, 48.03] 

12.52 1.83 .072 

RRS 0.36 

[-0.27, 0.99] 

0.32 1.14 .258 

ER strategy 49.55 

[10.42, 88.68] 

19.550 2.54 .014 

 
RRS X ER 

strategy 

-1.20 

[-2.15, -0.24] 

0.48 -2.51 .015 

 

Lastly, no significant moderation was found for HFnu during recovery (see Table 3 for 

an overview of the linear model). 

See Figure 3 for a graphical representation of the results of each moderation 

analysis. 

 

Table 3 

Linear model of predictors of HFnu during recovery 

 
b (CI) SE B T p 

 Constant 67.76 

[34.46, 101.06] 

16.60 4.08 .0002 

RRS -0.70 

[1.54, 0.13] 

0.42 -1.69 .098 

ER strategy -10.84 

[-62.73, 41.4] 

25.86 -0.42 .067 

 
RRS X ER 

strategy 

0.47 

[-0.80, 1.74] 

0.63 0.75 .459 
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 Figure 3. Mean HFnu values at low, medium and high rumination scores by ER 

strategy during anticipatory ER, interview preparation and recovery. 
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DISCUSSION 

In this study, we investigated whether the use of different ER strategies  in 

anticipation of a stressful event would influence the experience of stress and autonomic 

regulation during anticipation, confrontation and recovery from a stressor. In addition, we 

explored whether this relationship would be moderated by trait rumination. To answer 

these questions, we asked 56 Flemish female undergraduate students to prepare a job 

interview (i.e., the stressor). As anticipatory ER strategies, we compared an adaptive and a 

maladaptive cognitive ER strategy, respectively, reappraisal and catastrophizing. Autonomic 

regulation was indexed via normalized high-frequency heart-rate variability, while the 

emotional response was assessed through stress self-reports. We predicted that 

reappraising during the anticipatory phase would lead to increased autonomic regulation 

(i.e., higher HRV) during all task phases (i.e., anticipation, interview preparation, and 

recovery) compared to catastrophizing. In addition, we expected that high ruminators would 

benefit less than low ruminators from the adaptive anticipatory ER, hence showing lower 

HRV during anticipation, interview preparation, and recovery. However, we made no 

predictions on the presence and direction of an interaction of rumination with the use of a 

maladaptive anticipatory ER (catastrophizing) on autonomic regulation. 

First of all, self-reported stress indicated that preparing the job interview successfully 

induced stress. Indeed, compared to recovery, participants experienced more stress during 

the preparation stressor phase. This is consistent with previous research on public speaking 

tasks showing that speech preparation is, per se, a stressor (Fredrickson et al., 2000; Waugh 

et al., 2010). Increased HRV during the recovery phase shows that participants were 

regulating their autonomic response following the interview preparation. 

Second, we observed a main effect of ER strategy on HRV values. As predicted, 

individuals who reappraised the situation in positive terms showed higher HRV, over all 

phases after baseline, than those who catastrophized over it. In other words, even if no 

further ER instructions were given after the anticipation phase, participants who 

reappraised could still better regulate their autonomic responses in later phases, namely, 

during interview preparation and recovery. When we interpret these findings according to 

the neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation of De Raedt and Hooley (2016), 

anticipatory ER would have induced proactive prefrontal activation, with decreased 

amygdala activity and negative affect, hence facilitating successful online autonomic 
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regulation, which was indexed by increased HRV. Possibly, the opposite occurred when 

participants used catastrophizing. Namely, this strategy may have caused stressful 

anticipation, which might have compromised prefrontal activity causing increased amygdala 

activation, consequently increasing negative affect and hampering online autonomic 

regulation, as indexed by lower HRV. Surprisingly, we did not observe an effect of ER 

strategy on self-reported stress. However, explicit ratings are susceptible to social 

desirability and emotional insight. In addition, this could reflect a difference in the 

experiential and physiological effects of stress. Indeed, a similar lack of effect of ER 

strategies on self-reported affect paired with significant effects on physiological measures 

has been observed in previous studies (e.g., Denson, Creswell, Terides, & Blundell, 2014; 

Hofmann, Heering, Sawyer, & Asnaani, 2009; Jamieson, Nock, Mendes, & James, 2012).  

As predicted, the main effect of ER strategy on HRV was moderated by trait 

rumination. This interaction was nearly significant in the anticipation phase, where we 

observed that, for low ruminators, reappraisal was associated with higher HRV than 

catastrophizing. Instead, we observed no difference between these two ER strategies for 

medium and high ruminators. Hence, it appears that only low ruminators, but not high 

ruminators, could profit from the beneficial effect of anticipatory reappraisal on autonomic 

regulation. Individuals with higher levels of trait rumination might have dwelled on negative 

self-referential thoughts when anticipating a self-threatening event such as social 

evaluation. If we interpret this result within the neurocognitive framework for regulation 

expectation, this passive stressful anticipation prevented them from engaging in 

anticipatory ER. This would be associated with decreased DLPFC activity and HRV. In line 

with this hypothesis, perseverative thinking has been associated with reduced prefrontal-

amygdala functional connectivity and diminished HRV (Makovac et al., 2016). On the other 

hand, low ruminators could proactively deploy their cognitive resources and successfully 

engage in anticipatory reappraisal, which lead to increased DLPFC activity and HRV. Indeed, 

previous research has shown that increased HRV is linked to prefrontal activity, which 

underlies preparation and anticipatory ER (Thayer & Lane, 2000).  

Importantly, acute stress seemed to exacerbate the role of rumination, leading to a 

significant interaction featuring opposite HRV patterns for low and high ruminators during 

the interview preparation phase. Within low ruminators, individuals who used reappraisal 

during the anticipation phase were more successful in regulating their autonomic responses 
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to stress (higher HRV) than individuals who used catastrophizing. This result is in line with 

the hypothesis based on the neurocognitive framework that proactive ER facilitates online 

ER. On the contrary, within high ruminators, individuals who reappraised the situation were 

less successful in regulating their autonomic responses (lower HRV) than individuals who 

catastrophized it. It is possible that, because high ruminators could not deploy proactive 

cognitive control efficiently during the anticipation phase, their regulation during the 

interview preparation phase was hampered. Instead, higher HRV in high ruminators who 

used catastrophizing (as compared to reappraisal) might reflect greater engagement as a 

consequence of their expectation that such strategy would be effective (see the role of 

expectation in De Raedt & Hooley, 2016). Indeed, it is known that ruminators may have 

positive metacognitions about the function of rumination as a helpful coping strategy 

(Papageorgiou & Wells, 2009; Roelofs et al., 2007). Catastrophizing can be considered 

similar to rumination as it is a passive, negative way of thinking. So, as high trait ruminators 

are induced to catastrophize, they may believe that this familiar strategy is beneficial. 

Indeed, the RRS includes items concerning not only brooding but also reflection, which 

refers to “purposeful turning inward to engage in cognitive problem solving to alleviate 

one’s depressive symptoms” (Treynor et al., 2003, p. 256).  Interestingly, we can clearly see 

that HRV was highest for low ruminators who reappraised, suggesting that participants 

belonging to this group could regulate their autonomic responses most successfully. This is 

in line with the predictions of the neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation that 

a) anticipatory ER is crucial for successful online ER, and b) rumination interferes with the 

deployment of proactive ER and ultimately with the regulation of the stress response. 

Finally, any moderating effect of rumination on HRV disappeared in the recovery 

phase. Generally, HRV appears to be higher for participants who used reappraisal than those 

who used catastrophizing, independently of trait rumination levels. It is possible that we did 

not observe a moderating effect of rumination during recovery because participants did not 

actually have to perform the job interview. Indeed, recovery after the actual performance 

would likely have be related to self-referential thinking, resulting in worse autonomic 

regulation (Brosschot, Gerin, & Thayer, 2006; Glynn, 2002) for high than for low ruminators. 

This hypothesis is in line with the results of Quinn and Joormann (2015), who observed that 

brooding moderated the relationship between executive control and depressive symptoms 

only after a stress induction. 
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Even though this study has several strengths, a few limitations need to be discussed. 

First, even though previous research as well as our data indicate that the interview 

preparation successfully induced stress, the fact that participants did not actually simulate 

the job interview might have hindered the ecological validity of the recovery phase. Second, 

it would have been interesting to have an extra control condition in which participants did 

not use an anticipatory ER strategy. This would have allowed us to draw stronger 

conclusions on the beneficial/detrimental effects of the two different ER strategies. Third, 

no manipulation check of the implementation of the two ER strategies was collected. 

However, we first ensured that participants understood the contents of the ER instructions 

and then we provided them with the sentences on which they had to focus, which 

prompted the appropriate cognitions. Indeed, the main effect of ER strategy on HRV when 

no difference at baseline was present supports that participants effectively implemented 

these instructions. Finally, it is important to remember that the generalizability of our 

results is limited given that our sample was very homogeneous (female, Caucasian, Flemish 

undergraduates), and that demographic variables may affect HRV, stress response and ER. 

To conclude, our results are in line with the idea, central to the neurocognitive 

framework for regulation expectation, that anticipatory ER is linked to online ER and even 

recovery from a stressful, self-relevant event. Specifically, we observed that using 

anticipatory reappraisal, compared to catastrophizing, fostered autonomic regulation during 

anticipation, confrontation and recovery from a stressful event. In addition, our results 

show that an increased tendency to ruminate interfered with the beneficial effect of 

anticipatory reappraisal on autonomic regulation. However, as both emotion regulation and 

rumination are affected by gender, future studies should investigate whether the 

interaction of anticipatory ER and rumination on stress regulation is affected by this 

demographic variable.  

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to directly test some of the 

predictions of the neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation. We believe that 

future research should continue this line of work and aim to test the model as a whole, as 

this framework has important “implications for a broad range of disorders and conditions in 

which stress regulation plays a role, and can be used to guide the use of recently developed 

clinical interventions” (De Raedt & Hooley, 2016, p. 45). Indeed, the here described findings 

point towards the need to develop a training of anticipatory ER aimed to changing patients’ 
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negative cognitions with positive reappraisal, with possible long-term benefits on the 

patients’ mental and physical health. In addition, as our study suggests that rumination is 

associated with the inability to benefit from adaptive anticipatory ER, it might be necessary 

for therapists to decrease rumination tendencies before teaching depressed individuals to 

proactively anticipate a stressful event.  
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APPENDIX 

Anticipatory ER instructions 

1. Adaptive reappraisal instructions 

“Everyone experiences difficulties when being interviewed for a job and no one does 

it perfectly. Although some things can go wrong, small mistakes don’t necessarily have 

negative consequences on the global impression you make on the interviewer. The best way 

to prepare is to imagine and to be ready to put these little mistakes into perspective. Think of 

this as a good experience to learn what to do better next time. Imagine that you stumble 

over a word, but you continue smoothly and nobody pays much attention to it. Imagine that 

you don’t understand the question you have been asked, you simply ask to clarify it and then 

are able to answer. Imagine that your voice starts to tremble, you take a deep breath, clear 

your throat and continue.” 

 

2. Maladaptive reappraisal instructions 

“Everyone knows that being interviewed is very stressful and that poor 

communication skills are linked to academic and professional failure. All kinds of things can 

go wrong during a job interview, and they will influence the global impression you make on 

the interviewer. The best way to prepare is to imagine and be ready for all that can go 

wrong. So we ask you to imagine all the worst things that could happen to you while being 

interviewed.  Imagine that you stumble over a word, you lose focus and can’t continue 

speaking. Imagine that you don’t understand the question, you leave a long pause and feel 

very uncomfortable. Imagine that your voice trembles, you can’t stop it and you are sure 

that the interviewer has noticed it.” 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL: SELF-REPORTED AFFECT ITEMS 

DATA ANALYTIC PLAN. 

Difference scores from baseline were used to take into account the large inter-individual 

variability that characterizes self-reported affect. For each self-report item, a 3 (time: 

anticipatory ER, preparation stress, recovery) by 2 (group: reappraisal, catastrophizing) 

mixed ANOVA was performed. Deviations from sphericity were corrected using the Geisser-

Green house procedure. Significant results were followed-up with t-tests and corrected for 

multiple comparisons with the Bonferroni method. 

RESULTS 

No baseline differences were observed between the two groups in any of the following self-

report items, all ts < 1.32, ps > .14. 

Tired 

The 3 by  2 ANOVA revealed significant effect of time, F(1.47, 79.25)= 3.60, p = .045, ηp
2= .06, 

group, F(1, 54)= 12.56, p = .001, ηp
2= .19, and time by group interaction F(1.47, 79.25)= 4.26, 

p = .028, ηp
2= .07. Follow-up independent samples t-tests showed that, compared to 

baseline, participants in the catastrophizing condition were less tired than those in the 

reappraisal condition after anticipatory ER, t(54) = -2.54, p = .042, d = -0.68, and recovery, 

t(54) = -4.34, p < .001, d -1.16, but not after the interview preparation, t(54) = -1.53, p = .13, 

d = -0.41. Paired samples t-tests revealed that while changes in tiredness levels stayed 

constant for participants in the catastrophizing condition, all ts(26) < 0.91, ps> .37, ds < 0.11 , 

participants in the reappraisal condition felt more tired after recovery than after anticipatory 

ER, t(28) = 2.61, p = .042, d = 0.67, and  interview preparation, t(28) = 4.18, p < .001, d = 0.88, 

while they reported marginally higher tiredness levels after anticipatory ER than after 

interview preparation, t(28) = 1.78, p = .086, d = 0.30. See Figure S1 for the descriptive 

statistics of each phase, per group. 

Sad 

Only a main effect of time, F(1.79, 96.38)= 8.02, p = .001, ηp
2= .13, was observed on sadness 

levels, which were not affected by group, F(1, 54)= 0.39, p = .54, ηp
2= .007, or by the time by 

group interaction, F(1.79, 96.38)= 0.13, p = .88, ηp
2= .002. Follow-up paired samples t-tests 

showed that sadness levels decreased over time. Specifically, sadness levels decreased from 

anticipatory ER to interview preparation, t(55) = 2.61, p = .042, d = 0.25, and to recovery, 

t(55) = 4.18, p < .001, d = 0.41. Reported sadness decreased marginally from interview 

preparation to recovery, t(55) = 1.81, p = .076, d = 0.16. See Figure S2 for the descriptive 

statistics of each phase, per group. 
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Figure S1. Changes in self-reported tiredness levels (in centimetres) from baseline per group. 

Means and standard errors. 

 

Figure S2. Changes in self-reported sadness levels (in centimetres) from baseline per group. 

Means and standard errors. 
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Happy 

No significant effect of time, F(1.47, 80.43)= 1.67, p = .20, ηp
2= .03, group, F(1, 54)= 1.29, p = 

.26, ηp
2= .02, nor a time by group interaction F(1.47, 80.43)= 0.93 p = .40, ηp

2= .02, were 

observed on happiness levels. See Figure S3 for the descriptive statistics of each phase, per 

group. 

 

 

Figure S3. Changes in self-reported happiness levels (in centimetres) from baseline per 

group. Means and standard errors. 

 

Angry 

A main effect of time, F(1.37, 74.03)= 3.71, p = .045, ηp
2= .06, was observed on self-reported 

anger, while neither group, F(1, 54)= 0.58, p = .45, ηp
2= .01, nor the time by group interaction 

F(1.37, 74.03)= 0.70, p = .50, ηp
2= .01, affected it significantly. However, when following-up 

the main effect of time with paired samples t-tests, no comparison reached significance, all 

ts(26) < 2.11, ps > .12, ds < 0.32. See Figure S4 for the descriptive statistics of each phase, per 

group. 
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Figure S4. Changes in self-reported anger levels (in centimetres) from baseline per group. 

Means and standard errors. 

 

Agitated 

The mixed ANOVA revealed a main effect of time on self-reported agitation, F(1.52, 82.08)= 

83.25, p < .001, ηp
2= .61. However, no main effect of group, F(1, 54)= 0.37, p = .56, ηp

2= .006, 

or time by group interaction, F(1.79, 96.38)= 0.11, p = .85, ηp
2= .002, were observed. Follow-

up paired samples t-tests showed that participants felt less agitated after recovery than after 

anticipatory ER, t(55) = -10.24, p < .001, d = -1.19, and interview preparation, t(55) = -9.77, p 

< .001, d = -1.21. No difference was observed between self-reported agitation after 

anticipatory ER and interview preparation, t(55) = -0.53, p = .599, d = -0.04. See Figure S5 for 

the descriptive statistics of each phase, per group. 
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Figure S5. Changes in self-reported agitation levels (in centimetres) from baseline per group. 

Means and standard errors. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS: STIMULI 

Sentences displayed to the participants on the computer screen, original Dutch version 

between brackets 

 

Baseline 

The girl waits for the bus (Het meisje wacht op de bus) 

He wears a brown sweater (Hij draagt een bruine trui) 

The statue is smooth (Het standbeeld is glad) 

The clock is on the table (De klok staat op de tafel) 

The scarf has long franges (De sjaal heeft lange franjes) 

The wind was mild (De wind was matig) 

Her socks are yellow (Haar kousen zijn geel) 

 

Anticipatory ER – Reappraisal 

A job interview is difficult for everyone (Een job interview is moeilijk voor iedereen ) 

Small mistakes do not have a negative influence on the global impression you make on the 

interviewer (Kleine foutjes hebben niet noodzakelijk een negatieve invloed op de algemene 

indruk die je nalaat bij de interviewer) 

The best way to prepare yourself is tob e ready to put these small mistakes into perspective 

(De beste manier om je voor te bereiden is om je klaar te maken om deze kleine fouten in 

perspectief te plaatsen) 

Think that this is a good learning experience thanks to which you can do better next time 

you are in a similar situation (Bedenk dat dit een goede leerervaring kan zijn waardoor je in 

een volgende soortgelijke situatie beter kan doen) 

Imagine that you stumble over a word, but you continue smoothly and nobody pays much 

attention to it (Stel je voor dat je over enkele woorden struikelt, maar je kan daarna vlot 

verder gaan en niemand lijkt veel aandacht aan deze verspreking te besteden) 

Imagine that you don’t understand the question you have been asked, you simply ask to 

clarify it and then are able to answer (Stel je voor dat een vraag niet begrijpt. Je lost dit 
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simpelweg op door om verduidelijking te vragen en je bent daarna in staat om een 

antwoord te geven) 

Imagine that your voice  starts to tremble, you take a deep breath, clear your throat and 

continue (Stel je voor dat je last begint te krijgen van een trillende stem. Je ademt eens diep 

in, schraapt je stem en kan dan weer verder gaan) 

 

 

Anticipatory ER – Catastrophizing 

A job interview is very stressful (Een job interview is heel stressvol) 

Poor communication skills are linked to academic and professional failure (Een gebrek aan 

communicatievaardigheden gerelateerd is aan academisch en professioneel fallen) 

All kinds of things can go wrong during a job interview, and they will influence the global 

impression you make on the interviewer (Tijdens een job interview kan er van alles verkeerd 

gaan en dat kan een negatieve invloed hebben op de algemene indruk die je nalaat bij de 

interviewer) 

The best way to prepare is to imagine all that can go wrong (De beste manier om je voor te 

bereiden is door je voor te stellen wat er allemaal verkeerd kan gaan) 

Imagine that you stumble over a word, you lose focus and can’t continue speaking (Stel je 

voor dat je over enkele woorden struikelt. Je verliest je focus en kan niet verder gaan) 

Imagine that you don’t understand the question, you leave a long pause and feel very 

uncomfortable (Stel je voor dat een vraag niet begrijpt. Je laat een lange pauze vallen en 

begint je erg oncomfortabel te voelen) 

Imagine that your voice trembles, you can’t stop it and you are sure that the interviewer has 

noticed it (Stel je voor dat je last begint te krijgen van een trillende stem. Je kan het niet 

stoppen en je bent zeker dat de interviewer het merkt) 

 

Preparation stressor 

Why are you interested in this job? (Waarom ben je in deze job geinteresserd?) 
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What are your strenghts? (Wat zijn jouw sterktes?) 

What are your weaknesses? (Wat zijn jouw zwaktes?) 

What are your skills? (Welke vaardigheden beheers je?) 

What do you need to work on? (Waar moet je nog aanwerken) 

Why should we hire you? (Waarom zou jij de job verdienen?) 

Can you describe a situation in which you were a good team player? (Kan je een situatie 

beschrijven waarin jij een goede teamplayer was?) 
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CAN EXPECTATION ON THE ABILITY TO DEAL 

WITH STRESS OVERCOME THE DETRIMENTAL 

EFFECTS OF RUMINATION WHEN FACING A 

SOCIAL STRESSOR: AN EXPERIMENTAL 

APPROACH
1 

ABSTRACT 

Regulation expectation refers to an individual’s belief about his/her ability to deal 

with future stressful events, and is a core concept of the neurocognitive framework for 

regulation expectation (De Raedt & Hooley, 2016). The authors propose that an individual’s 

positive expectation to be able to deal with a future stressful event fosters the ability to 

regulate his/her actual response in the face of adversity. In a previous study (Nasso, 

Vanderhasselt, Demeyer, and De Raedt, accepted for publication), we observed that 

rumination interfered with the possibility to benefit from the use of cognitive reappraisal in 

anticipation of a stressor. Hence, in this study we set to investigate whether manipulating 

individuals’ regulation expectation could overcome the detrimental effect of rumination on 

stress regulation (as measured by self-reports and by heart rate variability, HRV). Fifty 

healthy female undergraduates were subjected to a rumination induction (Nolen-Hoeksema 

& Morrow, 1991) before giving a speech in front of a camera for later evaluation (i.e., the 

stressor). Regulation expectancy was manipulated by telling half of the participants that this 

ER strategy has detrimental effects on stress regulation, and to the other half that it is 

                                                
1
 Nasso, S., Vanderhasselt, M.A., De Raedt, R. (2018). Can expectation on the ability to deal with stress 

overcome the detrimental effects of rumination when facing a social stressor: an experimental approach. 
Unpublished manuscript. 
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actually helpful. Neither self-reported stress nor HRV showed an effect of this manipulation, 

suggesting that inducing positive regulation expectancy might not be sufficient to overcome 

the adverse effects of anticipatory rumination. However, future research should investigate 

if modifying regulation expectation could foster stress regulation by preventing 

spontaneous rumination. 

INTRODUCTION 

How important is a positive attitude in the face of life’s challenges? And conversely, 

does having a negative attitude result into a self-fulfilling prophecy of failure? Individuals 

with a depressive disorder have a pessimistic, negative attitude towards the world and 

themselves, with negative expectancies for the future (Beck, 1967; Feeser et al., 2013). 

Could changing such hopeless mindset make a difference for the onset and maintenance of 

this disorder? 

Central to the neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation (De Raedt & 

Hooley, 2016) is the idea that an individual’s expectation to be able to deal with future 

stressful events determines (together with other factors) the ability to regulate his/her 

actual response in the face of adversity. Specifically, when an individual expects to be able 

to deal successfully with an upcoming stressful event (i.e., positive regulation expectation), 

he/she will more likely exert cognitive effort to prepare for such event, before it has 

occurred. This proactive anticipation is associated with sustained prefrontal activation, 

which should decrease amygdala activation and hence the experience of negative affect. As 

a consequence, the regulation of one’s emotions and behaviour when actually confronted 

with the stressor is facilitated. On the contrary, when an individual does not expect to be 

able to handle a challenging situation (i.e., negative regulation expectation), as for instance 

depressed patients do, the anticipation will be passive and no engagement in proactive 

control will occur. Therefore, amygdala activity and negative affect increase, making stress 

regulation more effortful and less successful. For a more complete explanation of this 

framework, we refer readers to the original paper (De Raedt & Hooley, 2016). 

Importantly, De Raedt and Hooley propose that when anticipating a stressful event, 

depressed individuals engage in negative self-referential thinking (that is, they ruminate), 

which depletes their cognitive resources hence preventing them from exerting proactive 

control. Rumination has been defined as “repetitively and passively focusing on symptoms of 
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distress and on the possible causes and consequences of these symptoms” (Susan Nolen-

Hoeksema, Wisco, & Lyubomirsky, 2008, p. 400). It’s seen as a maladaptive response to 

stress and it has been associated with the onset and maintenance of depressive symptoms 

(for a review, see Susan Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 2008). In addition, negative self-referential 

thinking is associated with increased amygdala activity and negative affect (Cooney, 

Joormann, Eugène, Dennis, & Gotlib, 2010; Mor & Winquist, 2002; Siegle, Carter, & Thase, 

2006; E. R. Watkins, 2008), further hindering stress regulation. 

By decreasing prefrontal activity and depleting the individuals’ cognitive resources 

(Davis & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2000; Disner, Beevers, Haigh, & Beck, 2011; Hertel, 1998; E. 

Watkins & Brown, 2002), this negative self-referential thinking prevents them from 

engaging in proactive anticipation. As a result, amygdala activity increases, and depressed 

individuals experience increased negative affect and difficulties regulating their stress 

response. Results from several studies support this hypothesis proposed by De Raedt and 

Hooley (2016). Waugh, Panage, Mendes, and Gotlib (2010) found a specific physiological 

cost associated with a lack of affective recovery from stressful anticipation. Vanderhasselt 

and colleagues (2014) observed, with ERPs, abnormal proactive and reactive cognitive 

control in depressed patients. Finally, amygdala hyperactivity during the anticipation of 

affective images was reported in anxious (Denny et al., 2015) and depressed individuals 

(Abler et al., 2010; Abler, Erk, Herwig, & Walter, 2007).  

Importantly, in our previous study (Nasso, Vanderhasselt, Demeyer, and De Raedt, 

accepted for publication) we observed that the ability to engage in proactive anticipation 

was hindered in individuals characterized by high trait rumination. As this result supports 

the proposal that rumination has negative effects on stress regulation, in the current study 

we investigated whether the induction of positive regulation expectation could overcome 

the negative effects of rumination while anticipating a stressful event on stress regulation.  

Hence, similarly to our previous study (Nasso, Vanderhasselt, Demeyer, and De 

Raedt, accepted for publication), we induced stress by asking participants to give an 

impromptu speech and recorded hear rate variability (HRV) as a measure of autonomic 

regulation.. High variability of the heart rate is an index of adaptability and health, while low 

variability has been linked to stress, disease, and an increased mortality risk (Kemp & 

Quintana, 2013; Thayer & Lane, 2007; Thayer, Yamamoto, & Brosschot, 2010). Importantly, 

the activity of the prefrontal cortex influences, through cortical-subcortical pathways and 
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then through the vagus nerve, the variability of the beat-to-beat interval (Thayer, Åhs, 

Fredrikson, Sollers, Wager, et al., 2012). This link with prefrontal activity and adaptive 

autonomic regulation makes HRV an ideal index to answer our research question. 

Concerning the impromptu speech, previous research has consistently shown that this is a 

very efficacious procedure to induce social stress (Allen, Kennedy, Cryan, Dinan, & Clarke, 

2014; Beltzer, Nock, Peters, & Jamieson, 2014a; Dickerson & Kemeny, 2004; Egloff, 

Schmukle, Burns, & Schwerdtfeger, 2006; Fredrickson, Mancuso, Branigan, & Tugade, 

2000a; Hofmann, Moscovitch, & Kim, 2006). In addition, because of its social evaluation 

component, this procedure maintains a rather ecological setting, which resembles real life 

situation such as exams, job interviews, work presentations, etc. (Gruenewald, Kemeny, 

Aziz, & Fahey, 2004). 

To address our research question, we asked participants to ruminate during the 

stress anticipation period. Importantly, we manipulated the participants’ regulation 

expectation: we told half of them that ruminating was an efficient way to handle stress (i.e., 

positive expectation), while we told the other half that it hinders stress regulation (i.e., 

negative expectation). We hypothesized that the group believing in the efficacy of the ER 

strategy would handle stress better (i.e., report less stress and show higher HRV) than the 

group who was told about its counterproductive effect. 

 

METHODS 

Participants 

We ran an a-priori power analysis (G*Power) for a between factors, repeated 

measures ANOVA with two groups and three repetitions. Results indicated that the 

estimated sample size to identify a medium effect f of 0.30 with a power of 0.8 and α error 

probability of 0.05 is 50. 

Sixty-one healthy female undergraduates at Ghent University participated to this 

experiment. Participants were recruited via Experimetrix MomentumTM experiment 

scheduling system according to the following criteria: they were native Dutch speakers 

between 18 and 29 years old, right handed, had normal or corrected to normal vision, and 

no current (or history of) neurological or psychiatric illness. We decided to restrict 

participation to female volunteers because emotional processing is subject to gender 
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differences (Montagne, Kessels, Frigerio, de Haan, & Perrett, 2005; Stroud, Salovey, & Epel, 

2002). 

All participants signed an informed consent (protocol approved by the local Ethical 

Committee) before the start of the experiment and were assigned one course credit. They 

were informed about their right to leave the experiment at any time without consequence. 

All participants completed the experiment. 

Procedure 

Participants were recruited for a study investigating emotion regulation. The 

experiment consisted of six phases: relaxation, baseline, rumination induction, speech 

preparation, speech, and recovery. Heart rate variability was recorded online, while mood 

self-reports were collected at the end of each phase. The task was programmed in E-Prime® 

(Psychology Software Tools, Inc.). 

First of all, the HRV recording equipment was set up (POLAR RS300X watch and 

heart-rate monitor belt); participants were then seated in front of the computer screen. To 

start, participants were asked to relax for five minutes watching a video of natural 

landscapes and listening to relaxing music. In this way, they could familiarize with the lab 

environment and with wearing the Polar watch and belt. This was followed by a five-minute 

baseline, during which participants were asked to sit quietly and keep their eyes closed. 

Participants were then told that they would have to first use an ER strategy called 

“reflection”2 (i.e., the rumination induction), and then prepare and give a speech, which 

would be recorded so that two independent experts could score their performance. Even 

though participants were reminded about the possibility to interrupt the experiment after 

learning about the public speaking task, all of them completed the procedure.  

Importantly, before initiating the rumination induction, we manipulated the 

participants’ expectation about the effectiveness of using reflection to regulate stress. 

Specifically, half of the participants were told that this ER strategy facilitates dealing with 

stress by increasing cognitive control (i.e., positive expectation condition), while the other 

half were told that it hinders dealing with stress by decreasing cognitive control (i.e., 

                                                
2
 We decided not to tell participants that they would undergo a rumination induction to avoid negative 

associations which would hamper our manipulation. 
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negative expectation condition). Participants were randomly assigned to the expectation 

condition. The ER strategy we called “reflection” was, in truth, a rumination induction based 

on the paradigm developed by Nolen-Hoeksema and Morrow (1991). The instructions 

required participants to focus on their thoughts, emotions, and physical sensations, and on 

their causes and consequences. Differently from the original paradigm, they were presented 

in audio format, in order to more closely mimic the internal, verbal nature of rumination 

(procedure developed in our lab by Lin Fang and Ernst Koster). Each audio fragment was 

followed by ten seconds of silence during which participants were asked to focus their 

attention on the thoughts elicited by the instruction. To ensure that participants understood 

and followed the instructions, they had to write down a few keywords representing their 

thoughts every four-to-six instructions. As in the original procedure published by Nolen-

Hoeksema and Morrow (1991), participants heard 45 sentences, selected at random, out of 

a total sample of 56. The rumination induction phase lasted between ten and fifteen 

minutes.  

 Participants were then told that the topic of the speech was “explain why you 

are a good friend” (Fredrickson et al., 2000b; Waugh et al., 2010). After two minutes of 

speech preparation, they had to give their five-minute speech in front of a recording 

camera. For the recovery period, participants were asked to relax with their eyes closed for 

five more minutes. As a last task, we asked participants to fill in questionnaires via Lime 

Survey (see below). 

At the end of the procedure, we gave participants a debriefing over the aims and 

methods of the study. For an overview of the procedure, see Figure 1. 

Measures 

Questionnaires. Participants filled in the Mood and Anxiety Symptoms 

Questionnaire (MASQ; Wardenaar et al., 2010), the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES; 

Rosenberg, 1965), the Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (CERQ; Garnefski & 

Kraaij, 2007), and the Ruminative Responses Scale (RRS; Treynor, Gonzalez, & Nolen-

Hoeksema, 2003), via LimeSurvey at the end of the experiment. These questionnaires were 

collected to ensure both that the two groups would not differ at any of these relevant traits, 

and that participants with scores exceeding 2.5 standard deviations would not drive the 

results. 
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Figure 1. Procedure overview  
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Expectation. After expectation manipulation, rumination induction, and speech, we 

conducted a manipulation check. Specifically, we asked participants whether a) they 

thought that reflection (i.e., rumination) would help (after the speech, “helped”) them 

dealing with stress, and b) whether they thought that it would hinder (after the speech, 

“hindered”) them. They could answer on a Likert scale that ranged from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 

State rumination. To ensure that the rumination induction was effective, 

participants had to fill in the Momentary Ruminative Self-focus Inventory (Mor, N., 

Marchetti, I., & Koster, under review) after baseline, rumination induction and recovery. 

According to the conceptualization of rumination of the response styles theory (Nolen-

Hoeksema, 1991), the MRSI requires participants to report whether they are, at that 

moment, aware of their thoughts and feelings, and whether they are reflecting about their 

meaning and cause. The inventory has six items, the answer to which goes from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 6 (strongly agree). Hence, the total score ranges from 1 to 36. 

Self-reported affective responses.  Six Visual Analogue Scales (VAS) were displayed 

on the screen to assess how tired, stressed, sad, happy, angry, and agitated participants felt 

at that moment (McCormack, de L. Horne, & Sheather, 1988) at the end of each phase (i.e., 

relaxation, baseline, rumination induction, speech preparation, speech, and recovery). To 

answer, participants had to click on each ten-centimetre-long horizontal line where they 

perceived that it best reflected their affective state between two anchors. Since self-

reported stress was of primary interest for this research, we will solely focus on this 

outcome3. This outcome indexed the emotional response elicited by each phase. The 

anchors were “not at all” and “as stressed as I can imagine”.  

Heart rate variability. R-to-R intervals were recorded via POLAR RS300X watch and 

heart-rate monitor belt during the whole procedure. Data was processed with Artiifact 

(Kaufmann, Sütterlin, Schulz, & Vögele, 2011) as follows: first, artifact rejection was 

performed semi-automatically coupling the program’s algorithm and visual inspection, then 

cubic spline interpolation was applied to correct for the identified artifacts. Finally, we 

                                                
3
 The results of each other item taken individually and of their compound score mirror the pattern of results of 

the item “stressed”. The interested reader can contact the authors for more information. 
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calculated the normalized high-frequency spectral power (HF, 0.15–0.4 Hz) for each phase 

(i.e., baseline, speech preparation and recovery). Normalized HF-HRV reflects the influence 

of the vagus nerve on the heart (Burr, 2007; Thayer, Åhs, Fredrikson, Sollers, & Wager, 

2012). 

Data Analytic Plan. 

To analyse the efficacy of the expectancy manipulation, we ran independent samples 

t-tests at each time point  (expectation manipulation, rumination induction, and speech) for 

each question (i.e., whether they believed that reflection –i.e., rumination- would facilitate 

or hinder stress regulation).  

To ensure that the rumination induction succeeded in both groups, we ran a mixed 

ANOVA with time (baseline, rumination induction, recovery) as within-subject factor, group 

(positive expectation, negative expectation) as between-subjects factor, and the 

participants’ score at the MRSI as dependent variable. Significant results were followed-up 

with t-tests and corrected for multiple comparisons with the Bonferroni method. 

To take into account the large inter-individual variability that characterizes both self-

reported stress and HRV, we calculated reactivity scores by subtracting the baseline value 

from rumination induction, stressor, and recovery values (see for example Hughes & Stoney, 

2000). To investigate whether regulation expectation influenced stress regulation and 

recovery (as indexed by self-reported stress and HRV changes) we performed a 3 (time: 

speech preparation, speech, and recovery) by 2 (group: positive, negative expectation) 

mixed ANOVA, with time as a within-subject factor and group as a between-subjects factor. 

Deviations from sphericity were corrected using the Geisser-Green house procedure. 

Significant results were followed-up with t-tests and corrected for multiple comparisons 

with the Bonferroni method. 

 

RESULTS 

After excluding data with non-optimal HRV signal or errors in the self-reports, our 

sample consisted of 50 participants, of which 22 belonging to the positive expectation, and 
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28 to the negative expectation group. The two groups did not differ at baseline in any of the 

dependent variables nor in their scores of the questionnaires4 (all ts < 1.65, ps > .11).  

Expectation 

 When investigating the efficacy of our expectation manipulation, we 

observed that participants in the positive expectation group believed that reflection was 

more helpful than those in the negative expectation group, and this at each time point (i.e., 

expectation manipulation, rumination induction, and speech), t(47) > 2.91, p < .03, d > 0.81 

(see Table 1). Similarly, participants in the negative expectation group believed that 

reflection would hinder stress regulation more than those in the positive expectation group, 

also at each time point, t(47) > 3.59, p < .006, d > 1.05 (see Table 1). 

 

Table 1: descriptive statistics of the manipulation check items  

 Help  

M (SD) 

Hinder 

M (SD) 

 Positive 

expectancy 

Negative 

expectancy 

Positive 

expectancy 

Negative 

expectancy 

Expectation 

manipulation 

3.52 

(0.68) 

2.68 

(0.98) 

2.05 

(0.58) 

3.31 

(0.84) 

Rumination 

induction 

3.27 

(0.94) 

2.43 

(0.96) 

2.14 

(0.83) 

3.19 

(0.74) 

Speech 
3.45 

(1.18) 

2.61 

(0.88) 

1.86 

(0.77) 

2.67 

(0.78) 

Note. Help refers to the item “reflection is a helpful strategy when dealing with 

stress”, Hinder to “reflection is a hindering strategy when dealing with stress”. Answers 

could range from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Means and standard deviations 

are reported per group, per time point. 

 

State rumination  

                                                
4
 When excluding from the analyses data of three outliers at the questionnaires, results did not change. Hence, 

we reported the results of the analyses conducted on the full sample. 
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A 3 (time: baseline, rumination induction, recovery) by 2 (expectation: positive, 

negative) mixed ANOVA revealed a main effect of time, F(2, 96)= 24.20, p < .001, ηp
2= .34, 

but no main effect of group, F(1, 48)= 0.51, p = .48, ηp
2= .01, or of their interaction, F(2, 96)= 

1.14, p = .32, ηp
2= .02. When we ran paired t-tests over all participant to follow-up the main 

effect of time, we observed that state rumination increased from baseline (M = 25.82, SD = 

4.73) to rumination induction (M = 29.64, SD = 5.19), t(49) = -4.64, p < .001, d = -0.66, and 

decreased from rumination induction to recovery (M = 24.40, SD = 6.39), t(49) = 7.90, p < 

.001, d = 1.15. Finally, state rumination levels did not differ between baseline and recovery, 

t(49) = 1.79, p = .24, d = 0.26.  

Self-reported stress  

For self-reported stress ratings, the 3 (time: preparation, speech, recovery) by 2 

(expectation: positive, negative) mixed ANOVA yielded a significant main effect of time, F(2, 

96)= 36.68, p < .001, ηp
2= .43, but no main effect of group, F(1, 48)= .54, p = .47, ηp

2= .01, or 

a time by group interaction, F(2, 96)= .28, p = .76, ηp
2= .006. Follow-up paired t-tests 

revealed that participants felt more stressed after speech preparation than after giving the 

speech, t(49) = 4.25, p < .001, d = 0.6, and after recovery, t(49) = 8.57, p < .001, d = 1.29. 

Similarly, they reported higher stress levels after giving the speech than after the recovery 

period, t(49) = 4.49, p < .001, d = 0.73. See Figure 2 for the descriptive statistics of self-

reported stress at each phase. 

 

Figure 2. Changes in self-reported stress levels from baseline (in centimetres) over all 

participants at preparation, speech, recovery. Means and standard errors. 
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HF-HRV 

Also for HRV the 3 (time: preparation, speech, recovery) by 2 (expectation: positive, 

negative) mixed ANOVA revealed a main effect of time, F(2, 96)= 11.17, p < .001, ηp
2= .19, 

but no main effect of group, F(1, 48)= 1.29, p = .26, ηp
2= .026, and no time by group 

interaction, F(2, 96)= .10, p = .91, ηp
2= .002. Specifically, baseline corrected HRV was higher 

during both speech preparation, t(49) = 3.49, p = .003, d = 0.51, and recovery, t(49) = 4.68, p 

< .001, d = 0.66, than during the speech, but it did not differ between speech preparation 

and recovery, t(49) = -1.09, p = .28, d = -0.16. See Figure 3 for the descriptive statistics of HF-

HRV at each phase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Changes in HF-HRV spectrum from baseline over all participants at 

preparation, speech, recovery. Means and standard errors. 

 

DISCUSSION 

In this study, we investigated whether the induction of positive regulation 

expectation would be sufficient to overcome the negative effects of rumination on stress 

regulation. As a stressor, participants were required to give an impromptu speech in front of 

a camera. Before giving the speech, all participants were asked to ruminate by listening to 

the statements of Nolen-Hoeksema and Morrow (1991) rumination induction procedure. 

Whereas half of them were led to believe that this strategy would help them handle their 
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stress (i.e., positive expectation), the other half was told that it would make it more difficult 

(i.e., negative expectation). To assess the participants’ stress response, we collected self-

reports, and to assess their autonomic regulation, we recorded heart rate variability. We 

hypothesized that the positive expectation group would better handle stress, namely, that 

we would observe less self-reported stress and higher HRV than in the negative expectation 

group. 

This hypothesis was not supported by our data. In other words, no difference in 

stress regulation (as indexed by both self-reports and HRV) was observed between the two 

groups during speech preparation, speech delivery and recovery. Even though caution is 

advised when interpreting a null result, as our data confirmed that both the expectancy 

manipulation and the rumination induction were successful we can venture that this result 

reflects an actual absence of difference. Hence, we can speculate that the induction of 

positive regulation expectation alone is not sufficient to improve stress regulation when 

individuals ruminate. Although according to the Neurocognitive Framework for Regulation 

Expectation we would expect an effect of expectancy, the framework also provides possible 

reasons for an absence of this effect. First, as ruminating depletes the individual’s cognitive 

resources, not enough resources may have been available to efficaciously engage in 

proactive anticipation, leading to a hypoactivity of the prefrontal cortex. In addition, by 

increasing VMPFC and amygdala activity, rumination further hinders the downregulation of 

the stress response. This means that the hypothesized effect of our expectation 

manipulation may not have been strong enough to overrule the detrimental effects of 

rumination.  

 A limitation of this study is the lack of a control condition in which 

participants did not ruminate. Indeed, even though past research provides evidence of the 

deleterious effect of rumination on stress regulation (e.g., Johnson, Lavoie, Bacon, Carlson, 

& Campbell, 2012; Key, Campbell, Bacon, & Gerin, 2008; LeMoult, Arditte, D’Avanzato, & 

Joormann, 2013; Malin & Littlejohn, 2015; Woody, Burkhouse, Birk, & Gibb, 2015), we 

cannot have  absolute certainty that this occurred in our experiment. 

To conclude, our experiment did not confirm the hypothesis that positive regulation 

expectation would overcome the mechanisms through which rumination hinders stress 

regulation. However, in this study rumination was induced, making it very difficult (because 

of the nature of rumination) for participants to engage in proactive anticipation. Future 
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research could test whether inducing positive expectancy in depressed individuals might 

prevent them from ruminating, hence allowing them to use their cognitive resources to 

proactively anticipate the stressful event. If that would be the case, interventions for 

depression could be benefit from the induction of positive regulation expectancy (by, for 

instance, giving psychoeducation about the underlying mechanisms presented in this model 

and the positive consequences of engaging in proactive control). 
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THE DETRIMENTAL ROLE OF IDEAL SELF-

ESTEEM IN CARDIOVASCULAR RECOVERY 

FROM A STRESSOR 
1 

ABSTRACT 

Constant stress can have a detrimental impact on  our physical and mental health. 

According to the self-esteem buffering hypothesis, high self-esteem is a protective factor 

against the negative consequences of stressful life events. However, the exact mechanisms 

underlying this relationship are still unclear. Possible reasons for these inconsistencies might 

relate to the measurement of self-esteem as an explicit, global construct. In this study, we 

investigated how stress regulation is associated to actual (the individual’s perception of the 

self) and ideal (the individual’s standards for the self) implicit self-esteem. We used 

regression analyses to investigate the relationship between actual and ideal implicit self-

esteem and autonomic recovery from stress in healthy, female participants. Implicit self-

esteem was measured via the Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure, and autonomic 

regulation was indexed by heart rate variability (HRV). Stress was induced by asking 

participants to complete an unsolvable task. Our results showed that lower ideal self-

esteem was associated with better HRV recovery, whereas higher ideal self-esteem was 

associated with worse HRV recovery. For implicit actual self-esteem, even though we 

observed a positive relationship with HRV during recovery, the association did not reach 

significance. To conclude, the higher standards individuals had for themselves, the worse 

their autonomic regulation during recovery from a stressful event. Together with previous 

findings of high ideal self-esteem in dysphoric individuals, these results suggest that ideal 

                                                
1
 Nasso, S., Vanderhasselt, M.A., Leyman, L., De Raedt, R. (2018). The detrimental role of ideal self-esteem in 

cardiovascular recovery from a stressor. Submitted manuscript 
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self-esteem plays an important role in unsuccessful stress regulation. Further research 

might provide useful indications for the treatment of depression. 

INTRODUCTION 

Challenging jobs, financial insecurity, and uncertainty about the future are but a few 

factors contributing to the increasing levels of reported stress that characterize modern 

society (American Psychological Association, 2017). Constant stress affects both our physical 

and mental health, and whereas adequate regulatory skills are associated with higher 

wellbeing, insufficient stress regulation is thought to play a causal role in the onset and 

maintenance of psychopathology.  

According to the self-esteem buffering hypothesis, the impact of stressful events on 

an individual’s mental health is moderated by self-esteem (e.g., Beck, 1967; Greenberg, 

Pyszczynski, & Solomon, 1986; Metalsky, Joiner, Hardin, & Abramson, 1993). Specifically, 

individuals with high self-esteem have more coping resources and are hence buffered 

against the negative consequences of stressful life events. Conversely, because individuals 

with low self-esteem have fewer coping resources, they are more vulnerable to the negative 

effects of life stressors, which might then lead to the onset of psychopathology. Even 

though the results of several studies have supported the buffering hypothesis (Greenberg et 

al., 1992; Martens et al., 2010; Miller, Kreitman, Ingham, & Sashidharan, 1989; O’Donnell, 

Brydon, Wright, & Steptoe, 2008; Wang et al., 2016), more complex patterns have been 

observed as well (e.g., interactions with other variables, Abela, 2002; Orth, Robins, & Meier, 

2009; Whisman & Kwon, 1993; a role of self-esteem instability, Franck & De Raedt, 2007). 

This indicates that the exact mechanisms underlying this relationship between self-esteem, 

stressful events and wellbeing are still unclear.  

Possible reasons for these inconsistencies might relate to the measurement of self-

esteem. First of all, most studies employed explicit self-esteem ratings, which are rendered 

less reliable by social desirability and self-presentation, but also by the individual’s (lack of) 

awareness of his/her own self-related schemata. To overcome this issue, implicit measures 

of self-esteem have recently been developed (Rudi De Raedt, Schacht, Franck, & De 

Houwer, 2006; Remue, De Houwer, Barnes-Holmes, Vanderhasselt, & De Raedt, 2013). 

Second, the use of these implicit tools has revealed that a unique measure of global self-

esteem might be too simplistic, and that an important differentiation should be made 
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between actual and ideal self-esteem. Actual self-esteem is defined as an individual’s 

evaluation of the current self, whereas ideal self-esteem can be defined as the 

representation of the attributes that one would like to possess. In two different studies, 

Remue and colleagues observed  that dysphoric participants were characterized by 

significantly higher ideal than actual implicit self-esteem (Remue et al., 2013; Remue, 

Hughes, De Houwer, & De Raedt, 2014). In other words, dysphoric individuals have a low 

opinion of themselves but, at the same time, hold high personal standards. It has been 

proposed that, when individuals with high ideal self-esteem face a difficult situation, they 

respond with extreme stress because they would have difficulties to accept failures. As a 

consequence, they cannot efficiently deploy their cognitive resources to regulate their 

stress response, which will result into failure and further damage to their actual self-esteem 

(De Raedt & Hooley, 2016). This means that it may also be relevant to measure ideal self-

esteem.  

Whereas the aforementioned studies investigated the relationship between actual 

and ideal implicit self-esteem and dysphoria, the goal of the present study was to 

investigate their relationship with autonomic stress regulation in a healthy population. 

Indeed, as hindered stress regulation plays a central role in the onset and maintenance of 

depressive symptoms (Hankin, 2008; Hooley, Orley, & Teasdale, 1986; Morris, Ciesla, & 

Garber, 2010), we believe that a better understanding of this dynamic might further the 

improvement of depression treatment and prevention. 

Implicit actual and ideal self-esteem were measured via the Implicit Relational 

Assessment Procedure (IRAP; Remue et al., 2013). The IRAP was developed within the 

Relational Frame Theory (Barnes-Holmes, Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2002), according 

to which individuals will relate two concepts more easily if they are related as propositional 

knowledge in memory.  Indeed, by measuring the individual’s response latency to relations 

between concepts, the IRAP measure how they automatically relate to one another (Barnes-

Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, Stewart, & Boles, 2010). Two features of the IRAP are of particular 

importance for our study: 1) the IRAP allows us to distinguish actual and ideal self-esteem 

by using propositions that specify the type of relation between the self and the target 

quality (i.e., “I am” vs. “I want to be”); and 2) by measuring these constructs in an implicit 

way, the IRAP avoids biases due to social desirability, self-presentation and lack of insight. 

Indeed, self-schemata may  not always be accessible to the conscious. They are considered 
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to be automatically activated primary cognitive processes which may escape reflection and 

logical reasoning (Clark, Beck, & Alford, 1999). 

To assess stress regulation, we recorded heart rate variability (HRV), an index of 

autonomic regulation, adaptability and health. Specifically, whereas high HRV has been 

consistently linked with availability of context- and goal-based control of emotions and 

higher long-term wellbeing, low HRV has been associated with stress, disease, and an 

increased mortality risk (Kemp & Quintana, 2013; Thayer & Lane, 2007; Thayer, Yamamoto, 

& Brosschot, 2010). Indeed, in a balanced system, an individual’s appraisal of the 

environment is matched  by an appropriate physiological and behavioural response. Thayer 

and colleagues have identified a set of neural structures that underlies self-regulation and 

adaptability by integrating and monitoring external and internal states, the activity of which 

is indexed by HRV (Thayer, Åhs, Fredrikson, Sollers, Wager, et al., 2012). Specifically, medial 

prefrontal regions and the amygdala (both associated with emotional appraisal) 

communicate through cortical-subcortical pathways with the autonomic nervous system 

(ANS). Under regular circumstances, the PFC exerts control on the other structures, which is 

reflected by a tonic inhibitory influence (called vagal break) of the vagus nerve on the heart, 

resulting in decreased heart rate. When a threat occurs, prefrontal activity decreases, 

initiating energy mobilization, and releasing the vagal break hence increasing heart rate. 

Hence, variability of the beat-to-beat interval is determined by the parasympathetic branch 

of the ANS through the vagus nerve. In their meta-analysis on HRV as a marker of stress and 

health, Thayer and colleagues conclude that “Heart rate variability may provide an index of 

how strongly ‘top–down’ appraisals, mediated by cortical-subcortical pathways, shape 

brainstem activity and autonomic responses in the body” (Thayer, Åhs, Fredrikson, Sollers, & 

Wager, 2012, p. 747).  

We hypothesized that the implicit measures of self-esteem would predict 

cardiovascular recovery from a stressor. Specifically, we expected that higher actual self-

esteem would predict better cardiovascular recovery (i.e., high HRV), whereas higher ideal 

self-esteem would predict worse cardiovascular recovery (i.e., low HRV). 
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METHODS 

Participants 

Forty-two healthy female undergraduates were recruited for this experiment via 

Experimetrix MomentumTM experiment scheduling system. Participation was restricted to 

female volunteers because previous research has shown that emotional processing is 

subject to gender differences (e.g., Montagne, Kessels, Frigerio, de Haan, & Perrett, 2005; 

Stroud, Salovey, & Epel, 2002). In addition, we asked participants to abstain from caffeine, 

alcohol, nicotine, or engage in strenuous exercise for at least three hours prior to the 

appointment in order to avoid possible HRV confounds. No obese individuals were included 

in the study. All participants signed an informed consent before the start of the experiment 

and were compensated with a payment of € 10. Because of technical issues2, the data of 

twenty participants was excluded from further analyses. One participant scored above the 

BDI cut-off score of 29. The final sample consisted of 21 participants (M = 23.95; SD = 3.92). 

Procedure 

After asking participants to sign the informed consent, we placed the POLAR RS300X 

heart-rate monitor belt and watch on the participants’ chest and wrist, for HRV recording. 

Participants then reported their affective state via a first set of Visual Analogue Scales 

(VASs). Immediately afterwards, participants relaxed for 15 minutes (i.e., baseline); then, 

they answered a second set of VASs. Thereafter, participants completed the IRAP, and the  

presentation order of the explicit and implicit versions was counterbalanced across 

participants. They again reported their affective state through VASs. This was followed by 

several paper-and-pencil trait questionnaires and, finally, by the stressor task3. After the 

                                                
2
 Specifically, the data of nine participants had to be excluded from further processing and analysis because of 

technical issues during HRV data collection, ten participants did not meet the IRAP performance criteria and 

hence did not complete the experiment, and one participant did not answer one set of VAS scales. 

3
 At first, participants were only shown the task for 30 seconds. They were then asked to fill in a questionnaire 

concerning their expectation to be able to regulate their emotions and ability to accept failure relative to the 

task. This questionnaire was developed within the neurocognitive framework of regulation expectancy. 

However, this version of the questionnaire displayed psychometric problems and is being replaced by an 

improved version, hence, this data was not analyzed. 
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stressor task, participants answered a fourth set of VASs. Finally, participants were asked 

again to relax for ten minutes (i.e., recovery). After they answered a last set of VASs, we 

gave participants a debriefing and a financial compensation.  

Stress task 

 To complete this task, participants had to find, within a page filled with 

numbers, five repetitions of a specific sequence of numbers. In truth, the sequence was 

repeated only four times, making the task impossible and stressful. Participants were given 

ten minutes to complete the task but could decide to stop earlier. 

Measures  

Questionnaires. Participants filled in several paper-and-pencil questionnaires aimed 

at assessing trait individual characteristics. The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II; Beck, 

Brown, & Steer, 1996) and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, Trait version (STAI-T; 

Spielberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, Vagg, & Jacobs, 1983) were administered to assess trait 

depressive and anxious symptoms.  The Rumination Response Scale (RRS; Treynor, 

Gonzalez, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2003) measures self-reported trait rumination according to 

its definition in the Response Style Theory (Susan Nolen-Hoeksema, Wisco, & Lyubomirsky, 

2008). The Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (Gross & John, 2003) assesses the habitual 

use if two ER strategies (suppression and reappraisal). Because suppression does not target 

the experience of the emotion itself but only its expression, only the reappraisal subscale 

was included in the analyses. 

Self-reported affective responses.  Six paper-and-pencil Visual Analogue Scales (VAS) 

were administered to assess how tired, stressed, sad, happy, angry, and agitated 

participants felt at that moment (McCormack, de L. Horne, & Sheather, 1988). To answer, 

participants had to place a mark, on each ten-centimetre-long horizontal line, where they 

perceived that it best reflected their affective state between two anchors. Because self-

reported stress was of primary interest for this research, we will solely focus on this 
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outcome4. This outcome indexed the emotional response targeted by the ER processes. The 

anchors were “not at all” and “as stressed as I can imagine”. 

 Heart rate variability. R-to-R intervals were recorded during baseline (which 

lasted 15 minutes) and recovery (which lasted 10 minutes). In order to 1) take into account 

HRV adaptation to a new environment, and 2) have the same signal-to-noise ratio between 

the two HRV segments, only the last 10 minutes of the baseline were processed and 

analysed. Via Artiifact (Kaufmann, Sütterlin, Schulz, & Vögele, 2011) we processed the HRV 

data as follows: first, artifact rejection was performed semi-automatically coupling the 

program’s algorithm and visual inspection, then cubic spline interpolation was applied to 

correct for the identified artifacts. Finally, we calculated the normalized high-frequency 

spectral power (HF, 0.15–0.4 Hz) for each ten-minute segment. Normalized HF-HRV reflects 

the influence of the vagus nerve on the heart (Burr, 2007; Thayer, Åhs, Fredrikson, Sollers, & 

Wager, 2012). 

Implicit self-esteem. To measure implicit self-esteem, we used the same procedure 

as in Remue and colleagues (2014). We presented participants with two IRAPs (one for 

actual and one for ideal self-esteem, respectively, IRAP Actual and IRAP Ideal) relating the 

self to negative and positive adjectives (i.e., “worthless” vs. “important”). Ideal self-esteem 

was operationalized by the relation “I (do not) want to be”, whereas actual self-esteem by 

the relation “I am (not)”. Each trial presented a self-related label stimulus followed by a 

target stimulus (e.g., “I am important”), resulting in four trial-types: Self-Positive; Self-Not 

Positive, Self-Negative and Self-Not Negative.  

Participants were required to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible 

(according to the responding rule) by pressing either “True” or “False”. In half of the blocks, 

participants were instructed to respond “AS IF I am positive and I am not negative” (self-

positive block). In other words, participants had to respond “True” to stimuli such as “I am 

important” and “I am not worthless” and “False” to “I am worthless” and “I am not 

important”. This responding rule is assumed to be consistent with their learning history. In 

the other half of the blocks instead, the responding rule was inconsistent with their 

assumed history of learning, that is, they had to answer “AS IF I am negative and I am not 
                                                
4
 The results of each other item taken individually and of their compound score mirror the pattern of results of 

the item “stressed”. The interested reader can contact the authors for more information. 
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positive” (self- negative block). For instance, participants had to respond “True” to stimuli 

such as “I am worthless” and “I am not important” and “False” to “I am important” and “I 

am not worthless”. The responding rules were alternated across each IRAP block forming 

three successive pairs of test blocks. Within each block, six trials for each trial-type were 

presented in randomized order, for a total of 24 trials per block. The 12 target stimuli (of 

which six positive and six negative) were the Dutch translation of the following adjectives: 

confident, nice, successful, important, intelligent, competent pleasant, insecure, inferior, 

failure, worthless, useless and stupid (Remue et al., 2014). 

Each IRAP consisted of a minimum of two and a maximum of six practice blocks, and 

a fixed set of six test blocks. To access the test blocks, participants had to reach an accuracy 

of at least 80% and a median latency inferior to 2000 ms on a successive pair of practice 

blocks. If participants did not meet these criteria by completion of the third pair of practice 

blocks, they were debriefed and the experiment was prematurely terminated. 

The strength of relations is operationalized as the standardized difference in mean 

latency between the consistent and the inconsistent blocks.  

Explicit self-esteem. The Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES; Rosenberg, 1965) is 

widely used to measure explicit self-esteem. Higher scores indicate higher self-esteem. In 

addition, we also asked participants to rate the 12 adjectives (six positive and six negative) 

of the IRAP on a scale from 0 (Totally Disagree) to 4 (Totally Agree). Each attribute was rated 

twice, once to rate explicit actual self-esteem (“I am”), and once explicit ideal self-esteem (“I 

want to be”). 

Data Preparation and Data Analytic Plan. 

Because HRV is characterized by large inter-individual variability, we calculated 

reactivity scores by subtracting the baseline value from the recovery value (see for example 

Hughes & Stoney, 2000).  

The procedure used to calculate the IRAP difference scores (i.e., the D-IRAP scores) is 

explained in detail in Barnes-Holmes and colleagues (2010). An adaptation of the algorithm 

of Greenwald and colleagues (Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003) was used to calculate 

standardized latency difference scores, reducing the influence of individual differences. As 

in Remue and colleagues (2014), we averaged the scores of all four trial-types to obtain one 

final D-IRAP score representing actual self-esteem and one ideal. Higher values indicate that 
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the participants were faster to respond to consistent than to inconsistent trials. In other 

words, higher scores reflect stronger positive propositional attitudes about the self, 

indicating higher (actual or ideal) self-esteem. In addition, we calculated split-half reliability 

scores to assess the internal consistency of the IRAP measures. For each IRAP (i.e., actual 

and ideal), one D-IRAP score was calculated for odd and one for even trials. We then 

calcuated split-half correlations applying Spearman-Brown corrections, which delivered 

similar values (actual r = 0.62; ideal r = 0.48) to those observed by Remue and colleagues 

(2014). 

For the self-report data, we performed a repeated measures ANOVA with Time as 

within-subject independent variable (baseline, IRAP, stressor and recovery) to investigate 

whether our procedure successfully induced stress. Significant results were followed-up 

with paired t-tests. 

To check whether other variables than self-esteem (as measured by the IRAP) should 

be taken into account in the regression model, we ran zero-order Pearson correlations 

between trait individual characteristics (as measured by the questionnaires) and HRV 

recovery. We also correlated participants’ implicit self-esteem with their explicit evaluation 

of the IRAP target stimuli and with their score at the RSES (Remue et al., 2014). Resulting p-

values were corrected with Bonferroni method. 

To investigate the relationship between actual and ideal self-esteem and HRV 

recovery, we performed a multiple regression with, in the first step, actual and ideal implicit 

self-esteem as predictors and HRV-HF delta (recovery minus baseline value) as outcome. 

Because we hypothesised that coping would differentially depend on measures of actual 

and ideal self-esteem, we used the forced entry method. In the second step we also 

introduced explicit actual and ideal self-esteem (i.e., the participants’ explicit rating of the 

IRAP target stimuli) as control variables. Even though the model met all assumptions and no 

outliers or influential cases emerged, sample size was small. Therefore, 95% confidence 

intervals were based on a bootstrap on 1000 samples5. 

 

 

                                                
5
 Results did not change when analyzing the data with a regular regression. 
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RESULTS 

Self-reported stress 

The univariate ANOVA showed that self-reported stress was significantly affected by 

time, F(3, 60)= 3.03, p = . 036, ηp
2=  0.131. Follow-up t-tests revealed that participants’ 

stress stayed constant from baseline to IRAP, t(20) = -1.00, p = .328, d = -0.22, from IRAP to 

stressor,  t(20) = -0.23, p = .819, d = -0.05, but decreased from stressor to recovery,  t(20) = 

2.90, p = .009, d = 0.65. Stress levels did not differ between baseline and stressor, t(20) = -

1.20, p = .242, d = -0.26, and baseline and recovery,  t(20) = 1.59, p = .127, d = 0.35.  See 

Figure 1 for an overview of mean and standard errors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Self-reported stress levels (in centimetres) over all participants at the four different 

task phases. Means and standard error. 
 

Correlations  

No trait individual characteristic significantly correlated with HRV recovery (see Table 

1 for an overview). Hence, no other variable than the planned ones were included on the 

regression models. 
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Table 1 

Bivariate Pearson correlations between HRV recovery and questionnaire scores. 

 RRS 
Brooding RRS Total RSES ERQ Reappr STAI BDI 

HF delta 0.031 - 0.032 -0.177 0.236 0.078 0.015 

 

 
Concerning self-esteem measurements, explicit actual self-esteem significantly 

correlated with the RSES. Finally, a significant negative correlation between explicit 

evaluation of the items of the IRAP Ideal and implicit ideal self-esteem emerged (see Table 2 

for an overview) 

 

Table 2 

Bivariate Pearson correlations between explicit and implicit self-esteem scores. 

 Actual Explicit Ideal Explicit Actual Implicit Ideal Implicit 

Actual Explicit     

Ideal Explicit .232    

Actual Implicit .145 -.068   

Ideal Implicit -.058 -.438* .260  

RSES .751*** .113 .141 .002 

Note. * p < .05, *** p < .001 

 

Regression 

Even though neither of the two models we tested significantly predicted HRV 

recovery, implicit ideal self-esteem per se was a significant predictor of cardiovascular 

recovery. Specifically, higher implicit ideal self-esteem predicted lower HRV during recovery 

as compared to baseline recovery, that is, worse cardiovascular recovery. See Table 3 for an 

overview of the regression analysis results. 
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Table 3 

Results of the multiple regression analysis with bootstrap 95% confidence intervals 

 b (CI) SE B β p 

Step 1 
    

Constant 
1.65 

(-3.77, 8.57) 
3.19  .595 

Ideal Implicit 
-25.07 

(-41.01, -10.32) 
7.00 

-.46 
.001 

Actual Implicit 
15.67 

(-1.10, 29.56) 
8.86 

.29 
.052 

Step 2 
    

Constant 
45.88 

(-54.05, 205.33) 
55.69  .381 

Ideal Implicit 
-29.49 

(-50.52, -12.53) 
13.35 

-.55 
.011 

Actual Implicit 
16.82 

(-4.64, 30.21) 
12.26 

.31 
.076 

Ideal Explicit -9.77 
(-45.00, 9.98) 

14.64 
-.16 

.406 

Actual Explicit 
-2.15 

(-12.29, 12.44) 
6.29 

-.08 
.664  

Note. R2 = .23 for Step 1 (p = .096), ΔR2 = .03 for Step 2 (p = .710). 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

In this study, we investigated the relationship between actual and ideal implicit self-

esteem and autonomic regulation. Whereas actual self-esteem refers to how an individual 

perceives him/herself to be, ideal self-esteem refers to how he/she strives to be. Heart rate 

variability was recorded as an index of autonomic regulation, associated with adaptability 

and health.  Finally, stress was induced by asking participants to complete an unsolvable 

task.  Specifically, we expected that 1) higher actual self-esteem would predict better 

cardiovascular recovery  (as indexed by high HRV), and 2) higher ideal self-esteem would 

predict worse cardiovascular recovery (as indexed by low HRV). 

 First, concerning the self-reports of stress, ratings stayed low during the whole 

experiment, suggesting that the task was not very stressful. However, when considering 
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explicit ratings, it is important to take into account that they are susceptible to social 

desirability and (lack of) emotional insight. Importantly, participants felt less stressed after 

the recovery period than after the stressor, showing that emotional recovery occurred. 

Second, a positive correlation between explicit actual self-esteem and RSES emerged, 

replicating a result of Remue and colleagues (2014). This is not surprising as both measures 

index explicit self-evaluations. In contrast, we observed no correlation between explicit and 

implicit measures of actual self-esteem, and a negative correlation between implicit and 

explicit measurements of ideal self-esteem. In addition, in this study only implicit measures 

displayed an association with the dependent variable. This  highlights the need to use 

implicit measures of self-esteem, as individuals are not aware of their self-schemata, and 

suggests that explicit and implicit tools measure different constructs. 

Finally, our hypothesis that implicit actual and ideal self-esteem would predict 

cardiovascular recovery was partially supported by our data. Implicit ideal self-esteem 

appeared to be a significant predictor: an increase of one unit of the IRAP-D score 

corresponded to a decrease in 25 units of HRV-HF spectral power. Hence, lower ideal self-

esteem was associated with better HRV recovery, whereas higher ideal self-esteem was 

associated with worse HRV recovery. In other words, the higher standards individuals had 

for themselves, the worse their autonomic regulation during recovery from a stressful 

event. For implicit actual self-esteem, even though we observed a positive relationship with 

HRV during recovery (i.e., higher actual self-esteem was associated with better 

cardiovascular recovery), the association did not reach significance. As proposed by De 

Raedt and Hooley (2016), high ideal self-esteem might increase the stress response by its 

negative influence on acceptance of failure, hence interfering with stress regulation. 

However, this study has a few limitations that need to be discussed. First, data of 

many participants was lost because of the intrinsic difficulty of the IRAP. Further work in the 

research lab where this tool was developed shows that not giving participants detailed 

instructions (but allowing them to learn the rules by trial and error) improves accuracy. 

Future research should also preventively take this into account and increase the sample size. 

Second, as discussed above, our task might not have been successful in inducing stress. 

Unfortunately, as participants had to move in order to perform the task, HRV data cannot be 

used to corroborate or contradict the self-report results. Future studies could either 

decrease the amount of time available to solve the task to make it more stressful, or use a 
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different paradigm that has already been shown to successfully induce stress, such as a 

public speaking task.  

To conclude, the results of this study have two main implications. First, they highlight 

the importance of using implicit measures of self-esteem. Indeed, our results show that they 

measure different constructs than explicit measures of self-esteem. In addition, they 

provide an added value, given that they uniquely relate to cardiovascular recovery from a 

stressor. Second, our results show the usefulness to consider not only actual self-esteem, as 

is traditionally done, but also ideal self-esteem when investigating stress regulation. 

Specifically, we have observed that ideal self-esteem predicted decreased cardiovascular 

recovery from a stressor. As previous studies have already shown that dysphoric individuals 

have higher ideal self-esteem than healthy individuals (Remue et al., 2013, 2014), further 

research on this topic might provide useful indications for interventions in depression. For 

instance, greater improvements might be achieved by lowering one’s excessively high 

standards (i.e., decreasing ideal self-esteem) on top of promoting a more positive 

perception of the self (i.e., increasing actual self-esteem). 
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TESTING THE NEUROCOGNITIVE FRAMEWORK 

FOR REGULATION EXPECTATION: THE 

INTERACTION OF ACTUAL AND IDEAL SELF-

ESTEEM IN PREDICTING PROACTIVE AND 

REACTIVE AUTONOMIC STRESS REGULATION
 1 

ABSTRACT 

Chronic or excessive stress can have serious repercussions on one’s health, however, 

there is great variability in the way in which individuals cope with stress. The neurocognitive 

framework for regulation expectation (De Raedt and Hooley, 2016) proposes a model of the 

mechanisms underlying stress regulation, offering a deeper understanding of such 

variability. A central idea is that the processes that take place during the anticipation of a 

stressful event (i.e., anticipatory stress regulation) influence the regulation of the stress 

response to the event (i.e., reactive stress regulation). We tested the prediction of the 

model that actual (the individual’s perception of the self) and ideal (the individual’s 

standards for the self) self-esteem interact in predicting this relationship. Forty-five healthy 

female undergraduates were asked to prepare a speech (i.e., anticipation), and then to 

perform it in front of a camera (i.e., stressor). Actual and ideal self-esteem were measured 

via the Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure, anticipatory and reactive autonomic stress 

regulation via heart rate variability, and affective responses via self-reports. Results were in 

line with our predictions: different combinations of actual and ideal self-esteem predicted 

                                                
1
 Nasso, S., Vanderhasselt, M.A., De Raedt, R. (2018). Testing the neurocognitive framework for regulation 

expectation: the interaction of actual and ideal self-esteem in predicting proactive and reactive autonomic 
stress regulation. Submitted manuscript 
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different patterns of anticipatory and reactive stress regulation. Specifically, compared to all 

other combinations, high actual and low ideal self-esteem predicted increased anticipatory 

and reactive autonomic regulation. Within the neurocognitive framework, this is indeed the 

pattern characteristic of healthy individuals and of successful stress regulation. Because 

neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation has important implications for the 

clinical practice, we hope that this encouraging finding stimulates its further testing. 

INTRODUCTION 

Stress is defined as an uncomfortable "emotional experience accompanied by 

predictable biochemical, physiological and behavioral changes" (Baum, 1990). Even though 

short-term stress can provide a boost of energy that helps individuals overcome momentary 

challenging situations, chronic or excessive stress can have serious repercussions on one’s 

health. On the one hand, stress can negatively impact our physical health (Anderson, 1998). 

On the other hand, it can contribute to the onset of psychological disorders such as 

depression, anxiety, or substance abuse (e.g., Chaby, Cavigelli, Hirrlinger, Caruso, & 

Braithwaite, 2015; Kendler, Thornton, & Gardner, 2000; Sinha, 2008). However, even 

though stress can affect individuals of every age, gender, ethnicity, and so on, not everyone 

who faces extremely stressful circumstances develops a psychopathology. A critical role in 

the onset of psychopathology in the face of stress is played by insufficient coping abilities, 

that is, the ability to regulate one’s stress responses in an adaptive way (e.g., Garnefski, Van 

den Kommer, et al., 2002; Garnefski, Legerstee, Kraaij, van den Kommer, & Teerds, 2002; 

Martin & Dahlen, 2005). Therefore, it is of clinical relevance to understand how stress 

regulation is related to vulnerability and resilience to such disorders, as it could foster their 

prevention and treatment. 

De Raedt and Hooley (2016) propose a framework (the neurocognitive framework 

for regulation expectation) that, by integrating psychological and neurobiological processes, 

can further our understanding of the mechanisms underlying successful and unsuccessful 

stress regulation. Central to the model is the idea that the cognitive and neural processes 

that take place during the anticipation of a stressful event (i.e., anticipatory stress 

regulation) influence the ability to regulate the stress response when confronted with the 

stressful event (i.e., reactive stress regulation). Specifically, preparing for an upcoming 

stressful event (i.e., engaging in proactive anticipation) should facilitate one’s reactive stress 
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regulation. By proactive anticipation we refer to the exertion of cognitive effort in 

preparation for an upcoming stressful event, in association with sustained anticipatory 

activity of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; Braver, 2012; Herwig et al., 2007). 

Indeed, previous findings show that, when individuals actively reduce their experience of 

negative emotions, increased prefrontal control decreases amygdala activation through the 

cortical-subcortical pathway (Wager, Davidson, Hughes, Lindquist, & Ochsner, 2008). On the 

contrary, when the anticipation of an upcoming stressful event is characterized by a passive  

(i.e., no engagement in proactive anticipation) or stressful coping (for instance, worrying 

and/or ruminating), prefrontal control is not exerted, hence leading to increased amygdala 

activity, and a more effortful and less successful reactive stress regulation (De Raedt & 

Hooley, 2016). Studies conducted within our lab provide initial support to the hypothesis 

that processes occurring during the anticipation phase influence the reactive processing of 

emotional stimuli (Vanderhasselt, Remue, Ng, & De Raedt, 2014) and even reactive stress 

regulation (Nasso, Vanderhasselt, Demeyer, & De Raedt, 2018).  

According to the authors of the neurocognitive framework for regulation 

expectation, anticipatory stress regulation is influenced by the individual’s actual and ideal 

self-esteem. Whereas actual self-esteem is defined as an individual’s evaluation of the 

current self, ideal self-esteem can be defined as the representation of the attributes that 

one would like to possess (Remue, Hughes, De Houwer, & De Raedt, 2014).  

Within the context of stress regulation, actual self-esteem is the result of past coping 

experiences and is related to one’s expectation to be able to face an upcoming stressful 

event. Instead, ideal self-esteem is related to one’s standards and therefore to his/her 

(in)ability to accept (the possibility of) failure. De Raedt and Hooley (2016) propose that 

whereas a combination of high actual and low ideal self-esteem should predict successful 

stress regulation, all other combinations should lead to unsuccessful stress regulation. 

Specifically, when faced with an upcoming stressful event, an individual characterized by 

high actual and low ideal self-esteem is able to engage in proactive anticipation without 

experiencing excessive pressure, and therefore successfully regulate stress. Instead, 

individuals with high actual and high-ideal self-esteem intend to prepare for the upcoming 

stressor but, because of excessive pressure due to their own high standards, engage in an 

active form of stressful anticipation, which depletes their cognitive resources. Individuals 

with low actual and low ideal self-esteem do not think themselves capable of handling a 
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stressor and, because of their low standards, have no motivation to even try, therefore 

passively (rather than proactively) anticipating the event. Finally, individuals with low actual 

and high ideal self-esteem do not believe themselves capable of handling the stressor but 

simultaneously cannot accept failure, therefore engaging in a passive form of stressful 

anticipation characterized by negative self-referential thoughts. Possibly, this could underlie 

the difficulties typically experienced by depressed individuals in handling stressful 

situations. To conclude, in all other scenarios a lack of engagement in proactive anticipation 

(due to low engagement or to interfering processes) will lead to a decreased ability to 

regulate the stress response. Several findings within our lab support the importance of 

considering actual and ideal self-esteem within the context of stress regulation. For 

instance, we observed a negative relationship between ideal self-esteem and cardiovascular 

recovery after a stressor (Nasso, Vanderhasselt, Leyman & De Raedt, manuscript under 

review). In two different experiments, Remue and colleagues (Remue, De Houwer, Barnes-

Holmes, Vanderhasselt, & De Raedt, 2013; Remue et al., 2014) revealed that dysphoric 

individuals are characterized by higher ideal and lower actual self-esteem as compared to 

non-dysphoric participants. For a complete explanation of the model, of the theories behind 

it and for the research supporting its principles, we refer to the original article. 

In the current study, we tested whether actual and ideal self-esteem interacted in 

predicting the participants’ anticipatory and reactive stress regulation abilities. To this aim, 

we induced stress by telling participants that they would have to prepare (anticipation) and 

give (reactive regulation) a speech and that their performance would be evaluated. As in 

prior research (Remue et al., 2013, 2014; Nasso et al., manuscript under revision), actual 

and ideal self-esteem were measured via the Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure 

(IRAP; Remue et al., 2013), whereas heart rate variability was recorded as an index of 

autonomic regulation and was the main dependent variable. These two variables will be 

explained in the next two paragraphs.  

The IRAP measures the individual’s response latency to relations between concepts, 

therefore providing an index of how they automatically relate to one another (Barnes-

Holmes, Barnes-Holmes, Stewart, & Boles, 2010). Based on the principles of the Relational 

Frame Theory (Barnes-Holmes, Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2002), individuals will 

relate two concepts more easily (in other words, they will respond faster) if these concepts 

are related as propositional knowledge in memory. For instance, faster response times to 
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items such as “I am important ” than “I am not important” indicate high actual self-esteem, 

and faster responses to “I want to be important” rather than “I do not want to be 

important” indicate high ideal self-esteem. A first strength of the IRAP is that, by using 

propositions that specify the type of relation between the self and the target quality (i.e., “I 

am” vs. “I want to be”) it allows us to distinguish between actual and ideal self-esteem. 

Second, by indexing the strength of the relationship though reaction times, it provides an 

implicit measure of actual and ideal self-esteem. This is very important as self-schemata are 

considered to be automatic cognitive processes which may escape reflection, logical 

reasoning, and awareness (Clark, Beck, & Alford, 1999). In addition, it avoids biases due to 

social desirability and self-presentation.  

When individuals are faced with stressful events, a series of autonomic reactions 

take place, which can be more or less adaptive and have long-term consequences on our 

health. Heart rate variability (HRV) indexes whether an organism can change its response in 

order to match the contextual requests (Lane et al., 2009; Thayer, Åhs, Fredrikson, Sollers, & 

Wager, 2012; Appelhans & Luecken, 2006; Thayer, Åhs, Fredrikson, Sollers, & Wager, 2012). 

High HRV is an index of flexibility and adaptability, and is associated with successful 

regulation of the emotional response (Butler, Wilhelm, & Gross, 2006; Ingjaldsson, Laberg, & 

Thayer, 2003) and with long-term well-being (Kemp & Quintana, 2013; Thayer et al., 2012; 

Thayer, Yamamoto, & Brosschot, 2010; Thayer & Lane, 2007). In contrast, low HRV indexes 

rigidity and inability to adapt, and is therefore linked to stress, disease, and an increased 

mortality risk (Kemp & Quintana, 2013; Thayer et al., 2012; Thayer, Yamamoto, & Brosschot, 

2010; Thayer & Lane, 2007). The mechanisms underlying this self-regulation are explained in 

detail by Thayer and Lane in their model of Neurovisceral Integration (Lane et al., 2009; 

Thayer & Lane, 2000). In short, based on top–down appraisals of a situation,  prefrontal 

activity influences, through cortical-subcortical pathways, activity of the brainstem and of 

the autonomic nervous system (ANS; Thayer et al., 2012). The sympathetic and 

parasympathetic branches of the ANS have concerted but opposite effects on the sinoatrial 

node of the heart, therefore affecting the variability of the timing of the heart beats. To 

conclude, “HRV may serve as a proxy for ‘vertical integration’ of the brain mechanisms that 

guide flexible control over behavior with peripheral physiology” (Thayer et al., 2012, p. 474). 

 Based on these premises, we hypothesized that actual and ideal self-esteem 

would interact in predicting the relationship between anticipatory and reactive autonomic 
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regulation in response to stress (as measured by HRV). We tested this hypothesis with a 

moderated mediation (see Figure 1). Actual self-esteem was the predictor, anticipatory 

autonomic regulation (as measured by HRV) the mediator and reactive autonomic 

regulation (as measured by HRV) the dependent variable. Finally, ideal self-esteem was 

placed as a moderator between the predictor and the mediator. We hypothesized that in 

individuals with low ideal self-esteem (moderator), the relationship between actual self-

esteem and reactive autonomic regulation would be mediated by anticipatory autonomic 

regulation and that both relationships would be positive. In other words, in line with the 

neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation (De Raedt & Hooley, 2016) we 

predicted that when individuals have low ideal self-esteem, higher actual self-esteem would 

predict higher HRV during both the anticipatory and reactive phases, whereas lower actual 

self-esteem would predict lower HRV during these two phases. Instead, when ideal self-

esteem is high, we predicted no mediation effect, as in this case HRV should be low during 

both the anticipatory and reactive phases independently of actual self-esteem levels.  

 

 

Figure 1. Model of the moderated mediation 
 

METHODS 

Participants 

An a-priori power analysis (G*Power) for an omnibus multiple regression with three 

predictors indicated that the estimated sample size to identify an effect f2 of 0.30 (based on 
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Nasso, Vanderhasselt, Leyman & De Raedt, manuscript under revision)with a power of 0.8 

and α error probability of 0.05 is 41. 

We recruited 592 healthy female undergraduates via Experimetrix MomentumTM and 

Sona experiment scheduling system. The decision to restrict participation to female 

participants is based on consistent findings from previous research showing that emotional 

processing is subject to gender differences (e.g., Montagne, Kessels, Frigerio, de Haan, & 

Perrett, 2005; Stroud, Salovey, & Epel, 2002). In addition, we selected native Dutch speakers 

with no current (or history of) neurological or psychiatric illness. To exclude possible HRV 

confounding factors, participants were asked to abstain from caffeine, alcohol, nicotine, or 

engage in strenuous exercise for at least three hours prior to the appointment. One obese 

individual was included in the study3. Finally, all participants were Caucasian. All participants 

signed an informed consent (protocol approved by the local Ethical Committee) before the 

start of the experiment and received either a monetary compensation of € 15, or two course 

credits. The data of 14 participants was excluded from further analyses because of technical 

issues4, leaving a final sample of 45 participants (M = 21.31; SD = 2.28). 

Procedure 

Participants were informed that the aim of the study was to investigate emotion 

regulation, but they were not told yet about the upcoming speech task.  

After giving a brief introduction about the purpose of the study, the researcher set 

up the equipment to record R-to-R intervals, that is, the time interval between heartbeats 

(POLAR V800 watch and heart-rate monitor belt). To begin, participants were seated in front 

of the computer screen and asked to watch a video of natural landscapes while listening to 

relaxing music. This allowed them to familiarize with the lab environment and to relax, 

                                                
2
 Based on our experience from previous experiments, we expected a data loss of approximately 35% because 

of technical problems and because of the difficulty that participants encounter to meet the IRAP performance 

criteria (which is necessary to complete the experiment).  

3
 However, as HRV and HRV change values did not exceed the 2.5 standard deviations, and exclusion of this 

participant from the analyses did not alter the results, her data were included in the final sample. 

4
 Specifically, the data of eight participants had to be excluded from further processing and analysis because of 

technical issues during HRV data collection, Five participants did not meet the IRAP performance criteria and 

hence did not complete the experiment. Finally, one participant was not willing to give the speech. 
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ensuring that their HRV returned to resting levels. To obtain baseline HRV and affect, we 

asked participants to sit quietly and keep their eyes closed for five minutes. Participants 

completed then the IRAP. The presentation order of the explicit and implicit versions was 

counterbalanced across participants. 

It was only at this point that participants were informed that they would have to give 

a speech in front of a camera, and that their recorded performance would be evaluated. 

However, participants were given the chance to end the experiment here (without losing 

their compensation) if they felt uncomfortable giving the speech. One participant was not 

willing to continue.  

 Participants who agreed to complete the experiment were then told that the 

topic of the speech was “explain why you are a good friend” (Fredrickson, Mancuso, 

Branigan, & Tugade, 2000; Waugh, Panage, Mendes, & Gotlib, 2010), and that they had two 

minutes to prepare what to say (anticipation phase). Finally, participants gave a five-minute-

long speech while the camera recorded their performance (reactive phase). During the 

recovery period, participants had to sit quietly and with their eyes closed for five more 

minutes. As a last task, we asked participants to fill in a few questionnaires via Lime Survey5. 

To conclude, participants received their compensation (either 15 euros or two course 

credits) and a detailed debriefing over the aims and methods of the study. 

Measures 

Self-reported affective responses.  To assess how stressed, tired, sad, happy, angry, 

and agitated participants felt (McCormack, de L. Horne, & Sheather, 1988), six Visual 

Analogue Scales (VAS) were displayed on the screen via Tscope. Self-reported affect was 

assessed at the end of the following phases: relaxation, baseline, IRAP, speech preparation, 

speech, and recovery. Each horizontal line was ten centimetres long, and participants had to 

                                                
5
 For exploratory purposes, participants filled in the Mood and Anxiety Symptoms Questionnaire (MASQ; 

Wardenaar et al., 2010), the Cognitive Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (CERQ; Garnefski & Kraaij, 2007), the 

Fear of Negative Evaluation Scale (Carleton, McCreary, Norton, & Asmundson, 2006), and the Ruminative 

Responses Scale (RRS; Treynor, Gonzalez, & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2003). All questionnaires were administered via 

LimeSurvey, however, because of technical problems, the data of 13 participants were missing. Because 

excluding these participants from all analyses would have excessively decreased power, no analyses were 

carried out on these questionnaires. 
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click on it between two anchors where they perceived that it best reflected their affective 

state. Because self-reported stress was of primary interest for this research, we will solely 

focus on this outcome6 (Nasso et al., 2018, Nasso et al., manuscript under revision), which 

indexed the emotional response elicited by each phase of the protocol. The anchors for the 

item “stressed” were “not at all” and “as stressed as I can imagine”. 

Heart rate variability. R-to-R intervals were recorded via POLAR V800 watch and 

heart-rate monitor belt during relaxation, baseline, IRAP, speech preparation, speech, and 

recovery. Data was processed with Artiifact (Kaufmann, Sütterlin, Schulz, & Vögele, 2011). 

First, artifact rejection was performed semi-automatically coupling the program’s algorithm 

and visual inspection. Then, cubic spline interpolation was applied to correct for the 

identified artifacts. Finally, we calculated the normalized high-frequency spectral power (HF, 

0.15–0.4 Hz) for each phase (i.e., baseline, speech preparation and recovery). Normalized 

HF-HRV reflects the influence of the vagus nerve on the heart (Burr, 2007; Thayer et al., 

2012).  

Implicit self-esteem. As in Remue and colleagues (2014), we presented participants 

with two IRAPs (one for actual and one for ideal self-esteem, respectively, IRAP Actual and 

IRAP Ideal). Ideal self-esteem was operationalized by the relation “I (do not) want to be”, 

whereas actual self-esteem by the relation “I am (not)”. Each trial related the self to 

negative and positive target stimuli (i.e., “I am worthless” vs. “I am important”), resulting in 

four trial-types: Self-Positive; Self-Not Positive, Self-Negative and Self-Not Negative. 

Participants were required to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible (according to 

the responding rule) by pressing either “True” or “False”. 

Participants were asked to answer according to two different responding rules, 

which are assumed to be either consistent or inconsistent with their history learning. In half 

of the blocks, participants were instructed to respond “AS IF I am positive and I am not 

negative” (self-positive block, consistent rule). In other words, participants had to respond 

“True” to stimuli such as “I am important” and “I am not worthless” and “False” to “I am 

worthless” and “I am not important”. In the other half of the blocks instead, they had to 

                                                
6
 Because data from different items were missing for different participants, no additional analyses were 

conducted on items other than “stressed” in order to retain power. However, the interested reader can 

contact the authors. 
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answer “AS IF I am negative and I am not positive” (self- negative block, inconsistent rule). 

For instance, participants had to respond “True” to stimuli such as “I am worthless” and “I 

am not important” and “False” to “I am important” and “I am not worthless”. The 

responding rules were alternated across each IRAP block forming three successive pairs of 

test blocks.  

Each block consisted of 24 trials, six for each trial-type, which were presented in 

randomized order. The 12 target stimuli (of which six positive and six negative) were the 

Dutch translation of the following adjectives: confident, nice, successful, important, 

intelligent, competent pleasant, insecure, inferior, failure, worthless, useless and stupid 

(Remue et al., 2014). 

To familiarize with the IRAP, participants completed a minimum of one and a 

maximum of three pairs of practice blocks (a pair consists of one self-positive and one self-

negative block). When they reached an accuracy of at least 80% and a median latency 

inferior to 2000 ms on a successive pair of practice blocks, they started the test blocks (a 

fixed set of three pairs). If participants did not meet these criteria by completion of the third 

pair of practice blocks, they were debriefed and the experiment was prematurely 

terminated. 

The strength of relations is operationalized as the standardized difference in mean 

latency between the consistent and the inconsistent blocks.  

Explicit self-esteem. Two measures of explicit self-esteem were assessed. First, the 

Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES; Rosenberg, 1965) provided higher scores for higher self-

esteem and is a widely used measure of explicit self-esteem. Second, we asked participants 

to rate the 12 adjectives (six positive and six negative) of the IRAP. Each attribute was rated 

twice, once to rate explicit actual self-esteem (“I am”), and once explicit ideal self-esteem (“I 

want to be”), on a scale from 0 (Totally Disagree) to 4 (Totally Agree). However, because of 

the technical issue we encountered with Lime Survey (as mentioned in Footnote 4), the 

answers to questionnaires were available for only 38 of the 45 participants of the final 

sample. 
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Data Preparation and Data Analytic Plan. 

To calculate the IRAP difference scores (i.e., the D-IRAP scores), we used the same 

procedure described in Barnes-Holmes and colleagues (2010). First, to reduce the influence 

of individual differences, an adaptation of the algorithm of Greenwald and colleagues 

(Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003) was used to calculate standardized latency difference 

scores. Then, the scores of all four trial-types were averaged to calculate two final D-IRAP 

scores, one representing actual self-esteem and one ideal (Remue et al., 2014). Higher 

values indicated faster responses to consistent than to inconsistent trials, reflecting stronger 

positive propositional knowledge about the self and therefore higher (actual or ideal) self-

esteem. Finally 

First, we investigated whether our procedure successfully induced stress (i.e., the 

main effect of time). To do so, we performed a repeated measures ANOVA with Time as 

within-subject independent variable (baseline, IRAP, speech preparation, speech, and 

recovery) and self-reported stress as dependent variable. Significant results were followed-

up with paired t-tests and corrected for multiple comparisons with the Bonferroni method. 

In addition, the same analysis was performed with HRV (HFnu) as dependent variable to 

examine its evolution during the different phases of the experiment. 

Second, as in Remue and colleagues (2014), we correlated the implicit measures of 

actual and ideal self-esteem with the explicit evaluation of the IRAP target stimuli and with 

the participants’ scores at the RSES (Remue et al., 2014). Resulting p-values were corrected 

with Bonferroni method. 

Lastly, we conducted a moderated mediation analysis to investigate whether the 

interaction between actual and ideal self-esteem influenced the relationship between HRV 

during anticipation (speech preparation) and stressor (speech). First, to be able to interpret 

the HRV scores in terms of individual adaptation, and because of the large inter-individual 

variability that characterizes it, we calculated each participant’s reactivity scores by 

subtracting the baseline value from the anticipation and the reactive self-regulation phases 

(see for example Hughes & Stoney, 2000). Then, we ran a moderated mediation with 

implicit actual self-esteem as predictor, HRV during speech preparation (anticipatory 

autonomic regulation) as mediator and HRV during the speech (reactive autonomic 

regulation) as dependent variable. Implicit ideal self-esteem was used as moderator 
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between the predictor and the mediator. Because the model of De Raedt and Hooley (2016) 

concerns patterns of high and low self-esteem, we did not look at the simple slope for mean 

ideal self-esteem values. The reported 95% confidence intervals were bootstrapped from 

10000 samples. 

RESULTS 

Main effect of Time on self-reported stress and HRV 

We observed a main effect of time on self-reported stress, F(4, 176)= 38.19, p < . 

001, ηp
2=  0.47. Specifically, participants’ stress increased from baseline to IRAP, t(44) = -

3.26, p = .014, d = -0.49, and from IRAP to speech preparation,  t(44) = -8.07, p < .001, d = -

1.11, and decreased from speech preparation to speech, t(44) = 4.63, p < .001, d = 0.52, and 

from speech to recovery,  t(44) = 6.66, p < .001, d = 0.98. Stress levels did not differ between 

baseline and recovery, t(44) = 0.29, p = .771, d = 0.02, and were lower at baseline as 

compared to speech preparation,  t(44) = -11.31, p < .001, d = -1.71, and to speech t(44) = -

6.01, p < .001, d = -0.96. See Figure 2 (upper panel) for an overview of mean and standard 

errors. 

Time significantly affected HFnu, F(4, 176)= 9.32, p < . 001, ηp
2=  0.18. Participants’ 

HFnu decreased from baseline to IRAP, t(44) = 4.78, p < .001, d = 0.68, did not change from 

IRAP to speech preparation, t(44) = -2.39, p = .112, d = -0.41, decreased from speech 

preparation to speech, t(44) = 2.91, p = .042, d = 0.52, and increased from speech to 

recovery, t(44) = -3.10, p = .021, d = -0.54. In addition, HFnu at baseline did not differ from 

recovery, t(44) = 2.51, p = .147, d = 0.27, nor from speech preparation, t(44) = 2.00, p = .357, 

d = 0.34, but were higher than compared to speech, t(44) = 4.63, p < .001, d = 0.79. See 

Figure 2 (lower panel) for an overview of mean and standard errors. 
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Figure 2. Self-reported stress levels (in centimetres, upper panel) and HFnu (lower panel) 

over all participants at five different task phases. Means and standard errors. 

 

 

Correlations between explicit and implicit measures of self-esteem 

After correcting the p-values with the Bonferroni method, only one correlation could 

be observed, namely between the explicit measure of actual self-esteem and the  RSES 

scores. 
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Table 1 

Bivariate Pearson correlations between explicit and implicit self-esteem scores. 

 Actual Explicit Ideal Explicit Actual Implicit Ideal Implicit 

Actual Explicit     

Ideal Explicit .249    

Actual Implicit .063 .065   

Ideal Implicit .107 .154 .406  

RSES .793*** .257 .220 .094 

Note. *** p < .001 

Moderated mediation 

The relationship between implicit actual self-esteem and HFnu during speech 

preparation (path a from Figure 1) was significantly moderated by implicit ideal self-esteem 

(see Table 2 for an overview of the linear model). Specifically, higher implicit actual self-

esteem was associated with higher HFnu when ideal self-esteem was low, while no 

significant association was observed when ideal self-esteem was high. See Figure 3 for a 

graphical representation of the simple slopes. 

 

Table 2 

Linear model of predictors of HFnu during speech preparation (moderation analyses) 

 
b (CI) SE B t p 

 Constant -17.09 

[-2.20, 48.03] 

4.12 -4.15 .0002 

Ideal self-esteem 26.79 

[-5.77, 59.35] 

16.12 1.66 .104 

Actual self-esteem 82.08 

[40.14, 124.02] 

20.77 3.95 .0003 

 
Actual X ideal self-

esteem 

-138.48 

[-271.48, -5.48] 

65.86 -2.10 .041 

Note. R2 = .23 
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Figure 3. Mean HFnu values at low and high implicit ideal self-esteem by low and high 

implicit actual self-esteem during speech preparation (proactive regulation). 
   

We then observed a significant positive relationship between HFnu during speech 

preparation and HFnu during speech (path b), B = 0.62, SE B = 0.11, t = 5.57, p < .00001, CI 

[0.39, 0.84], but no significant direct association between implicit actual self-esteem and 

HFnu during speech (path c’), B = 1.26, SE B = 12.29, t = .10, p = .919, CI [-23.53, 26.06]. The 

conditional indirect effect of implicit actual self-esteem on HFnu during speech was 

significant when implicit ideal self-esteem was low, B = 48.82, SE B = 16.56, CI [16.72, 83.46], 

but was not significant when implicit ideal self-esteem was high, B = 16.66, SE B = 11.24, CI [-

3.14, 41.30]. Finally, we observed a significant moderated mediation effect, B = -85.52, SE B 

= 43.05, CI [-175.44, -7.03]. 

DISCUSSION 

In this study we explored the hypothesis, based on the neurocognitive framework for 

expectation regulation (De Raedt and Hooley, 2016), that actual and ideal self-esteem would 

interact in predicting the relationship between anticipatory and reactive stress regulation. 

Specifically, we predicted that when ideal self-esteem is low, a positive relationship 

between actual self-esteem, anticipatory and reactive stress regulation would emerge. 

Instead, we expected to find no relationship between actual self-esteem, anticipatory and 

reactive stress-regulation when ideal self-esteem was high. To test this hypothesis, we 

created a stressful situation by asking participants to give a speech which would be recorded 
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and then evaluated by experts. Implicit actual and ideal self-esteem were measured via the 

IRAP, and anticipatory and reactive autonomic stress regulation were indexed by HRV while 

participants were, respectively, preparing and giving the speech. A moderated mediation 

model with actual self-esteem as predictor, ideal self-esteem as moderator, anticipatory 

autonomic regulation as mediator and reactive regulation as dependent variable allowed us 

to test this hypothesis. 

First, a main effect of time on both self-reported stress and HRV confirmed that the 

speech task succeeded in inducing stress. Indeed, as compared to baseline participants 

reported increased stress levels before and after giving the speech, and displayed lower HRV 

(i.e., decreased autonomic regulation) while giving the speech.  

Second, when investigating the correlations between explicit and implicit measures 

of self-esteem, only a positive correlation between explicit actual self-esteem and RSES 

emerged. This finding, which replicates previous results (Remue et al., 2014; Nasso et al., 

manuscript under revision), confirms that implicit measures reflect different constructs than 

those targeted by explicit measures. As individuals are not aware of their self-schemata, 

implicit measures might be more reliable when investigating self-esteem (Nasso et al., 

manuscript under revision). 

Most importantly, our results support our hypothesis tested with the moderated 

mediation model. First, a significant moderation effect showed that when ideal self-esteem 

is low, anticipatory autonomic regulation shows a positive association with actual self-

esteem. Specifically, participants with high actual self-esteem displayed increased 

autonomic regulation (higher HRV change values) as compared to individuals with low 

actual self-esteem. This result mirrors the integrated model presented in the neurocognitive 

framework for regulation expectation, wherein a pattern of low actual and low ideal self-

esteem is indeed associated with a passive coping style and no engagement in proactive ER. 

At a descriptive level, we see that HRV values for these participants are indeed below 

baseline level. Conversely, the neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation relates 

a pattern of high actual and low ideal self-esteem with engagement in proactive regulation, 

which also is reflected in our data by increased HRV values. Moreover, no significant 

association was observed between actual self-esteem and anticipatory autonomic 

regulation when ideal self-esteem was high. This is also in line with our hypothesis and with 

the predictions of neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation: high ideal self-
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esteem, and therefore high standards for one’s self, should be associated with stressful 

anticipation independently of actual self-esteem levels, therefore compromising the 

individual’s ability to engage in proactive stress regulation. Indeed, we see that for high 

ideal self-esteem, HRV values for both high and low actual self-esteem remain around 

baseline levels. To conclude, only the combination of low ideal self-esteem and high actual 

self-esteem leads to efficient engagement in proactive ER, as predicted by the 

neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation.  

Also the other patterns emerging by the moderated mediation is in line with our 

predictions. Indeed, when ideal self-esteem is low, anticipatory autonomic regulation 

mediated the relationship between actual self-esteem and reactive autonomic regulation. 

Specifically, we observed a positive relationship: higher actual self-esteem was linked to 

increased anticipatory autonomic regulation, which in turn was associated with increased 

reactive autonomic regulation. Instead, no significant mediation effect was observed when 

ideal self-esteem was high, which is in line with the hypothesis that high ideal self-esteem 

should always lead to unsuccessful reactive stress regulation (via inefficient anticipatory 

stress regulation) independently of actual self-esteem levels. 

 These results support the neurocognitive framework for regulation 

expectation. Specifically, healthy individuals, who are typically characterized by a pattern of 

high actual and low ideal self-esteem, should be able to efficaciously engage their cognitive 

resources to prepare for an upcoming stressful event (i.e., proactive stress regulation) and, 

consequently, to successfully handle stress (i.e., reactive stress regulation). Indeed, this is 

possible because they believe themselves capable of handling stress but can also handle the 

possibility of failure without experiencing excessive frustration. Our HRV data show indeed 

increased anticipatory and reactive autonomic regulation for these participants. On the 

contrary, individuals with low actual and low ideal self-esteem do not expect to be able to 

handle stress, and in addition do not have any motivation not to fail because of their low 

standards. Therefore, they do not engage in proactive stress regulation and have a low 

stress response. Such passive coping style was reflected in this study by low anticipatory 

autonomic regulation. Instead, individuals with high ideal self-esteem and high standards for 

themselves will feel pressured to succeed, independently of actual self-esteem levels. 

Hence, they will experience stress during the anticipation phase, which prevents them from 

efficaciously prepare for the upcoming event, eventually leading to a failure in reactive 
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stress regulation. Indeed, our results showed no relationship between actual self-esteem, 

anticipatory autonomic regulation and reactive autonomic regulation when ideal self-

esteem is high. At a descriptive level, the autonomic regulation of these individuals during 

the anticipation phase remained around baseline level, being higher than the autonomic 

regulation displayed by the “passive group” but lower than that one of the “healthy 

participants”. 

 It is important to mention that the neurocognitive framework for regulation 

expectation further distinguishes two patterns of emotion regulation for individuals with 

high ideal self-esteem. When these individuals have high actual self-esteem, they believe 

themselves capable of handling stress, therefore engaging in active anticipation. However, 

stress (due to their high standards and the inability the accept failure) will deplete their 

cognitive resources, rendering this process inefficient and ultimately leading to unsuccessful 

stress regulation. Instead, when individuals with high ideal self-esteem have low actual self-

esteem, they feel pressured not to fail but at the same time do not believe themselves to be 

capable of handling the upcoming stressor. As a consequence, they will engage in a form of 

passive stressful anticipation characterized by negative self-referential thoughts. This 

prevents them from efficaciously deploying their resources to proactively prepare for the 

event, and will therefore lead to a failure to regulate stress (hence decreasing their actual 

self-esteem even further). According to the neurocognitive framework for regulation 

expectation, this vicious circle would explain the deficits in ER typical of depressed 

individuals. However, these two patterns cannot be distinguished with the methods of this 

study. Further research could, for instance, test whether in individuals with high ideal self-

esteem high and low actual self-esteem are associated to, respectively, worry and 

rumination.  

 A few limitations of this study need to be discussed. First, as we recruited 

female undergraduates, replication within a more heterogeneous sample is necessary to 

further generalize these findings. Second, the IRAP internal consistency index was unusually 

low for ideal self-esteem, which might limit the strength of our conclusions.  

 To conclude, our findings support the hypothesis, based on the 

neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation, that actual and ideal self-esteem 

interact in predicting the relationship between anticipatory and reactive stress regulation. 

Specifically, we observed that only the combination of high actual and low ideal self-esteem, 
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which is hypothesized to characterize healthy individuals, was associated with increased 

anticipatory and reactive autonomic regulation. In contrast, all other patterns of actual and 

ideal self-esteem (which instead are associated with passive, anxious or depressive coping 

styles) were linked to decreased anticipatory and reactive autonomic regulation. By offering 

an explanation of the mechanisms underlying stress regulation, the neurocognitive 

framework for regulation expectation has important implications for the clinical practice. 

Hence, we hope that this encouraging finding stimulates its further testing. For instance, it 

would be interesting to run the same experiment on a sample including healthy participants 

as well as participants with clinical scores of anxiety and depression, in order to test 

whether the they display the self-esteem and coping patterns proposed by the authors of 

the model. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

RECAPITULATION OF THE RESEARCH GOALS 

In the current doctoral dissertation, we attempted to further our understanding of 

the role of timing in successful emotion regulation and its possible underlying mechanisms.  

The Neurocognitive Framework for Regulation Expectation (NFRE) (De Raedt and 

Hooley, 2016) formalizes the relationship between anticipatory and online ER and 

encompasses other variables that determine the individuals’ ability to cope with stress. 

According to this model, proactively anticipating a stressful event is associated with 

sustained prefrontal activation, which decreases amygdala activation and hence the 

experience of negative affect. Conversely, a passive or stressful anticipation (e.g., 

rumination) leads to increased amygdala activity and make online ER more effortful and less 

effective. Importantly, anticipatory stress regulation is influenced by the individual’s actual 

and ideal self-esteem. Actual self-esteem, defined as an individual’s evaluation of the 

current self, is influenced by past coping experiences and is also related to one’s expectation 

to be able to face an upcoming stressful event. Instead, ideal self-esteem, that is, the 

representation of the attributes that one would like to possess, is related to one’s standards 

and therefore to the ability to accept failure. According to the NFRE, proactive anticipation 

(and hence successful stress regulation) stems from a combination of high actual and low 

ideal self-esteem. In turn, successful coping with stressful events fuels the individual’s self-

esteem and expectation to be able to deal with future stressors, in a virtuous circle of 

engagement in anticipatory ER and successful coping with stressful events. Conversely, all 

other combinations of actual and ideal self-esteem should lead to passive or stressful 

anticipation and hence hinder stress regulation. Failure in dealing with a stressful situation 

lowers one’s self-esteem and expectation to be able to deal with upcoming stressors, setting 

off a vicious circle of stressful anticipation and disappointment, as could be the case in 

depressed individuals. 

8 CHAPTER 
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First, with two experiments, we explored the influence of contextual information 

about the nature of the upcoming stressor and of ER strategies on emotional and cognitive 

processing (as measured by pupil dilation) during anticipatory and online processing of social 

feedback. However, because these first results were inconclusive, major methodological 

changes were necessary in the following studies. First, even though the social feedback 

paradigm we had developed was well controlled in terms of stimulus presentation, we opted 

for a more reliable and ecologically valid paradigm (a speech task). Second, because pupillary 

responses did not allow us to distinguish between arousal and ER, we measured HRV as an 

index of autonomic stress regulation. In our third study, we investigated how different 

anticipatory ER strategies affected autonomic regulation during and after stress, and 

whether trait rumination would moderate this effect. In study four, we tested whether 

manipulating the individuals’ expectation to be able to regulate stress could overcome the 

detrimental effect of anticipatory rumination. In study five, we explored the relationship 

between implicit actual and ideal self-esteem and stress regulation. In study six, we tested 

how implicit actual and ideal self-esteem interacted in predicting the relationship between 

anticipatory and online stress regulation. 

This general discussion will continue with a summary of the main findings, and with 

their integration into theoretical and clinical implications. We will also consider the main 

limitations that have to be taken into account when interpreting the results of this 

dissertation. Finally, we will discuss how these findings open possible directions for future 

research. 

OVERVIEW OF THE MAIN FINDINGS 

The influence of context and ER on anticipatory and reactive emotional/cognitive 

processes 

In an attempt to better understand the mechanisms underlying adaptive ER, we first 

investigated whether contextual information and emotion regulation influenced individuals’ 

anticipatory and online processing of social feedback (as measured by PD).  

In our first study (chapter 2), we explored the role of contextual information, that is, 

of the absence or presence of information about the valence of the upcoming social 

feedback. Our findings suggest that knowledge about the valence of the upcoming feedback 
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influences differently anticipatory and online processing of social feedback. Specifically, 

during the anticipation phase, we observed that individuals engaged in greater 

cognitive/emotional processing when they had no contextual information indicating which 

type of social feedback to expect (positive/negative), possibly to deal with uncertainty. 

Conversely, when they were confronted with social feedback, they deployed greater 

cognitive/emotional processing when the context was informative. In addition, the 

individuals’ self-reported negative affect after social feedback was stronger within an 

informative than an uninformative context, suggesting that contextual information might 

intensify emotional processes. However, this last result had a small effect size and was in 

contrast with previous literature.  

Because PD alone could allow us to distinguish between the emotional response and 

its regulation we added, in our second study (chapter 3), a measure uniquely correlated to 

the intensity of the emotional response (EMG). In addition, we asked participants to simply 

experience their emotions in half of the trials, and to decrease negative affect in the other 

half (by using reappraisal). We predicted that if PD would reflect uniquely emotional 

responses, then we should observe larger PD in the appraisal condition, whereas if it would 

reflect emotion regulation, PD should be larger in the reappraisal condition. During the 

anticipation phase, neither negative affect nor the emotional/cognitive processing of social 

feedback were affected by the use of an anticipatory ER strategy or by contextual 

information (knowledge about the valence of the social feedback). After social feedback, 

affect self-reports as well as EMG corrugator responses indicated that using reappraisal 

decreased participants’ negative affect, whereas no effect of ER strategy was apparent on 

social feedback processing. Finally, as in our previous study, participants engaged in more 

cognitive/emotional processing of social feedback (indexed by greater PD) when the context 

was informative. To conclude, cognitive reappraisal was a helpful strategy to deal with 

negative social feedback, and its effect was not influenced by the contextual information. 

However, once again, we were not able to uniquely associate pupillary responses to either 

emotional responses or to their regulation.  

The neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation 

In our second set of studies, we investigated more directly the hypotheses derived 

from the NFRE (De Raedt and Hooley. 2016). Specifically, we investigated a) the role of 
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proactive anticipation as a precursor of efficient stress regulation, and b) how other factors, 

namely trait rumination, regulation expectation, and actual and ideal self-esteem, influence 

stress regulation. To allow a clearer interpretation of our results, we recorded heart rate 

variability (HRV) as an index of autonomic stress regulation on top of self-reported stress to 

assess emotional responding.  

In our third study (chapter 4), we investigated the effect of a maladaptive 

(catastrophizing) and an adaptive (reappraisal) anticipatory ER strategy on autonomic stress 

regulation (HRV). Because rumination is hypothesized to interfere with proactive stress 

regulation (De Raedt & Hooley, 2016), we explored whether trait rumination would 

moderate this effect. We induced stress with a speech task, which on top of being a robust 

and ecological paradigm, allowed us to clearly distinguish anticipatory and reactive stress 

regulation. Our results showed that, overall, participants who used an adaptive anticipatory 

ER strategy could better cope with and recover from stress. However, when taking into 

account the individuals’ tendency to ruminate, we observed that only low ruminators could 

actually benefit from this strategy. In other words, individuals high in trait rumination might 

have difficulties in successfully employing adaptive anticipatory ER strategies. These results 

are in line with the hypothesis that engaging in proactive ER is beneficial for stress regulation 

but that rumination interferes with this process. 

After observing the important role of rumination in stress regulation, we proceeded, 

in our next study (chapter 5), to investigate whether manipulating individuals’ regulation 

expectation could overcome its detrimental effect on autonomic stress regulation (HRV). 

According to the NFRE (De Raedt & Hooley, 2016), high regulation expectation should lead to 

proactive anticipation, fostering successful stress regulation. Before the speech task, 

participants were subjected to a rumination induction (Nolen-Hoeksema & Morrow, 1991), 

but while half of them were told that this ER strategy has detrimental effects on stress 

regulation, the other half was told that it is actually helpful when facing stress. However, no 

difference was observed in self-reported stress or in HRV between the two groups, 

suggesting that manipulating regulation expectation might not be sufficient to overcome the 

adverse effects of anticipatory rumination.  

Another factor hypothesized to play a determining role in stress regulation within the 

NFRE is self-esteem. An important distinction, however, is that between actual and ideal 

self-esteem, that is, how individuals perceive themselves to be and how they would like to 
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be. Specifically, whereas high actual self-esteem should foster successful stress regulation, 

high ideal self-esteem should hinder it. The relationship between actual and ideal self-

esteem and autonomic stress regulation (HRV) was the focus of the study presented in 

chapter 6. To assess implicit actual and ideal self-esteem we administered the Implicit 

Relational Assessment Procedure (IRAP; Remue, Hughes, Houwer, & Raedt, 2014). To induce 

stress, we asked participants to complete an unsolvable task. Interestingly, higher implicit 

ideal self-esteem predicted worse cardiovascular recovery after a stressor. This result is in 

line with the hypothesis that higher ideal self-esteem is associated with a less successful 

coping style, and provides initial support to the predictions related to self-esteem that we 

can derive from the NFRE. However, the relationship between actual and ideal self-esteem 

and stress regulation according to the NFRE is more complex than the one described in 

chapter 6. Specifically, different combinations of actual and ideal self-esteem should be 

associated with different anticipatory coping styles which, in turn, influence reactive stress 

regulation. In chapter 7, we further tested how implicit actual and ideal self-esteem 

interacted in predicting the relationship between anticipatory and reactive autonomic stress 

regulation (HRV). Stress was now induced with the speech task, and actual and ideal self-

esteem were again assessed via administration of the IRAP. We observed that high actual 

and low ideal self-esteem predicted increased anticipatory and reactive autonomic 

regulation. According to the authors of the NFRE, this combination of actual and ideal self-

esteem is indeed characteristic of healthy individuals who engage in proactive anticipation 

and are capable of successfully regulating stress. In contrast, all other combinations of actual 

and ideal self-esteem predicted decreased anticipatory and reactive autonomic regulation. 

Within the neurocognitive framework, these patterns are instead associated with passive or 

stressful anticipation and, consequently, with failure to regulate stress. 

IMPLICATION OF THE RESEARCH RESULTS 

Theoretical implications 

The influence of context and ER on anticipatory and reactive emotional/cognitive 

processes. Even though our first two studies (chapters 2 and 3) presented an intrinsic 

methodological confound that limited the interpretation of the nature of the processes we 
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observed, they still offer several useful pieces of information for the investigation of such 

processes.  

First of all, researchers should be aware that, for tasks involving both emotional 

responses to self-relevant stimuli and their regulation, recording PD alone does not allow to 

distinguish these two processes. Indeed, previous research has shown that activity in the 

amygdala (e.g., Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig, & Lang, 2008; Janisse, 1974) as well as in the 

prefrontal cortex (Siegle et al., 2011; Siegle, Steinhauer, Stenger, Konecky, & Carter, 2003) is 

associated to increases in pupil size. In addition, PD has been associated with both emotional 

arousal (e.g., Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig, & Lang, 2008; Janisse, 1974) and cognitive effort 

(Steinhauer, Siegle, Condray, & Pless, 2004). However, Stanners, Coulter, Sweet, and Murphy 

(1979) observed that, when both arousal and cognitive effort are involved, the latter has 

predominant influence on pupil dilation. How can we then explain the fact that these two 

constructs could not be distinguished in our research? Although one has to be cautious with 

the interpretation of null results, an important difference between our research and the one 

of Stanners and colleagues is that in their study cognitive control was deployed to purely 

cognitive, and not to the regulation of the emotional response. Nevertheless, there are 

other studies in which it has been argued that pupil dilation reflects top-down regulation of 

emotional stimuli (e.g., Siegle et al., 2011; Urry, van Reekum, Johnstone, & Davidson, 2009). 

An important difference with these latter studies using emotional stimuli is that the stimuli 

therein employed are not self-relevant (i.e., affective pictures and emotional words), 

whereas we used social feedback, which might elicit a much stronger emotional response 

and render its regulation more effortful. In a study of Urry and colleagues (2009),  

participants were instructed to either decrease, maintain, or increase the emotions elicited 

by unpleasant pictures. They observed that pupil dilation was larger in the increase and 

decrease conditions as compared to the maintain condition. Therefore, they argue that PD 

reflects ER rather than arousal, as in that case, PD should have been smaller for the decrease 

condition. However, an alternative explanation is that PD indexes both arousal and ER, and 

could therefore be driven by the first one in the decrease condition, and by the latter in the 

decrease condition. Again, the fact that PD was smaller in the maintain as compared to the 

decrease condition might be due to the nature of the stimuli which, being non-self-relevant, 

induce less strong emotional responses (compared to self-relevant stimuli). 
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In contrast, our own methods were inspired by a study of Silk and colleagues (2012) 

in which adolescents were exposed to social feedback from peers and its processing was 

indexed by PD. They observed, as we did later, greater PD for rejection compared to 

acceptance trials, and interpreted this result as increased cognitive effort due to the need to 

regulate distress caused by rejection. This interpretation was based on previous literature, 

and not on direct evidence of increased PFC activity. Indeed, in a later paper of the same 

research group (Stone et al., 2015), even though the same methods were used, the authors 

phrased more cautiously the results concerning PD as “affective-cognitive processing” and 

reflecting “emotion sensitivity or cognitive effort”. Indeed, larger pupil after negative 

feedback could be due to either greater amygdala activity (linked to arousal) or PFC activity 

(regulatory effort). In our second study (chapter 3), PD might have been driven by arousal in 

the appraisal condition, and by cognitive effort in the reappraisal condition, resulting into an 

absence of difference between the two conditions. To conclude, our advice is that, when 

investigating emotional responses and their regulation, researchers should use two or more 

measures that uniquely relate to each of these to processes. In addition, the concurrent use 

of brain imaging and PD during a social feedback task would increase our understanding of 

PD and the processing of social feedback. Finally, if researchers are interested into 

conducting ecological valid studies with relevance for clinical practice, self-relevant stimuli 

should be employed, because their processing differs substantially from that of non-self-

relevant stimuli.  

Second, based on our findings, we can conclude that contextual information 

influences the processing of social feedback. That is, individuals process self-relevant 

information differently when they can foresee its valence compared to when they cannot. 

Even more interesting, this effect was inconsistent between anticipatory and reactive 

processing of social feedback (even though the results were not perfectly replicated 

between the two studies). In our first study, we observed increased anticipatory processing 

when participants had no knowledge about the valence of the upcoming social feedback 

(uninformative context). A possible explanation could be that participants needed more 

cognitive resources to deal with uncertainty, however, in our second study no difference 

appeared between informative and uninformative context. On the other hand, in both 

experiments we observed more reactive processing when participants knew on beforehand 

about the valence of the upcoming social feedback (informative context). Possibly, this 
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knowledge could result into greater negative affect (based on self-reports of affect but not 

on corrugator EMG activity). However, as already extensively discussed, we could not 

definitely interpret our PD results in term of arousal or cognitive effort related to emotion 

regulation. Nevertheless, these results show the need of taking into account the context in 

which participants process stimuli: possibly, the diversity in context (i.e., absence versus 

presence of knowledge about the nature of the upcoming stimulus) could explain 

inconsistencies on the effect of anticipatory ER in previous studies (Denny, Ochsner, Weber, 

& Wager, 2014; Herwig et al., 2007; Sheppes & Meiran, 2007; Urry, 2009a; Vanderhasselt, 

Kühn, & De Raedt, 2013). Indeed, such knowledge might increase the individuals’ ability to 

use cognitive, antecedent-focused ER strategies such as reappraisal, or it might even be 

counterproductive by prolonging the experience of negative affect (Liu, Vanderhasselt, Zhou, 

& Schirmer, 2016). 

Lastly, we observed that reappraisal was an efficient ER strategy to decrease distress 

caused by negative social feedback (as measured by both self-reports and corrugator EMG). 

Even though reappraisal has been shown to be a beneficial ER strategy very consistently 

(e.g., Gross & John, 2003; Kanske, Heissler, Schönfelder, & Wessa, 2012; Shafir, Schwartz, 

Blechert, & Sheppes, 2015; Urry, 2009b; Vanderhasselt et al., 2014), no previous study, to 

our knowledge, has explicitly assessed its effect on the emotional response to social 

feedback.  

The neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation. In our second set of 

experiments, we tested some hypotheses derived from the NFRE (De Raedt & Hooley, 2016). 

In this theoretical framework, different sets of literature are integrated into a model of the 

mechanisms underlying stress regulation. Therefore, its testing can provide insights on the 

factors causing and maintaining unsuccessful stress regulation in psychopathology, as well as 

on the factors promoting resilience. Specifically, we tested whether a) manipulating 

anticipatory coping affected proactive and reactive autonomic stress regulation, b) 

rumination interfered with proactive and reactive autonomic stress regulation, c) 

manipulating regulation expectation affected the influence of rumination on proactive and 

reactive autonomic stress regulation, and d) actual and ideal self-esteem levels predicted 

proactive and reactive autonomic stress regulation. 
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Concerning the relationship between proactive and reactive stress regulation (a), we 

observed that engagement in proactive ER facilitated, compared to passive stressful 

anticipation, autonomic stress regulation (as measure by HRV) during the anticipatory, 

reactive and recovery stress phases (chapter 4). This result is in line with the reasoning of the 

authors of the NFRE that engaging in proactive anticipation facilitates reactive stress 

regulation. Specifically, in the NFRE it is proposed that, as proactively anticipating a stressful 

event is associated with sustained prefrontal activation, this inhibits amygdala activation 

during confrontation with the stressor, therefore facilitating reactive downregulation of 

distress and negative affect. Conversely, because a stressful, passive anticipation decreases 

prefrontal activity, no (or less) inhibition is exerted on amygdala activation, hence hindering 

reactive downregulation of the stress response. Indeed, the fact that two ER strategies 

(reappraisal and catastrophizing) employed solely during the anticipation phase had 

opposite effects on autonomic regulation during the reactive and recovery phases is a strong 

validation of this core aspect of the neurocognitive framework (De Raedt & Hooley, 2016). 

Because both reappraisal and catastrophizing are cognitive ER strategies that alter the 

appraisal of a situation, it is possible that we modified the participants’ cognitions about the 

stressor for the duration of the whole experiment. To further understand the mechanisms 

underlying these results, future research could replicate this study and add a) a repeated 

assessment of appraisal cognitions, and b) neuroimaging measures with particular focus on 

the fronto-limbic circuitry. Although reappraisal related to speech task performance has 

already been investigated in the past, its effects on physiological and affective stress 

responses are still inconsistent and unclear (Beltzer, Nock, Peters, & Jamieson, 2014; Cristea 

et al., 2014; Denson, Creswell, Terides, & Blundell, 2014; Hofmann, Heering, Sawyer, & 

Asnaani, 2009; Jamieson, Nock, Mendes, & James, 2012; Nasso, Vanderhasselt, Demeyer, & 

De Raedt, 2018). A first explanation for these inconsistencies is the diversity in reappraisal 

instructions, for which participants were asked, for instance, to reappraise physiological 

arousal (Beltzer et al., 2014; Jamieson et al., 2012), to take perspective (Cristea et al., 2014; 

Hofmann et al., 2009), to think of positive aspects of the situation (Denson et al., 2014), or a 

combination of these (Nasso et al., 2018). An alternative explanation is that, whereas in 

some studies reappraisal was implemented in preparation of the speech (Cristea et al., 2014; 

Hofmann et al., 2009, Nasso et al., 2018), in other participants were instructed to use this 

strategy only during the speech (Beltzer et al., 2014; Denson et al., 2014; Jamieson et al., 
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2012). Indeed, according to the NFRE, the benefits of adaptive ER strategies such as 

reappraisal are maximized when they are used in preparation for the stressor (i.e., proactive 

anticipation) rather than only during (i.e., reactive stress regulation). To conclude, proactive 

anticipation could be a mechanism of resilience against the negative effects of stress on our 

health. 

Another prediction derived from the NFRE that was confirmed by our experiment 

was that rumination would interfere with the individuals’ ability to engage in proactive 

anticipation (b). In turn, such passive, stressful anticipation would be associated with 

decreased reactive regulation. According to the NFRE, dwelling on negative self-referential 

thoughts depletes the individual’s cognitive resources and hence interferes with proactive 

anticipation as well as with the inhibitory influence that the PFC exerts on the amygdala, 

hindering stress regulation as explained above. Indeed, in chapter 4, we observed that 

proactive anticipation was associated with better autonomic regulation only in low 

ruminators, both during the anticipatory phase (even though only as a trend) and during the 

reactive phase. This suggests that only low ruminators could proactively deploy their 

cognitive resources and successfully engage in anticipatory and reactive stress regulation, 

stressing again the link between these two phases. Another interesting finding is that, for 

high ruminators, the use of anticipatory catastrophizing was associated with higher reactive 

autonomic regulation than the use of anticipatory reappraisal. Possibly, this effect might be 

explained by the similarity between rumination and catastrophizing, and by the ruminators’ 

typical metacognitions that rumination is a helpful coping strategy (Papageorgiou & Wells, 

2009; Roelofs et al., 2007). These metacognitions might have fuelled positive regulation 

expectation about the effects of catastrophizing, leading to increased reactive autonomic 

regulation. This could be investigated by exploring the relationship between metacognitions 

and autonomic stress regulation in a sample of high trait ruminators. In addition, because a 

new measure of state rumination has been recently published (Marchetti, Mor, Chiorri, & 

Koster, 2018), future research could assess the actual ruminative thoughts during the 

anticipation phase. This would allow to test more directly the predictions of the NFRE 

concerning passive stressful anticipation. In addition, the fact that previous studies 

investigating the use of anticipatory reappraisal provided inconsistent results concerning its 

benefits (Denny et al., 2014; Herwig et al., 2007; Sheppes & Meiran, 2007; Urry, 2009a; 

Vanderhasselt et al., 2013), could be explained by their lack of inclusion of individual 
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differences (such as rumination tendencies) that affect the efficacy with which participants 

can use such strategy.  

After observing how rumination interfered with stress regulation, in chapter 5 we 

proceeded to explore whether manipulating regulation expectation alone could overcome 

this detrimental effect of rumination (c). The rationale was that positive regulation 

expectation should foster proactive anticipation, therefore facilitating reactive stress 

regulation, despite a rumination induction. Indeed, in our previous study catastrophizing 

(compared to reappraisal) led to increased autonomic regulation in high ruminators, which 

we speculated was due to their favourable metacognitions towards such strategy. 

Unfortunately, our results did not support this hypothesis; in other words, believing that 

rumination is a good coping strategy alone seems not sufficient to increase proactive 

regulation. However, this does not mean, per se, that regulation expectation has no effect 

on stress regulation, but merely that inducing positive expectation alone is not sufficient to 

alter the effects of rumination. Future research could start by exploring how regulation 

expectation relates to proactive and reactive stress regulation, and continue by testing if its 

manipulation affects spontaneous regulation (rather than the effect of rumination).  Another 

possibility is that, whereas we manipulated the participants’ expectation about the efficacy 

of a specific ER strategy, an effect might be observed when manipulating directly the 

expectation about one’s own regulatory abilities. An avenue for future studies could thus be 

the differentiation between expectations regarding a specific strategy (metacognitions 

regarding a strategy) and expectations regarding own regulation abilities. However, for 

further research, a first necessary step is the development of a tool to measure regulation 

expectation and failure acceptance. According to the authors of the NFRE, different 

combinations of these constructs (low vs high) should be associated with different patterns 

of proactive and reactive stress, as a consequence of (and similarly to) actual and ideal self-

esteem. Specifically, resilience should be fostered by high regulation expectation and high 

failure acceptance, while all other combinations should hinder stress regulation. Such a 

questionnaire is currently being developed in our lab and tested in large populations: its 

validation and publication would open new possibilities to investigate how these two 

constructs relate to anticipatory and reactive stress regulation, and to actual and ideal self-

esteem. 
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Finally, in our last two studies we showed that implicit (but not explicit) actual and 

ideal self-esteem uniquely related to (chapter 6) and interacted in predicting (chapter 7) 

autonomic stress regulation (d). Hence, a first set of theoretical implications concerns the 

measurement of self-esteem. Previous research (Franck, De Raedt, & De Houwer, 2007; 

Remue, Hughes, De Houwer, & De Raedt, 2014; Roberts, Porter, & Vergara-Lopez, 2016) as 

well as the findings presented in this dissertation show inconsistencies between explicit and 

implicit measures of self-esteem. First, explicit measures are subject to several biases, such 

as social desirability and self-presentation, which could hinder their validity; in addition, self-

related cognitions might not be accessible to the conscious. Second, as already argued by 

other authors (Beevers, 2005; Franck et al., 2007; Haeffel et al., 2007; Roberts et al., 2016), 

implicit and explicit measures might assess different constructs. Importantly, our results 

support the claim that implicit measures have greater predictive value than explicit ones 

(Franck et al., 2007; Nock & Banaji, 2007; Roberts et al., 2016), as only the former was 

related to autonomic stress regulation. However, measuring implicit self-esteem is not 

sufficient: whether explicit or explicit, global measures of self-esteem fail to grasp its 

complexity. This is exemplified by several studies where higher implicit self-esteem (as 

measured with associations) has been associated with depressive symptoms, in contrast 

with the negative association normally found with explicit self-esteem (Franck et al., 2007; 

Gemar, Segal, Sagrati, & Kennedy, 2001; Roberts et al., 2016). To explain such this puzzling 

result, De Raedt, Schacht, Franck, and De Houwer (2006) proposed that the associations 

measuring implicit self-esteem might reflect ideal rather than actual self-schemas. This was 

confirmed with the work of Remue and De Raedt (Remue, De Houwer, Barnes-Holmes, 

Vanderhasselt, & De Raedt, 2013; Remue et al., 2014) in which, via the use of propositions 

rather than of simple associations, actual and ideal self-esteem could be distinguished and 

separately related to dysphoric symptomatology. Indeed, whereas dysphoric individuals 

displayed lower actual self-esteem than non-depressed controls, the opposite was true for 

ideal self-esteem. To conclude, self-esteem is a complex construct and should be handled as 

such.  

This distinction between actual and ideal self-esteem has been integrated and 

extended in the NFRE. Specifically, the authors propose that different combinations of actual 

and ideal self-esteem would be associated with different anticipatory coping styles 

(proactive, active stressful, passive stressful, and passive), which in turn would lead to 
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successful or unsuccessful reactive stress regulation (or to the absence of stress response). 

In line with these predictions, we found that high actual and low ideal self-esteem predicted 

increased anticipatory and reactive autonomic regulation (as measured by HRV), compared 

to all other combinations. This finding is an important first step in the clarification of the 

mechanisms underlying resilience to stressful events, and stresses the relevance to further 

test the model of the NFRE as a whole. Indeed, according to the authors of the NFRE, the link 

between self-esteem and anticipatory coping is mediated by regulation expectation and 

failure acceptance, and the link between anticipatory and reactive coping is mediated by 

DLPFC and amygdala activation (which is associated with HRV). In other words, individuals 

with high actual and low ideal self-esteem expect to be able to handle stress but at the same 

time can accept the prospect of failure, and hence are capable of engaging in proactive 

anticipation. As already mentioned, an obstacle here resides in the lack of availability of a 

validated tool for the assessment of regulation expectation and failure acceptance. In turn, 

proactive anticipation increases DLPFC and decreases amygdala activity, therefore 

facilitating reactive regulation of the stress response. Although we have observed increased 

HRV(which has been associated with increased PFC activity) in individuals with high actual 

and low ideal self-esteem ,a more direct testing of the level of activity in these two brain 

regions (i.e., DLPFC and amygdala) would be an interesting next step. Concerning 

vulnerability to psychopathology, in future studies it could be investigated if specific self-

esteem combinations are associated with specific cognitions during the anticipation period 

and with specific mental disorders. More precisely, high actual and ideal-self-esteem should 

predict an active stressful anticipation, which could be characterized by worry and be 

associated with anxiety symptoms, whereas low actual and high ideal self-esteem should 

predict a passive stressful anticipation characterized by rumination, and would be associated 

with depressive symptomatology. 

To conclude, our studies support the value of the NFRE in the explanation of the 

mechanisms underlying stress regulation. We observed that self-esteem, anticipatory 

regulation, and rumination influence reactive regulation of the stress response, and can 

partially account for the individual variability in the ability to cope with challenges.  

 

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS 
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Despite the difficulty in interpreting the results of our first two studies (chapters 2 

and 3), they clearly suggest a role of contextual information in the processing of social 

feedback. We observed that when individuals are being evaluated by another person, and 

they know in advance whether such evaluation was going to be positive or negative, the 

deploy more cognitive/emotional processing as compared to when they did not know in 

advance the nature of the evaluation. We encourage researchers to try to better understand 

this phenomenon, as it might entail important clinical implications. If future research 

confirms that knowledge about upcoming self-relevant information is beneficial for its 

processing and, more importantly, for successful ER, efforts could be invested into the 

development of training procedures for the correct interpretation of social cues (Adams, 

Penton-Voak, Harmer, Holmes, & Munafò, 2013; Venn, Watson, Gallagher, & Young, 2006; 

Weightman, Air, & Baune, 2014). This is particularly relevant for those depressed patients 

who lack social skills and are often confronted with social rejection (Segrin, 2000; 

Weightman et al., 2014). Despite the fact that several influential theories about the role of 

social skills in depression were already developed in the ‘70s (e.g., Coyne, 1976; Lewinsohn, 

1974), and that the efficacy of social skills trainings has been widely demonstrated (for a 

meta-analysis, see Cuijpers et al., 2011), such intervention has been reintroduced into 

practice within interpersonal psychotherapy (Markowitz, John & Weissman, Myrna, 2004; 

Markowitz & Weissman, 2012), and is not always available to the general public (Hollon, 

Thase, & Markowitz, 2002).  

In addition, the results of chapter 3 suggest that reappraisal is an efficient strategy to 

cope with negative social feedback. Because no previous studies have investigated the 

regulation of social feedback through this strategy, we encourage the replication of this 

finding as it would have important implications for the clinical field. Indeed, individuals 

affected by psychopathology often encounter social rejection and experience difficulties 

dealing with it (e.g., Downey, Rafaeli, Coifman, & Leventhal Paquin, 2011; Bungert et al., 

2015; Mallott, Maner, Dewall, & Schmidt, 2009; Segrin, 2000; Voncken, Dijk, de Jong, & 

Roelofs, 2010). Therefore, cognitive reappraisal, which is already a core intervention of CBT, 

could be specifically targeted to the regulation of the affective consequences of social 

rejection. 

Our second set of studies (chapter 4 to 7), which were focused on testing some of the 

predictions derived from the NFRE, have several clinical implications as well. 
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Based on our research, it appears that an effective way to facilitate the regulation of 

the stress response is to teach individuals how to engage in proactive anticipation. 

Specifically, our findings point towards the need to develop a training of anticipatory ER 

aimed to change the patients’ negative cognitions with reappraisal, with possible long-term 

benefits on the patients’ mental and physical health. Indeed, reappraisal appears to be a 

beneficial strategy to cope with social evaluations, as we have observed both in chapter 3 

and 4. The development of such a treatment is a completely new avenue as the focus on 

anticipatory ER is fairly recent and, as already mentioned above, has provided inconsistent 

results. Indeed, before implementing such training it might be of particular importance to 

look at inter-individual differences, as it could be inefficient for individuals with high 

rumination tendencies. Because rumination takes up cognitive resources, such individuals 

would have difficulties in successfully employing an adaptive anticipatory ER strategy. In this 

case, it might be necessary to target rumination first.  

Decreases in rumination levels are currently successfully achieved in several ways, 

that is, through behavioural change, cognitive restructuring, and mindfulness (Chambers, Lo, 

& Allen, 2008; Gu, Strauss, Bond, & Cavanagh, 2015; Jain et al., 2007; Kertz, Koran, Stevens, 

& Björgvinsson, 2015; Newby, Williams, & Andrews, 2014; Watkins et al., 2007). 

However, based on the NFRE, we tested whether high regulation expectation could 

overrule the detrimental effects of a rumination induction. The rationale, based on the 

NFRE, was that high regulation expectation would fuel proactive anticipation and, despite 

the rumination induction, facilitate reactive stress regulation. Even though our results did 

not support this hypothesis, we cannot exclude that modifying regulation expectation would 

prevent spontaneous rumination, eventually fostering stress regulation. If future research 

could confirm the benefit of modifying regulation expectation when dealing with 

rumination, resources could be directed to the development of techniques for the clinical 

practice (e.g., psychoeducation, or behavioural and cognitive change of regulation 

expectation). Another possibility to address rumination indirectly, would be to intervene on 

actual and ideal self-esteem. Automatic propositions about the self are formed based on 

personal experiences and their evaluations, and are stored in long-term memory, from 

where they guide behaviour (Barnes-Holmes, Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2002). 

According to relational Frame Theory (RFT), relations between stimuli, meanings, and 

responses, are learned through reinforcement, and can therefore be modified by 
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interventions such as Acceptance and Commitment Therapy, and techniques acting on 

operant behaviour, such as direct experience, knowledge, modelling, deductive reasoning, 

and so on (Barnes-Holmes et al., 2002; De Houwer, Teige-Mocigemba, Spruyt, & Moors, 

2009). For instance, in case of depression or rumination, clinical practitioners could start by 

identifying, for each patient, which precise propositions are problematic, and proceed by 

targeting them in order to increase actual and decrease ideal self-esteem. Within the 

broader context of the NFRE, an interesting avenue would be to investigate whether, by 

identifying specific maladaptive propositions about the self and modifying them, changes 

could be induced in the whole chain of processes leading to stress regulation (i.e., regulation 

expectation, anticipation and cognitive control, brain activity and reactive stress regulation).  

LIMITATIONS 

Despite the valuable implications that we can derive from the studies discussed in 

this dissertation, a few general limitations should be taken into account as well. First of all, 

all studies describe original research, whereas a greater effort could have been invested into 

the replication of some of the observed results. Indeed, to our knowledge, we are the first to 

directly test the predictions of the NFRE, and replication of our major findings (e.g., the role 

of proactive anticipation, rumination and self-esteem) would have added strength to 

support that our results lend to the framework. Second, to reduce heterogeneity, we 

recruited solely female participants. Indeed, emotional responding and its regulation are 

known to be affected by gender (Garnefski, Teerds, Kraaij, Legerstee, & van den Kommer, 

2004; Montagne, Kessels, Frigerio, de Haan, & Perrett, 2005; Susan Nolen-Hoeksema, 

Larson, & Grayson, 1999; Stroud, Salovey, & Epel, 2002). However, it is of great importance 

to test whether the validity of the predictions of the NFRE can be confirmed independently 

of the gender. Third, our samples included only healthy participants, whereas several 

predictions of the NFRE concern unsuccessful stress regulation in psychopathology. 

However, even though including a clinical sample would have allowed a more 

comprehensive testing of the framework, the focus of our research was on the resilience 

aspect of stress regulation rather than on that of vulnerability. 

In addition, we would also like to highlight some limitations that are more specific of 

the studies of this dissertation. First, as already abundantly discussed, the use of a measure 
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uniquely associated with ER would have allowed a stronger interpretation of the PD results 

presented in chapters 2 and 3. Second, the methodology across chapters 4 to 7 is not 

(entirely) consistent. In particular, in chapter 4 we did not actually ask participants to 

perform the speech, whereas this was the case in chapters 5 and 7. In addition, a completely 

different stress induction was used in study 6. This has to be into account when integrating 

these findings within the same framework, as we did in the current chapter. Third, both 

chapter 4 and 5 lack a control condition (e.g., distraction during the anticipation phase in the 

first, and no expectation manipulation or no rumination induction in the latter), which would 

have allowed us to draw stronger conclusions about our findings. Fourth, because when we 

were collecting the data presented in study 5 no standardized questionnaire was available to 

assess momentary rumination, we used an unpublished tool, which was being peer-

reviewed at the time of testing, to assess that our rumination induction was equally 

successful and in both groups. However, the version that was later published (Marchetti et 

al., 2018) presents somewhat different items, therefore reducing the validity of this specific 

finding. Nevertheless, because the rumination induction procedure we used (Nolen-

Hoeksema & Morrow, 1991) has been consistently shown to be successful, we do not 

consider it likely that our null results should be ascribed to the possibility that no rumination 

occurred. A similar issue emerged for the evaluation of our regulation expectation 

manipulation: because no standardized questionnaire was available, we used two simple 

Lickert scales to assess whether participants thought that “reflection” (in truth, rumination) 

helped or hindered stress regulation. Such questionnaire is currently being validated in our 

lab and will open the possibility to test more directly the role of regulation expectation and 

failure acceptance in stress regulation, and their relationship with the other factors of the 

NFRE. 

DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

A first step for future studies investigating the mechanisms of stress regulation as 

proposed by the NFRE could be to attempt replicate some of the results here discussed (e.g., 

the roles of proactive regulation, rumination, and self-esteem). In addition, we suggest that 

researchers assess momentary rumination during the anticipation phase rather than trait 

rumination. If an exact replication could be achieved, further conceptual replication would 
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be particularly important to test the validity of the predictions of the NFRE within real-life 

settings. For instance, this could be achieved by assessing the relationship of proactive 

anticipation and/or implicit actual and ideal self-esteem with stress regulation in daily life, 

where individuals have to face exams, job interviews, dinners with the in-laws, and so on. 

Importantly, replication should be pursued in both male and female participants, in order to 

be able to generalize these findings. In short, by ensuring the reliability of these first 

findings, resources could be invested into a) further testing of the NFRE, and b) its 

translation into clinical practice. 

Hence, a second step could be the complete testing of the NFRE, as not all factors 

determining stress regulation were included in this dissertation. First, the role of regulation 

expectation and failure acceptance, in relationship to stress regulation as well as to the 

other factors of the model (self-esteem, anticipation), still need to be tested. According to 

the authors of the NFRE, each combination of actual and ideal self-esteem is associated with 

a specific combination of regulation expectation and failure acceptance; for instance, low 

actual and high ideal self-esteem are associated with low regulation expectation and failure 

acceptance, whereas high actual and high ideal self-esteem are associated with high 

regulation expectation and low failure acceptance. In turn, each combination leads to a 

specific anticipatory coping style, in this example, passive and active stressful anticipation. 

Importantly, further research should also attempt to better distinguish the different 

maladaptive anticipatory coping strategies (especially active stressful and passive stressful 

anticipation), the cognitions to which they are associated (respectively, worry and 

rumination), and their possible link with psychopathology (i.e., anxiety and depression). 

Finally, as the NFRE includes predictions on the neural mechanisms of stress regulation, 

researchers should investigate how all factors, but especially anticipatory and reactive stress 

regulation, relate to brain activation in fronto-limbic circuitries, including the DLPFC and the 

amygdala. This is particularly important when investigating resilience to stressful vents, as 

sustained anticipatory DLPFC activity, associated with proactive anticipation, should exert an 

inhibitory influence on amygdala activity, therefore facilitating reactive stress regulation. To 

conclude, future research should test the NFRE as a whole, that is, how actual and ideal self-

esteem, regulation expectation and failure acceptance, anticipatory coping, and prefrontal 

and limbic brain activity relate to each other, to successful and unsuccessful stress 

regulation, and to resilience and psychopathology. 
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After confirmation of the predictions of the model, a third step could be to 

investigate how knowledge about these mechanisms can be translated into applications for 

the clinical practice. For instance, it would be interesting to investigate whether, after 

assessing a patient’s maladaptive propositions about the self, their modification would bring 

change in all other factors of the model and, ultimately, improve stress regulation. Second, 

cognitive techniques, such as cognitive restructuring, could be used to increase regulation 

expectation and failure acceptance. Third, proactive control trainings or, more specifically, 

anticipatory ER trainings could be developed, and their efficacy could be tested in patients. 

Not to waste resources, subgroups should be identified for which such a training suffices to 

facilitate reactive stress regulation. Fourth, the efficiency of such trainings could be aided by 

neurostimulation of the DLPFC. Importantly, if the change of even only one of these 

processes would be sufficient to lead to the experience of successful stress regulation, this 

would fuel a vi circle of increased actual self-esteem, regulation expectation, and proactive 

anticipation, leading to more positive experiences during the confrontation with stressful 

events. This would promote long-term, adaptive changes in the way in which patients cope 

with challenges, resulting into resilience against the negative effects of stressful events on 

their physical and mental health. 

FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of the current PhD project was to further our understanding of the role of 

timing in successful emotion regulation and its possible underlying mechanisms. Our 

theoretical foundations were based on the Neurocognitive Framework for Regulation 

Expectation (De Raedt and Hooley, 2016), in which proactive anticipation is proposed to be 

an important factor for successful regulation of the stress response. Moreover, we 

investigated the role played by context, trait rumination, regulation expectation, and actual 

and ideal self-esteem in this relationship. The two major strengths of this dissertation are 1) 

the use of social stressors, which are ecological stimuli relevant for the onset and 

maintenance of psychopathology, and 2) the use of implicit and psychophysiological 

measures, which are more immune to biases typical of self-reports such as social desirability 

and lack of awareness. 
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Whereas the role of context and regulation expectation need to be further clarified, 

our findings support the predictions of the authors of the NFRE that a) proactive anticipation 

facilitates stress regulation, b) rumination interferes with this process, and c) actual and 

ideal self-esteem interact in predicting the relationship between coping during anticipation 

and stress regulation. We believe that the NFRE has great potential to clarify the 

mechanisms underlying stress regulation and the individual variability in the ability to cope 

with challenges. In addition, its value is increased by its implications and applications for the 

clinical practice. Indeed, these are just the initial stages of a broader research line of our 

research group which aims to improve prevention and treatment of affective disorders and 

their relapse.  
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ENGLISH SUMMARY 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Daily life confronts us with constant challenges, such as excessive workload, family 

responsibilities and financial insecurity. Chronic or excessive stress can have serious 

repercussions on one’s health, and even contribute to the development of psychopathology. 

However, not everyone who faces extremely stressful circumstances develops 

psychopathology: resilience mechanisms enable individuals to successfully overcome life 

difficulties without incurring into lasting illness.  

De Raedt and Hooley (2016) propose a framework (the neurocognitive framework for 

regulation expectation, NFRE) that can further our understanding of the mechanisms 

underlying successful and unsuccessful stress regulation. Central to the model is the idea 

that deploying cognitive control in preparation of a stressful event (i.e., proactive 

anticipation) facilitates the ability to regulate the stress response when confronted with the 

stressful event (i.e., reactive stress regulation). In addition, other factors influence an 

individual’s ability to engage in proactive anticipation (and therefore stress regulation): 

actual and ideal self-esteem, regulation expectation, and failure acceptance. Actual self-

esteem refers to one’s evaluation of the current self, whereas ideal self-esteem refers to the 

representation of the attributes that one would like to possess. Regulation expectation 

refers to the individual’s belief about his/her ability to deal with future stressful events, and 

failure acceptance to his/her ability to accept failure in the face of a stressful event without 

experiencing extreme frustration or distress.  

In this dissertation, we investigated the mechanisms underlying stress regulation in 

an attempt to better understand how it relates to resilience and vulnerability to 

psychopathology.  
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OVERVIEW OF THE MAIN FINDINGS 

The influence of context and ER on anticipatory and reactive emotional/cognitive 

processes 

In an attempt to better understand the mechanisms underlying adaptive emotion 

regulation (ER), we first investigated whether contextual information and emotion 

regulation influenced individuals’ anticipatory and online processing of social feedback (as 

measured by pupil dilation) and affective responses (as measured by self-reports and in 

chapter 3 also by corrugator electromyography, EMG). 

Our findings from chapter 2 suggest that knowledge about the valence of the 

upcoming feedback influences differently anticipatory and online processing of social 

feedback. Specifically, during the anticipation phase, we observed that individuals engaged 

in greater cognitive/emotional processing when they had no contextual information 

indicating which type of social feedback to expect (positive/negative), possibly to deal with 

uncertainty. Conversely, when they were confronted with social feedback, they deployed 

greater cognitive/emotional processing when the context was informative.  

In chapter 3, neither negative affect nor the emotional/cognitive processing of social 

feedback were affected by the use of an anticipatory ER strategy or by contextual 

information during the anticipation phase. After social feedback, using reappraisal decreased 

participants’ negative affect, whereas no effect of ER strategy was apparent on social 

feedback processing. Finally, participants engaged in more cognitive/emotional processing of 

social feedback when the context was informative. To conclude, cognitive reappraisal was a 

helpful strategy to deal with negative social feedback, and its effect was not influenced by 

the contextual information. However, PD did not allow us to distinguish between the 

emotional response and its regulation. 

The neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation 

In our second set of studies, we investigated more directly the hypotheses derived 

from the NFRE (De Raedt and Hooley. 2016). To allow a clearer interpretation of our results, 

we recorded heart rate variability (HRV) as an index of autonomic stress regulation, on top 

of self-reported stress to assess emotional responding. Stress was induced with either a 

speech task (chapters 4, 5 and 7) or with an unsolvable task (chapter 6). 
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In chapter 4, we investigated the effect of a maladaptive (catastrophizing) and an 

adaptive (reappraisal) anticipatory ER strategy on autonomic stress regulation (HRV). 

Because rumination is hypothesized to interfere with proactive stress regulation (De Raedt & 

Hooley, 2016), we explored whether trait rumination would moderate this effect. Our results 

showed that, overall, participants who used an adaptive anticipatory ER strategy could 

better cope with and recover from stress. However, when taking into account the 

individuals’ tendency to ruminate, we observed that only low ruminators could actually 

benefit from this strategy. In other words, individuals high in trait rumination might have 

difficulties in successfully employing adaptive anticipatory ER strategies.  

After observing the important role of rumination in stress regulation, we proceeded, 

in our next study (chapter 5), to investigate whether manipulating individuals’ regulation 

expectation could overcome its detrimental effect on autonomic stress regulation (HRV). No 

difference was observed in self-reported stress or in HRV between the two groups, 

suggesting that manipulating regulation expectation might not be sufficient to overcome the 

adverse effects of anticipatory rumination.  

The relationship between actual and ideal self-esteem and autonomic stress 

regulation (HRV) was the focus of the study presented in chapter 6. To assess implicit actual 

and ideal self-esteem we administered the Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure (IRAP; 

Remue, Hughes, Houwer, & Raedt, 2014). Interestingly, higher implicit ideal self-esteem 

predicted worse cardiovascular recovery after a stressor.  

In chapter 7, we tested how implicit actual and ideal self-esteem interacted in 

predicting the relationship between anticipatory and reactive autonomic stress regulation 

(HRV). We observed that high actual and low ideal self-esteem predicted increased 

anticipatory and reactive autonomic regulation. In contrast, all other combinations of actual 

and ideal self-esteem predicted decreased anticipatory and reactive autonomic regulation. 

These results are in line with the predictions of the NFRE. 

FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

The current PhD project aimed to further our understanding of the role of timing in 

successful emotion regulation and its possible underlying mechanisms. The two major 

strengths of this dissertation are 1) the use of social stressors, which are ecological valid 
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stimuli relevant for the onset and maintenance of psychopathology, and 2) the use of 

implicit and psychophysiological measures, which are immune to biases typical of self-

reports such as social desirability and lack of awareness. 

Whereas the role of context and regulation expectation need to be further clarified, 

our findings support the predictions of the authors of the NFRE that a) proactive anticipation 

facilitates stress regulation, b) rumination interferes with this process, and c) actual and 

ideal self-esteem interact in predicting the relationship between coping during anticipation 

and stress regulation. Several theoretical and clinical implications of these findings are 

discussed in chapter 8, together with future directions for research. To conclude, our results 

support the potential of the NFRE to clarify the mechanisms underlying stress regulation and 

the individual variability in the ability to cope with challenges. In addition, the framework 

has important  implications  for clinical practice, specifically for the improvement of 

prevention and treatment of affective disorders.  
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INLEIDING 

We worden dagelijks geconfronteerd met aanhoudende uitdagingen die ons de 

nodige stress bezorgen, zoals overmatige werkdruk, familiale verantwoordelijkheden, en 

financiële verantwoordelijkheden. De Raedt en Hooley (2016) stellen een theoretisch model 

voor (het “neurocognitive framework for regulation expectation”, NFRE) dat de 

mechanismen onderliggend aan een adaptieve of maladaptieve regulatie van stressoren 

verduidelijkt. Centraal in dit model is de stelling dat cognitieve controle tijdens de 

voorbereiding voor een stresserende situatie (met name, proactieve anticipatie) een 

positieve invloed heeft op de regulatie van de eigenlijke stressreactie wanneer men 

geconfronteerd wordt met stresserende situatie (met name, reactieve stressregulatie). 

Daarenboven hebben bepaalde factoren een invloed op het gebruik van proactieve 

anticipatie (en dus ook stressregulatie): actuele en ideale zelfwaarde, de inschatting van 

eigen mogelijkheid tot regulatie, en het accepteren van (de mogelijkheid tot) falen. In dit 

proefschrift zullen de mechanismen onderliggend aan proactieve anticipatie en 

stressregulatie onderzocht worden om te begrijpen hoe deze mechanismen veerkracht en 

kwetsbaarheid voor psychopathologie kunnen verklaren.  

OVERZICHT VAN DE BELANGRIJKSTE BEVINDINGEN 

In eerste instantie hebben we onderzocht of contextuele informatie en 

emotieregulatie (ER) een invloed hebben op proactieve anticipatie en reactieve 

stressregulatie van sociale feedback (gemeten aan de hand van pupil dilatatie) en affectieve 

processen (gemeten aan de hand van zelf-rapportage en corrugator electromyography 

(EMG)). Onze bevindingen uit hoofdstuk 2 suggereren dat kennis over de aard van de 

aankomende sociale evaluatie (positief/negatief) een invloed heeft op de proactieve 

anticipatie en reactieve stressregulatie van sociale feedback. Resultaten van hoofdstuk 3 

tonen aan dat cognitieve herinterpretatie een goede strategie is om met sociale feedback 

om te gaan, maar dat contextuele informatie geen invloed heeft op deze ER strategie.  

In tweede instantie werden hypothesen getest die rechtstreeks afgeleid worden uit 
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de NFRE (De Raedt en Hooley. 2016). Gezien de problemen met de interpretatie van pupil 

dilatatie, hebben we –naast zelf-rapportage- in deze reeks van studies hartslagvariabiliteit 

gemeten (HRV) als psychofysiologische index van automatische stressregulatie. Stress wordt 

geïnduceerd aan de hand van een spreekopdracht (hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 7) of door het 

oplossen van een onmogelijke opdracht (hoofdstuk 6). Resultaten van hoofdstuk 4 tonen 

aan de participanten die een adaptieve anticiperende ER strategie gebruiken beter reageren 

op en bekomen van een stresserende opdracht. Desalniettemin geven resultaten aan dat 

mensen die veel rumineren meer problemen ervaren om een goede anticiperende ER 

strategie te hanteren. Resultaten van hoofdstuk 5 geven aan dat het manipuleren van de 

overtuiging rond de eigen ER capaciteiten niet voldoende is om de negatieve effecten van 

anticiperende ruminatie teniet te doen. In hoofdstukken 6 en 7 wordt de relatie tussen 

actuele/ideale zelfwaarde en automatische stressregulatie (HRV) onderzocht. Om 

zelfwaarde te meten wordt de Implicit Relational Assessment Procedure (IRAP; Remue, 

Hughes, Houwer, & Raedt, 2014) afgenomen. Resultaten geven aan dat een hogere 

impliciete ideale zelfwaarde een minder goed fysiologisch (hartslagvariabiliteit)  herstel ten 

gevolge van een stressor voorspelt. Resultaten van hoofdstuk 7 geven aan dat een hoge 

actuele en een lage ideale zelfwaarde voorspellend zijn voor meer anticiperende en 

reactieve automatische stressregulatie. In tegenstelling, alle andere combinaties van actuele 

en ideale zelfwaarde voorspellen een verminderde anticiperende en reactieve automatische 

stressregulatie. Deze resultaten liggen in lijn met de voorspellingen van het NFRE. 

BESLUIT 

Het huidige proefschrift heeft als doel meer inzicht te verwerven in temporele 

processen bij succesvolle emotieregulatie. De twee sterke punten van het proefschrift zijn 1) 

het gebruik van sociale stressoren, welke omschreven worden als ecologisch valide stimuli 

die relevant zijn voor de ontwikkeling en instandhouding van psychopathologie, en 2) het 

gebruik van impliciete en psychofysiologische maten, die bestand zijn tegen typische 

vertekeningen door zelfrapportage, sociale wenselijkheid en verminderd zelfinzicht. 

Ook al moet de rol van context en verwachting van eigen overtuiging rond ER verder 

onderzocht worden, onze bevindingen ondersteunen de stellingen van de NFRE, namelijk dat 

a) proactieve anticipatie stressregulatie faciliteert, b) ruminatie interfereert in dit proces, en 
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c) actuele en ideale zelfwaarde interageren in de relatie tussen coping tijdens de anticipatie 

en confrontatie met een stressor. Verschillende theorieën en klinische implicaties van deze 

bevindingen worden bediscussieerd in hoofdstuk 8, samen met mogelijkheden voor 

toekomstig onderzoek.  
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1b.Responsible ZAP 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

-name: Rudi De Raedt 

-address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

-email: Rudi.DeRaedt@UGent.be 

 

 

1c. Research group 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

- name: Psychopathology Affective Neuroscience Lab (PANLab) 

- address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

- website: http://www.pan.ugent.be/ 

 

 

2. Information about the datasets to which this sheet applies 

=========================================================== 

* Not published material. Main researcher: Selene Nasso. Promoter: Prof. Dr. Rudi De 

Raedt. Co-promoter: Dr. Marie-Anne Vanderhasselt. Data collected from March to May 2014 

at Ghent University. 

 

* Which datasets in that publication does this sheet apply to?: all data 
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3. Files: Questionnaires 

=========================================================== 

3a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 

* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? C:\Users\snasso\Selene 

UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\Questionnaires 

[x] paper version in researcher's office 

[x] research group file server 

[x] individual PC 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify): researcher 

 

3b. Other files 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

* 1 SPSS file with restructured data per participant per condition including the aggregated 

mouse coordinate X at the VAS.Specification: E-Prime & Questionnaires.sav 

 

     

* Has a blank copy of the Informed Consent Form been stored? YES 

 

* Has a file been stored that specifies legal and ethical provisions? 

YES 

 

* On which platform are these other files stored?  

[x] individual PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data 

pilot\Questionnaires or \E-prime\SPSS  

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

* Who has direct access to these other files (i.e., without 

intervention of another person)? (duplicate if this differs for 

different types of files) 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify): ... 
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4. Files: E-Prime 

=========================================================== 

4a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 

* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? 
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DATA STORAGE FACT SHEET Chapter 3 Rejection the role of reappraisal and expectation 

 

AUTHOR: Selene Nasso 

 

DATE: 11/2014 to 04/2015 

 

 

1. Contact 

=========================================================== 

 

 

1a. Main researcher 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

-name: Selene Nasso 

-address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

-email: Selene.Nasso@UGent.be 

 selene.nasso@gmail.com 

 

 

1b.Responsible ZAP 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

-name: Rudi De Raedt 

-address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

-email: Rudi.DeRaedt@UGent.be 

 

 

1c. Research group 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

- name: Psychopathology Affective Neuroscience Lab (PANLab) 

- address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

- website: http://www.pan.ugent.be/ 

 

 

2. Information about the datasets to which this sheet applies 

=========================================================== 

* Not published material. Main researcher: Selene Nasso. Promoter: Prof. Dr. Rudi De 

Raedt. Co-promoter: Dr. Marie-Anne Vanderhasselt. Data collected from March to May 2014 

at Ghent University. 

 

* Which datasets in that publication does this sheet apply to?: all data 

 

 

3. Files: Questionnaires 

=========================================================== 

3a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 
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* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? C:\Users\snasso\Selene 

UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\Questionnaires 

[x] paper version in researcher's office 

[x] research group file server 

[x] individual PC 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

     

* Has a blank copy of the Informed Consent Form been stored? YES 

 

* Has a file been stored that specifies legal and ethical provisions? 

YES 

 

* On which platform are these other files stored?  

[x] individual PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data 

pilot\Questionnaires or \E-prime\SPSS  

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

* Who has direct access to these other files (i.e., without 

intervention of another person)? (duplicate if this differs for 

different types of files) 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify): ... 

 

 

 

 

4. Files: E-Prime 

=========================================================== 

4a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 
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* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? 

[x] researcher PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\E-prime 

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

5. Files: Tobii TX-300 Eye Tracking System 

=========================================================== 

5a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 

* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? 

[x] researcher PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\Tobii 

data, folders: full data tobii and AnticipatoryER.zip 

[X] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[X] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

6. Files: Corrugator EMG  

=========================================================== 

6a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 

* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? 
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[x] researcher PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\EMG, 

folder: raw data 

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

7. Reproduction (if applicable to the type of research at hand) 

=========================================================== 

* Have the results been reproduced by someone else than the main researcher 

(e.g. by co-authors)?: NO 
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DATA STORAGE FACT SHEET Chapter 4 Autonomic Regulation in Response to Stress 

 

Published in Emotion 2018 

 

AUTHOR: Selene Nasso 

 

DATE: 03/2016 

 

 

1. Contact 

=========================================================== 

 

 

1a. Main researcher 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

-name: Selene Nasso 

-address:Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

-email: Selene.Nasso@UGent.be 

 selene.nasso@gmail.com 

 

 

1b.Responsible ZAP 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

-name: Rudi De Raedt 

-address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

-email: Rudi.DeRaedt@UGent.be 

 

 

1c. Research group 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

- name: Psychopathology Affective Neuroscience Lab (PANLab) 

- address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

- website: http://www.pan.ugent.be/ 

 

 

2. Information about the datasets to which this sheet applies 

=========================================================== 

* Not published material. Main researcher: Selene Nasso. Promoter: Prof. Dr. Rudi De 

Raedt. Co-promoter: Dr. Marie-Anne Vanderhasselt.Data collected from March to May 2014 

at Ghent University. 

 

* Which datasets in that publication does this sheet apply to?: all data 

 

 

3. Files: Questionnaires 

=========================================================== 

3a. Raw data 
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___________________________________________________________ 

* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? C:\Users\snasso\Selene 

UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\Questionnaires 

[x] paper version in researcher's office 

[x] research group file server 

[x] individual PC 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

     

* Has a blank copy of the Informed Consent Form been stored? YES 

 

* Has a file been stored that specifies legal and ethical provisions? 

YES 

 

* On which platform are these other files stored?  

[x] individual PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data 

pilot\Questionnaires or \E-prime\SPSS  

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

* Who has direct access to these other files (i.e., without 

intervention of another person)? (duplicate if this differs for 

different types of files) 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify): ... 

 

 

 

 

4. Files: E-Prime 

=========================================================== 

4a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 
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* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? 

[x] researcher PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\E-prime 

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

5. Files: Tobii TX-300 Eye Tracking System (Not used for publication) 

=========================================================== 

5a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 

* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? 

[x] researcher PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\Tobii 

data, folders: full data tobii and AnticipatoryER.zip 

[X] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[X] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

6. Files: HRV 

=========================================================== 

6a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 

* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? 
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[x] researcher PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\EMG, 

folder: raw data 

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

7. Reproduction (if applicable to the type of research at hand) 

=========================================================== 

* Have the results been reproduced by someone else than the main researcher 

(e.g. by co-authors)?: NO 
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DATA STORAGE FACT SHEET Chapter 5 Can expectation on the ability to deal with stress 

 

AUTHOR: Selene Nasso 

 

DATE: 11/2016 

 

 

1. Contact 

=========================================================== 

 

 

1a. Main researcher 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

-name: Selene Nasso 

-address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

-email: Selene.Nasso@UGent.be 

 selene.nasso@gmail.com 

 

 

1b.Responsible ZAP 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

-name: Rudi De Raedt 

-address:Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

-email: Rudi.DeRaedt@UGent.be 

 

 

1c. Research group 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

- name: Psychopathology Affective Neuroscience Lab (PANLab) 

- address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

- website: http://www.pan.ugent.be/ 

 

 

2. Information about the datasets to which this sheet applies 

=========================================================== 

* Not published material. Main researcher: Selene Nasso. Promoter: Prof. Dr. Rudi De 

Raedt. Co-promoter: Dr. Marie-Anne Vanderhasselt.Data collected from March to May 2014 

at Ghent University. 

 

* Which datasets in that publication does this sheet apply to?: all data 

 

 

3. Files: Questionnaires 

=========================================================== 

3a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 

* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 
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If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? C:\Users\snasso\Selene 

UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\Questionnaires 

[x] paper version in researcher's office 

[x] research group file server 

[x] individual PC 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

     

* Has a blank copy of the Informed Consent Form been stored? YES 

 

* Has a file been stored that specifies legal and ethical provisions? 

YES 

 

* On which platform are these other files stored?  

[x] individual PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data 

pilot\Questionnaires or \E-prime\SPSS  

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

* Who has direct access to these other files (i.e., without 

intervention of another person)? (duplicate if this differs for 

different types of files) 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify): ... 

 

 

 

 

4. Files: E-Prime 

=========================================================== 

4a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 

* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 
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* On which platform are the raw data stored? 

[x] researcher PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\E-prime 

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

5. Files: HRV 

=========================================================== 

5a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 

* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? 

[x] researcher PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\EMG, 

folder: raw data 

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

6. Reproduction (if applicable to the type of research at hand) 

=========================================================== 

* Have the results been reproduced by someone else than the main researcher 

(e.g. by co-authors)?: NO 
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DATA STORAGE FACT SHEET Chapter 6 The detrimental role of ideal self-esteem in 

cardiovascular recovery from a stressor 

 

AUTHOR: Selene Nasso 

 

DATE: 05/2014 

 

 

1. Contact 

=========================================================== 

 

 

1a. Main researcher 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

-name: Selene Nasso 

-address:Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

-email: Selene.Nasso@UGent.be 

 selene.nasso@gmail.com 

 

 

1b.Responsible ZAP 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

-name: Rudi De Raedt 

-address:Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

-email: Rudi.DeRaedt@UGent.be 

 

 

1c. Research group 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

- name: Psychopathology Affective Neuroscience Lab (PANLab) 

- address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

- website: http://www.pan.ugent.be/ 

 

 

2. Information about the datasets to which this sheet applies 

=========================================================== 

* Not published material. Main researcher: Selene Nasso. Promoter: Prof. Dr. Rudi De 

Raedt. Co-promoter: Dr. Marie-Anne Vanderhasselt.Data collected from March to May 2014 

at Ghent University. 

 

* Which datasets in that publication does this sheet apply to?: all data 

 

 

3. Files: Self-reports and questionnaires 

=========================================================== 

3a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 
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* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? C:\Users\snasso\Selene 

UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\Questionnaires 

[ ] paper version in researcher's office 

[x] research group file server 

[x] individual PC 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso, paper version in supervisor's office 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

     

* Has a blank copy of the Informed Consent Form been stored? YES 

 

* Has a file been stored that specifies legal and ethical provisions? 

NO 

 

* On which platform are these other files stored?  

[ ] individual PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data 

pilot\Questionnaires or \E-prime\SPSS  

[ ] research group file server 

[ ] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

* Who has direct access to these other files (i.e., without 

intervention of another person)? (duplicate if this differs for 

different types of files) 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify): ... 

 

 

 

 

4. Files: IRAP 

=========================================================== 

4a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 
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* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? 

[x] researcher PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\E-prime 

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso, supervisor's PC 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

5. Files: HRV 

=========================================================== 

5a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 

* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? 

[x] researcher PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\EMG, 

folder: raw data 

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

6. Reproduction (if applicable to the type of research at hand) 

=========================================================== 

* Have the results been reproduced by someone else than the main researcher 

(e.g. by co-authors)?: NO 
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DATA STORAGE FACT SHEET Chapter 7 Testing the neurocognitive framework for 

regulation expectation 

 

AUTHOR: Selene Nasso 

 

DATE: 05/2014 

 

 

1. Contact 

=========================================================== 

 

 

1a. Main researcher 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

 

-name: Selene Nasso 

-address:Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

-email: Selene.Nasso@UGent.be 

 selene.nasso@gmail.com 

 

 

1b.Responsible ZAP 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

-name: Rudi De Raedt 

-address:Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

-email: Rudi.DeRaedt@UGent.be 

 

 

1c. Research group 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

- name: Psychopathology Affective Neuroscience Lab (PANLab) 

- address: Henri Dunantlaan 2, 9000 Gent 

- website: http://www.pan.ugent.be/ 

 

 

2. Information about the datasets to which this sheet applies 

=========================================================== 

* Not published material. Main researcher: Selene Nasso. Promoter: Prof. Dr. Rudi De 

Raedt. Co-promoter: Dr. Marie-Anne Vanderhasselt.Data collected from March to May 2014 

at Ghent University. 

 

* Which datasets in that publication does this sheet apply to?: all data 

 

 

3. Files: Self-reports 

=========================================================== 

3a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 
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* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? C:\Users\snasso\Selene 

UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\Questionnaires 

[ ] paper version in researcher's office 

[x] research group file server 

[x] individual PC 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

     

* Has a blank copy of the Informed Consent Form been stored? YES 

 

* Has a file been stored that specifies legal and ethical provisions? 

YES 

 

* On which platform are these other files stored?  

[ ] individual PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data 

pilot\Questionnaires or \E-prime\SPSS  

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

* Who has direct access to these other files (i.e., without 

intervention of another person)? (duplicate if this differs for 

different types of files) 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify): ... 

 

 

 

 

4. Files: IRAP 

=========================================================== 

4a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 
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* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? 

[x] researcher PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\E-prime 

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x] responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

5. Files: HRV 

=========================================================== 

5a. Raw data 

___________________________________________________________ 

* Have the raw data been stored by the researcher? YES 

If not, please justify. 

* On which platform are the raw data stored? 

[x] researcher PC, C:\Users\snasso\Selene UGENT\Work\Anticipatory ER\Data pilot\EMG, 

folder: raw data 

[x] research group file server 

[x] other (specify): P:\shares\data_snasso 

 

 

* Who has direct access to the raw data (i.e., without intervention of 

another person)? 

[x] main researcher 

[x responsible ZAP 

[x] all members of the research group 

[ ] all members of UGent 

[ ] other (specify):researcher 

 

 

 

6. Reproduction (if applicable to the type of research at hand) 

=========================================================== 

* Have the results been reproduced by someone else than the main researcher 

(e.g. by co-authors)?: NO 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


